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erweiterten Kunstbegriffs und seiner gesellschaftlichen Umsetzung auseinander, wobei es vor allem um das aktive Verhältnis
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argue, a form of applied anthropology.
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Introduction
CHRISTA-MARIA LERM HAYES, VICTORIA WALTERS

Twentieth anniversaries and the present
CMLH
When organising a Beuys Symposium in Dublin on the day of the
twentieth anniversary of his death (23 January 2006), I sought to
bring into focus Beuys’ continued currency on the basis of a number of factors: his then recent large exhibitions (Tate Modern,
Menil collection) made him appear topical once more, but he was
simultaneously largely unacknowledged in relation to recent artistic and theoretical concerns, especially as a predecessor of the then
much-discussed “Relational Aesthetics” (Bourriaud 2002). There
was also too little continuity to claim an unbroken heritage, as the
generation of Beuys’ friends and collaborators is not often asked to
engage with younger scholars and artists.
In an attempt to try to bridge that gap, the Symposium offered a
rare opportunity for dialogue. In addition to the generation gap
and that between canonicity and forgetting, one could observe a
geographical one: the proposition was to locate the dialogue in Ireland, where the then roaring Celtic tiger was wondering whether
it was culturally closer in proximity to Boston or Berlin. This “midAtlantic” location, together with Ireland’s own Beuysian history
and legacy (Rainbird 2005), seemed to be the right spot from
which to interrogate what Beuys still meant.
In geographical terms, Beuys’ impact was (and is) divided into
two zones of response along the Boston/Berlin axis: that of the
English-speaking world on the one hand, where Benjamin Buchloh’s allegation of Fascism still lingered (Buchloh 1980, Ray ed.
2001) or only slowly became superseded by an awareness more of
his canonicity than his practice, and that of Germany on the other,
where for many, Beuys had shown too many wounds too soon for
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comfort and had been extraordinarily effective as a teacher, but
not so visible as a model. Becoming a Beuys epigone is not seen as
desirable today;1 the reality check of experiencing the Greens in
government (as a party, not the movement Beuys co-founded)
possibly made him appear less attractive, while environmentalism
went mainstream. Ireland and specifically the Goethe Institut in
Dublin, where the Symposium was held, thus provided ideal distance from both – as well as, arguably, much richer turf than either.2
My choice of Gene Ray as keynote speaker for that day was motivated by a wish to bring together two strands of investigation
around the central question – whichever standpoint one wishes to
adopt in relation to the artist – of his work’s engagement with the
Holocaust.3 In the mid- to late 1990s, we had reached the same
conclusion by different paths. In my work on the Ulysses Extension
(ca. 1957-62, publicly accessible only since 1997, ill. 1), I had found
that Beuys developed his competition entry for a sculpture to be
sited in the former extermination camp at Auschwitz in the context of reading the work of the Irish writer James Joyce. This is
where he drew “dolmen” shapes to be placed in succession – like
the structure of a megalithic passage tomb – on the axis of the train
track through the infamous gate, drawn to a close by a crystalshaped bowl that was to reflect the light and point upwards. These
drawings also form, I concluded, a nucleus of Beuys’ practice that
was to sustain him again and again. Joyce’s literature enabled me
to reinterpret many works throughout his practice (Lerm Hayes
2001). I was thus able to draw a line from Beuys’ interest in megalithic structures on the edges of Europe – and he visited Newgrange when in Ireland in 1974 – to Auschwitz: a “new cross” to
use his term, spanning the development, rise and fall of human
civilizations. The many Irish references in the compendium of
work that he donated to the Muzeum Sztuki in !ód" during Martial Law trace that same line back again to Poland in a quasihomeopathic way, bringing other countries’ experiences – the
“Troubles” in Northern Ireland in this case – to bear productively
on those who then fought for a democratic, civil, creative society.

Introduction

1) Joseph Beuys. Joseph Beuys verlängert im Auftrag von James Joyce den
Ulysses um 2 weitere Kapitel (Joseph Beuys Extends Ulysses by Two Chapters at
James Joyce’s Request). (1957, book 2: 2-3)

Gene Ray had approached this question of Beuys’ engagement
with the Holocaust through the artist’s choice of materials. He
briefly summarises his earlier, striking argument in his contribution to this book and expands it appropriately, considering the
background just sketched, in extending to the present day the consideration of how Beuys approached injustice and lack of freedom,
addressing the current crisis of democracy and – in a deep, global
recession, where the spotlight is on a bankrupt Ireland – the enhanced need for an active civic spirit, compassion, human rights
and artistic thinking.
In this changed context, this book has become more than the proceedings of the Dublin Beuys Symposium. It brings together (at
least) four fruitful, but often not explicitly stated links between the
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contributions: Heidegger needed to be brought to bear on Beuys
and German history; Shelley Sacks only refers to she and her partner’s background in the South African Anti-Apartheid movement
in a footnote, but her thinking and academic programme are pervaded with the questions of what art can be in contested situations, and Katalin Keserü presents oppositional artistic strategies
in Communist Hungary, harking back to the French Revolution –
as Beuys often did. My own socialisation in oppositional circles in
East Germany gains in relevance in relation to my work the longer
I live and work in Belfast. Northern Ireland’s Beuysian legacy – he
gave what would today be called “seed funding” to the Art and
Research Exchange, which in turn spawned today’s artistic infrastructure – is particularly rich, but until recently not often written
or talked about, certainly within Beuys scholarship.4
This volume’s trajectory, which can only truly be related to that of
the post-Celtic tiger/”credit crunch”, ties in with a renewed interest in the events of November 1989 in Germany and its aftermath
around the 20th anniversary of that time. When Jan Hoet travelled
through East Germany in 1990, preparing for his documenta IX,
1992, he states that he “saw a lot of Beuys inspiration, but it was
too heavy. Beuys was lighter than that” (Turin 2009). This statement is revealing with respect to both the work Hoet critiqued and
his own agenda: an apparent disconnectedness existed at the time
between the clearly “heavy” experiences and works of oppositional artists and what Hoet was willing to see and show.
One can note a narrowing of this gap now that the “credit crunch”
seems to be increasing many people’s empathic capacity. Beuys is
once more a point of reference where artistic self-organisation, dialogue and exchange are again both necessary and valued, where
“relational”/dialogic art is more vital, critical and substantial than
its 90s variety – and more interested again in the roots of such
practices in and through and also beyond Beuys, as in Gene Ray’s
title. While Beuys neither witnessed the peaceful revolution of ’89,
nor the peace process in Northern Ireland, his insistence on art being Capital has had a very real and extraordinarily effective politi-
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cal, social, cultural and artistic afterlife. “Everybody is an artist”,
Beuys’ dictum, could be read as the precursor of Jacques Rancière’s more recent insistence that we are all capable of creating
our own (hi)stories, and Beuys’ practice could be seen as particularly effective in the paradoxical way in which Rancière sees it:
happening almost despite itself in and through art. In Northern
Ireland, then, it may not be too bold to assert that artists, rather
than politicians, have created real shared spaces.
The most exciting Beuysian legacy some years ago was largely an
aesthetic one: that of Matthew Barney’s active interest in Beuys.5
Today, it is arguably the art context that is used to deliberate, act
out and make social change happen – whether through networks
and/or with objects, with or without mentioning Beuys’ name.
Just to cite examples based in Ireland: Daniel Jewesbury’s re: public
exhibition and events in Dublin closed with a discussion that was
to focus on the legacy of the FIU, Beuys’ Free International University for Interdisciplinary Research. This lively and relevant practical and utopian discussion involved Art/not art, contributors to
the current volume and organisers of the Cork Caucus.
In the 1970s, Richard Demarco, another active contributor to the
Dublin Symposium, was led by Beuys to turn his back on the
white cube in favour of such spaces as the Edinburgh Poorhouse.
Beuys has since, of course, been “museumified”, not least through
the changing of the Darmstadt Block Beuys into a falsifying, white
cube presentation, and this in the place where, ironically, the artist
had found a sanctuary, a cooperative environment sympathetic to
his need to arrange and re-arrange over time. Institutional critique
tends now to view art spaces more as part of societal and political
spaces – conflicted but still often better able than others to avoid
having to succumb to various demands to falsify.
The difference between the Menil Collection/Tate Modern exhibition that just preceded the Dublin Symposium and that which was
held at the Hamburger Bahnhof (2008)6 reflects that change –
which was arguably both driven by, and imposed upon Beuys and
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his legacy: the earlier exhibition’s presentation only of recognised
artworks has made way for a more holistic display in Berlin,
which included books from Beuys’ library, interviews and historical data. It clearly aimed to make Beuys’ utopian project both palpable in the present and historically specific. The gallery and the
world, art and society have grown even closer together, and are
certainly no longer to be seen as mutually exclusive.
The European Studies in Culture and Policy series of which this volume is a part, also enables Beuys to “get out of the newspapers’
arts pages”, an ambition Beuys voiced to Caroline Tisdall. It is
only fitting, therefore, to place this volume in the present context,
one that deliberately transcends the realm of art history, and to
close with an essay by the series’ editor, Ullrich Kockel, who considers Beuys’ practice as a form of applied anthropology.
Victoria Walters, who attended the Dublin Symposium while a
PhD researcher at the University of Ulster, has kindly assisted me
in editing and completing this book at the vital stages, and in our
introduction to the current volume, I hope that the reader will find
many thematic and diachronic connections. She shares my view
that all of Beuys’ oeuvre, whether it has his name attached to its
effects or not, is path-breaking, and a catalyst for work in many
fields and contexts that is particularly current and urgent today.
The current volume
VW, CMLH
The editorial approach of this volume has been to retain an openness to the expanded nature of Beuys’ work in order to keep vital
lines of enquiry open for discussion, due to a firm belief that the
artist’s legacy, and its potential to elicit transformation, retains its
efficacy and potential in contemporary contexts. This relates to our
interest in the work’s continued vitality and relevance for the human being, always central to the artist’s practice. All these essays
testify to Beuys’ lifelong engagement with the creative ability of
people to shape both themselves and their worlds, and his belief in
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the urgent requirement to do this in an increasingly self-conscious
and pro-active way, in order to address the needs of the future.
There are any number of dynamics and themes weaving their way
through the collection, providing new perspectives and insights on
the artist’s work. Given the breadth of Beuys’ oeuvre, one might
surmise, how could it be otherwise? A useful way of engaging
with the contributions in this book is to consider how they bridge
gaps between the various positions on Beuys’ legacy that have established themselves over the years along geographical, generational and disciplinary divides. It is also worth noting from the
outset that new insights into Beuys’ practice do not always stem
from purely rationalistic understandings, that cerebral thinking
which, as Beuys argued, “cut like a knife”. Some work their way,
like small spirals, through the book, resonating across time, space
and in Beuys’ case, warmth, like the cry of a stag emitted by a
member of Shelley Sacks’ Social Sculpture programme at the Dublin Symposium, bringing a sense of connection that logic alone
cannot fully describe.
The photographic essay of Beuys’ 1974 lecture-action, part of the
exhibition A Secret Block for a Secret Person in Ireland at the Ulster
Museum, Belfast in 1974 brings the artist’s work with people during his time in Ireland to energetic life. Assembled by Ulster Museum Keeper of Fine Art Martyn Anglesea for a Symposium on
Beuys as Anthropologist organised by Walters at the Academy for
Irish Cultural Heritages, University of Ulster in April 2007, Bill
Porter’s images seemed a vital addition to the current volume.
They bear out Lerm Hayes’ emphasis on the dialogic aspect of the
artist’s work, his commitment to listening as well as speaking, as
well as her sense that Beuys’ work here could be seen as a form of
empirical research involving people (2006). They also reflect the
Irish and/or Celtic themes and connections running through much
of the material from the Dublin Beuys Symposium; among the images are photographs of Beuys discussing what Anglesea recollects the artist referred to as the “spiral of eternity”. Related
strands were also very much in evidence in Caroline Tisdall’s pho-
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tographs of Beuys’ travels in Ireland accompanying the Dublin
Symposium and her personal, often moving reminiscences about
their time working together, excerpts of which are included here.7
Gene Ray’s essay – already introduced – places Beuys in the context of artistic and philosophical engagement with (German) history and mourning, linking this to cosmopolitics, in order to arrive
at an engaged and current analysis of the need for activism, real
mourning and real enlightenment – through but also well beyond
Beuys.
In “Beuys through Heidegger”, Nicola Foster achieves a different
philosophical contextualisation focused on the artist’s use of language, an aspect of Beuys’ practice that has elicited equal cultural
anxiety, and even a degree of consensus, across the Berlin-Boston
axis.8 Addressing critical debates in the literature on Beuys around
this key issue, Foster addresses the tendency to view the artist’s
sculpture and words as separate, a position contested by a number
of theorists including Borer (1997), Lerm Hayes, (2001, 2004), Ulmer (1985) and Walters, (unpublished thesis, 2009). Through engaging with Heidegger’s work, Foster construes an enlightening
path through the debate, contesting a dichotomy of ‘words’ and
‘work’ in Beuys’ practice. Her study brings insights into how, read
in relation to Heideggerian phenomenology, Beuys’ language
work might be understood more holistically within the body of his
sculptural praxis as part of a practice of interpretation, bringing
that which is hidden into view. Dialoguing engagingly with Gene
Ray’s work at its end, the paper offers a perspective on Beuys’ use
of materials, understood through Heideggerian “un-concealment”,
as a path to mourning.
Drawing from the work of a philosopher who never apologised for
his support for National Socialism in order to understand Beuys’
work might do little to reassure the Beuys naysayers. However,
the clear indication in Foster’s essay that the artist worked with an
understanding of Heidegger’s ideas would exemplify the way in
which, to cite Shelley Sacks, Beuys was able to “enter the wounds”
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of German history – including the German history of ideas – and
negotiate a way of working carefully and cathartically in relation
to it. Notably, while both Heidegger and Beuys acknowledge the
role of language in creation, the ways in which the two act on that
understanding are entirely different; the artist verbally disavows
extremism and acts, through his expansion of art, in an attempt to
prevent its ever recurring.
Katalin Keserü’s essay also has its roots in language, more precisely a basis in word and image studies. She presents the Hungarian perspective on Beuys’ direct and indirect importance for oppositional artistic strategies.9 The artists she cites are not Beuys’
epigones, but their subversive, at times humorous ways of exploiting minimal means to clear, intellectually superior ends conjure
Beuysian approaches. They also let one reconcile the depth of
Beuys’ interest in marginal cultures with the lightness, chance and
chaos of which Caroline Tisdall spoke at the Dublin Symposium
when recollecting her travels with Beuys through Ireland.
Shelley Sacks stated (through her student at the same event) that it
was Rudi Fuchs’ “dismissal of social sculpture as having any continuing relevance – […] that prompted me to set up what would
become the Social Sculpture Research Centre”. Fuchs may not
have been convinced of the vitality of Beuys’ methodology; experiences of Apartheid had taught Sacks otherwise. Delineating her
academic programme’s artistic and philosophical credo here is entirely relevant and a vital insight in the context. Through curating
documenta 7 in 1982, Fuchs had inadvertently given Beuys the
chance to realise arguably his most “sustainable” social sculpture
project, 7000 Oaks.10
This publication returns again and again to the clear attraction felt
towards Beuys by those who promote civil rights under totalitarian conditions. It does not chart this phenomenon comprehensively, however the examples presented here make a clear case for
the notion of the comparability of responses and humane artistic
approaches to such situations across time and space and across the
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world, as well as some continuity of reception of the artist’s work
in related political circles worldwide. This implies not an exculpation of all that Beuys may have done as a member of the Hitler
Youth or as a German soldier, but that lessons have been learned
which, moreover, show signs of transferability.
Extracts from panel members’ contributions to the Dublin Symposium seem to testify to this. They are introduced by Caroline Tisdall’s lively recollections of her travels through Ireland with
Beuys, and reflections on the many different reasons and approaches the artist had for engaging with the island.11 While Brian
Maguire, Alastair MacLennan, Maud Cotter, Rainer Pagel and Nigel Rolfe speak about Beuys’ relevance to their work as artists,
Dirk Luckow speaks of Beuys’ limited success within the US art
world, with the notable exception that “Beuys was popular among
feminists and other proponents of change.” The Dublin contributions stress the artist’s support for empowered change for Ireland:
indebtedness to him seems to have arisen from the offer of hope in
those darkest days of the Troubles (arguably with their attendant
religious and political indoctrination) through showing a variety
of means by which to work in artistically and socially credible, internationally connected and respected ways.
Appropriately, this diversity of trans-generational perspectives on
Beuys is followed by Suzanna Chan and Christa-Maria Lerm
Hayes’ study “The Role of Diversity in the Production and Reception of Art in Belfast: Space Shuttle”. Chan and Lerm Hayes assess
and investigate strategies for diversity in contemporary, localised
relational art activity in Belfast through a study of the contemporary art project Space Shuttle. The authors reveal a surprising line
of continuity between the diversity strategies employed by the artists involved and those Beuys employed when he arrived in Belfast in 1974. While a vital line of connection is drawn, overly simplistic parallels are avoided through a full engagement with the
changed artistic, social, political and theoretical contexts in which
artists in Belfast are now working. Further, the subject of the paper
is contextualised in relation to in-depth discussions of theoretical
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writings on diversity, enabling the authors to keep potential lines
of enquiry energised by pointing to possible future investigations
through and across both practice and theory. Given growing nationalist movements across Europe, the need for artists to address
issues of diversity and resist dogmatic and hardened positions in
ways that acknowledge both the continued potential of past
strategies and the particular challenges of new contexts is all too
real and urgent. Implicitly the chapter prompts a vital and pressing question: what kind of societies are we shaping?
Cornelia Lauf’s paper supports Caroline Tisdall’s remarks about
Beuys’ activities having often been collaborative with all those
around him. She also adds a vital perspective to Foster and Keserü’s investigations of language and writing: Beuys’ publications
and publications on Beuys (during his lifetime and after) are assessed in their typographic and commercial detail and seen as further collaborative contributions to what constitutes “Beuys”.
Lauf’s essay, which arose from her contribution to the Beuys Symposium at the David Winton Bell Gallery, Brown University,12
stands alongside Dirk Luckow’s contribution to the Dublin Symposium13 – both are proponents of a position that emphasises
Beuys’ work inside the art world with its institutions, publishing
houses and markets – and those of Tisdall and Kockel, in providing examples of how Beuys prompted others to think, strive for
self-actuation and also do what (according to him, of course)
needed to be done.
The notion of Beuys “conquering” his publics touches once again
on cultural anxiety about the nature of the artist’s politics mentioned earlier, raising the issue of the degree to which Beuys’ inheritors question his legacy and resist the temptation to indulge in
hagiography. However, it also highlights the importance of recognising how and why the artist was working with diverse legacies
himself, and taking particular interpretative positions in relation to
them. The approach adopted by Antje von Graevenitz in her paper
“Parsifal – Christoph Schlingensief’s Figure of Redemption, as Prefigured by Richard Wagner and Joseph Beuys” is illuminating in
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this regard. Stepping away from sensationalist responses to the
work of both Beuys and contemporary German artist Schlingensief
by the German press, she examines the trajectory of three generations of practitioners, gaining a deeper insight into the different
utopian positions occupied by each.
The sensitivities of revisiting both Wagner’s ideas and Bayreuth as
a location are obvious; Beuys never fought shy of re-entering real,
conceptual and mythic spaces that had been tainted by Fascism
and again, this may raise anxiety that is not easily allayed. Yet the
artist’s careful (re)shaping is at work. Von Graevenitz observes
that in Parsifal Wagner blurs time and space. She then discusses
what Beuys told her about his own proposed design for the opera,
which was never realised. Beuys’ “new man” does not just blur
time and space, he brings warmth energies to the world. This
warmth process clearly communicated itself to the next generation; considering Schlingensief’s production of Wagner’s libretto,
von Graevenitz explains that the contemporary artist felt able to
“use Beuys” and the Parsifal story to express his own hopes for the
future, a vision firmly oriented towards a utopian future for Africa.14
The ‘warmth’ aspect of the artist’s work is an interesting connection between a number of the papers here. Perhaps most intriguing is the suggestion that even where Beuysian strategies are resisted, or only notionally referred to, something of the spirit of the
artist seems to enter into them. In “Cork Caucus, Contemporary
Interventionist Practice and the FIU”, art collective Art/ not art
discuss their organisation of the art event Cork Causus, an international gathering of artists, writers and theorists which took place
in summer 2005. O’Brien and Gaynor note how “although Beusyian concepts were more or less discarded before the preliminary,
educational stages…still the ‘spirit of Beuys’ seemed to pass in and
out of the Caucus.”15 In what might constitute similar evidence of
spiritual warmth, or at the very least a prime example of Jungian
“synchronicity”, one of the collective recounts that he read about
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Beuys’ interest in bees in his flat one evening, only to find his bedroom full of bees later that night.
Another related strand is that of place; O’Brien and Gaynor opted
for an event that would let the locale, Cork, as well as the participants, speak – an approach implicit in Lerm Hayes and Chan’s
choice to focus particularly on Belfast, and Lerm Hayes’ decision
to situate the Symposium in Dublin. From the drawings and watercolours of A Secret Block for a Secret Person in Ireland to the photographic image of Beuys running across a peat bog with the
work’s title handwritten above it, The Other Part of the Irish Running To You, Beuys’ practice allows space for the voices of the place
to enter in. It seems entirely pertinent, then, that, as mentioned
earlier, this volume should conclude with an essay by Ullrich
Kockel relating pointedly to the theme that Beuys consistently referred to as central to his practice: that of the human being, and
explicitly engages with the relationship between people and place.
In a previous essay (1995), Kockel focused on Beuys’ pedagogic
practice as it related to the hedge schools. These were make-shift,
creative, underground gatherings that taught children illegally
during the Penal Laws in Ireland, and which in some cases were,
interestingly, seats of Classical learning. Here, the notion of fieldwork in relation to Beuys’ practice is brought to the foreground.
This is a term the artist had used as a euphemism for his period of
crisis at the end of the 1950s, a period when he engaged with recent German history and read Joyce. Dialogic or relational artistic
practice is far from just digging (with the agricultural implements
Beuys loved). It is an awareness of past, present and future in
tending to what is living, in sensing one’s way into a culture
(which Caroline Tisdall described as Beuys’ strength), whether this
is the imprisoned coyote or another being. Beuys’ and the anthropologist’s roles as perceptive, compassionate (Tisdall or Brian Maguire might add “criminal”) outsiders are important: proposing
communication as a path to solution, but relying mostly on friends
to make things happen and remain alive. We can infer from Kockel’s essay that through his anthropological abilities (his knack to
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to get people to do things for themselves and others), Beuys contributed to peace-building. He practiced art as applied or active/activist anthropology.
Notes
1 See: Petra Richter (2000), Mit, neben, gegen: Die Schüler von Joseph Beuys,
Düsseldorf, Richter Verlag, e.g.: 53.
2 Much has by now been written about Beuys’ reception. It is not the
place of this publication to be exhaustive, although to continue Gene
Ray’s 2001 volume from the other side of the Atlantic, i.e. with European
authors and some (expatriate) American voices, appeared as an intriguing task. Dirk Luckow, present there, also contributed his innovative perspective on bridging the two artistic sides of the Atlantic at the Dublin
Symposium. Beuys’ historiography is just beginning to be assembled.
Claudia Mesch, Viola Michely (eds) (2007), Joseph Beuys: The Reader, London, New York, I.B. Tauris. This book was published after the Dublin
Symposium and groups a number of important essays, but also shows
the gulf between German- and English-speaking scholarship. It rightly
criticises writing on Beuys that remains in biographical or hagiographic
modes; however, while it speaks about close reading, it excludes some of
the scholars with the best grasp of the minutiae of Beuys’ work, most
notably Dieter Koepplin, but also Mario Kramer, Max Reithmann, Georg
Jappe, Wolfgang Zumdick, Volker Harlan and others. One wonders how
much the many sweeping, English-speaking assessments (often of not
much more than Beuys’ personality) would have gained by having had
more sustained access to Beuys’ works, as well as to German language
texts. The necessary diversity of geographical, linguistic and methodological perspectives would seem to make a number of further “Readers”
necessary.
3 See also from the same time: Cornelia Gockel (1998), Zeige deine Wunde:
Faschismusrezeption in der deutschen Gegenwartskunst, München, Silke
Schreiber. Gockel concludes that Beuys was one of the few artists of the
immediate post-War era who did not repress their experiences from National Socialist times, but addressed them in his work (Gockel: 143). In
2001, Jörg Arendt submitted an MA thesis on the Holocaust in Beuys’
work to Bonn University. More thoroughly researched, wide-ranging and
thought-provoking is Ron Manheim’s “Die zu schützende Flamme – Joseph Beuys und seine Lehmbruck-Rezeption” in: Kunstchronik 62/3
(March): 105-114. Manheim persuasively proves the unsavoury confla-
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tion of German Nationalist and theosophical thought and notes correctly
Beuys’ contextually somewhat disconnected use of terms such as
Auschwitz (Manheim 2009: 112). However, Beuys did not eschew them
like so many, and there are also concrete references that amount to an
attempt to learn and even to facilitate meaningful engagement with historical trauma for himself and others. Manheim as a tendency assumes an
unchanging ideological worldview. Considering his work and the times
in which he lived, this assumption should at least remain contested. See
also: Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes, Post-War Germany and ‘Objective Chance’:
W.G. Sebald, Joseph Beuys and Tacita Dean / Nachkriegsdeutschland und ‘Objektiver Zufall’: W.G. Sebald, Joseph Beuys und Tacita Dean. Steidl Göttingen
2008.
4 More recently, this is changing: Slavka Sverakova and Liam Kelly have
both included Beuys’ visit to Belfast as a seminal point in narratives concerning the history of Northern Irish art in general and the University of
Ulster in particular. Liam Kelly (2009), The School of Art + Design / Belfast
1960-2009, Belfast, Ormeau Baths Gallery: n.p. Slavka Sverakova (2009),
The Visual Force: Collective Histories of Nothern Irish Art, Belfast, Golden
Thread Gallery: 11-13.
5 In my introduction to the Dublin symposium, I spoke of Elaine Sturtevant, Marina Abramovic, the Maris, and Jochen Gerz, while Kerstin Mey
also presented a list of artists who unsystematically adapted and adopted
aspects of Beuys’ practice: Com & Com; Tracy MacKenna and Edwin
Janssen; Luc Wolff; Lucy Orta; Ping Qiu and Jean Odermatt.
6 Eugen Blume, Catherine Nichols (eds) (2008). Beuys: Die Revolution sind
wir, Berlin, Nationalgalerie im Hamburger Bahnhof – Museum für
Gegenwart. The following major retrospective, Joseph Beuys: Parrallelprozess at Kunstsammlung Nordrhein Westfalen, Düsseldorf, September
2010 - January 2011, takes a similar stance to the Houston and London
retrospective.
7 A fascinating, alternative account of Beuys’ Belfast visit is to be found in
André Stitt (2006), Tour Blog, Cardiff, Trace: Samizdat Press: 68, 69. Lerm
Hayes thanks Sandra Johnston for drawing her attention to this publication.
8 US critic Rosalind Krauss translated Eric Michaud’s essay “The Ends of
Art According to Beuys”, which took issue with the artist’s perceived
privileging of speech and saw in it a turn to extremism: see October, 45
(Summer), pp. 36-46. Krauss followed up with her own diatribe against
what she perceived as Beuys’ attempt to reduce everything to meaning,
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“No to Joseph Beuys” (1997) in Krauss and Bois, Formless: A User’s Guide.
New York: Zone, pp. 143-146.
9 Eugen Blume was only half-joking when he stated: “Finally a proper
publication about Beuys sat on the shelves of the GDR […], and hence the
Wall was lowered not only out of aesthetic reasons, and not only by
about five centimetres…” – “Joseph Beuys and the GDR: The Individual
as Political”, in: Beuys Reader: 311. Jaromir Jedlinski also speaks of Beuys’
indirect contribution to the fall of the Wall: Jaromir Jedlinski (1995), “Joseph Beuys Polentransport 1981”, in: Der Riss im Raum: Positionen der Kunst
seit 1945 in Deutschland, Polen, der Slowakei und Tschechien, Berlin, Verlag
der Kunst: 52.
10 Rhea Thönges-Stringaris, who worked on this mammoth project with
Beuys and continues to look after it, mentioned the need to look to
Heidegger at the Dublin symposium. This is mentioned here merely as
an example of the many leads and connections that thread through this
volume and the participants’ conversations, resulting in a dense tapestry.
11 Sean Rainbird spoke at the Dublin symposium. His paper is accessible
in his volume: Sean Rainbird (2005), Joseph Beuys and the Celtic World:
Scotland, Ireland and England 1970-85, London, Tate Publishing. In addition to sources cited there, see: Dieter Koepplin (2003), Joseph Beuys in
Basel: Bd. 1: Feuerstätte. Basel, München, Öffentliche Kunstsammlung,
Schirmer/Mosel, especially: 38-47.
12 Lerm Hayes thanks Vesela Sretenovic, who organised this symposium
on 26 February 2006, for her information and openness to collaboration.
Other speakers were: Peter Nisbet, Carin Kuoni and Ronald Feldman.
13 An excerpt of Luckow’s perspective is accessible in: Mesch, Michely
(eds) Beuys Reader: 287-303.
14 We are sad to report that, shortly before this volume went to press,
Schlingensief passed away from cancer at only 49 years old.
15 During the conference, O’Brien and Gaynor elaborated that Joyce’s
Finnegans Wake had stood at the beginning of their ideas for the Cork
Caucus in terms of science and literature. They explained that while researching, they spoke to a number of people, including Timothy Emlyn
Jones, who had stressed that Beuys was “top of the pops”, an excellent
marketing man (a position here represented by Lauf’s essay). “Mia
[Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes] took us through the Ulysses Extension and
developed an anthropology, a narrative through this, something that we
had taken to be absent”. The Caucus then operated by means of reading
groups and “self-educating conversations, moved into other peoples’
houses, then groups galvanised and moved a conversation across a city –
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a 3rd space between institution and pub… Beuys was weaving his way in
and out of the caucus, in and out of the legacy.” For a representation of
the Cork Caucus, see the excellent: Cork Caucus: on art, possibility and democracy, Trevor Joyce, Shep Steiner (eds) (2005), Cork, Frankfurt/M., National Sculpture Factory, Revolver – Archiv für aktuelle Kunst.

Beuys at the Ulster Museum, Belfast, 18 November 1974
MARTYN ANGLESEA,
PHOTOGRAPHS BY BILL PORTER,
ULSTER MUSEUM

Beuys at the Ulster Museum, Belfast, 1974
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Beuys at the Ulster Museum, Belfast, 1974
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Mourning and Cosmopolitics:
With and Beyond Beuys
GENE RAY
Before beginning my remarks, I feel a need to echo a comment
made earlier by Nigel Rolfe. I simply find it impossible to speak in
this forum without first acknowledging the global crisis of democracy and justice we are now living through. A commemoration
like this one risks becoming an offensively indulgent academic exercise, if it ignores this context out of discretion or collegial good
manners; to do so would be to acquiesce to the normalisation of an
utterly repugnant and unacceptable state of affairs. This would be
especially true, it seems to me, of a symposium dedicated to the
memory of an artist and teacher who placed a vision of direct democracy at the centre of his project of “social sculpture.”
I clearly do not have time here to characterise our contemporary
crisis in detail, or to catalogue the crimes being perpetrated even
as we speak by allegedly democratic states in the name of a permanent, pre-emptive, dirty so-called war on terror. But any such
characterisation or catalogue would have to include – beyond the
appalling bloodshed and destruction inflicted daily on the people
of Iraq and other countries in the Middle East, beyond even the
sickening images of Abu Ghraib and Guantánamo and the disclosures of a global network of secret prisons and “torture flights” –
the generalised degradations that follow from a cynical production
and exploitation of public fear. I mean the diversion of public
money and resources to the war machines and the steady militarisation of everyday life, the criminalisation of dissent, the erosion
of habeas corpus and the most basic civil and political liberties, and
the massive and unprecedented expansion of state apparatuses of
surveillance and control – all of which block our ability to think
and deliberate critically together and cripple our collective capacity to rein in governments acting against our will and to hold to
account those who have conceived and implemented these policies.
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All of these “security” measures are of course aimed only in part
at real “terrorists”; they will be turned cynically, and indeed already have been, on all those who contest, oppose, or even criticise
the given order, including those who struggle for social justice and
emancipation, for ecological sanity, for a world without war, oppression and exploitation. It is a fact that in the United States today, Quaker peace groups are once again being spied on by state
intelligence services. From that, unhappily, much more must be
inferred. It is not enough that neo-liberal policies have returned us
to the naked, undiluted capitalism of the nineteenth century. The
global enforcement of these policies is running roughshod over –
when not openly wrecking – democratic institutions and the rule
of law and is provoking fascist tendencies everywhere. With regard to arbitrary power operating without effective oversight or
accountability, we’ve regressed decades overnight. Already in
February 2003, when in the largest linked demonstrations in world
history, more than 10 million people went into the streets to reject
the invasion of Iraq and were ignored for their trouble, this constituted a serious crisis of global democracy. Three years later (in early 2006), these degradations of daily life are being normalised into
a permanent security régime, and we quite clearly are not doing
enough to contest and stop it. This reality unhappily falls like a
chill shadow on everything we say here today, whether we acknowledge it or not.
Beuys in the Global Post-1945 Context
In my previous work on Joseph Beuys, I proposed a materialsbased reinterpretation of the artist’s sculptural production. I argued that Beuys’ use of historically charged materials – in particular his use of stone, felt and fat as media for visual allegories –
must be seen as part of an under-remarked labour of mourning.
This labour deploys a sublime strategy of “negative presentation”
to evoke the Nazi genocide. My research is easily accessible, and I
won’t tax you with a repetition of what’s already been published.
What I instead will try to do today is to situate Beuys within a
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larger historical context shaped by the catastrophic events of the
mid-twentieth century – even if only in a very abbreviated and
schematic way. To do this, I’ll be leaning on two notions that I find
indispensable for grasping both the promise and the peril of art
that tries to remember historical traumas. These are “mourning,” a
term from the psychoanalytic tradition, and “cosmopolitics,” a
more recent theoretical construction. I’ll explain and develop these
two terms as I go along.
Beuys, it is helpful to remember, did not work in a vacuum. He belonged to several, primarily European artistic and political networks, and as individualised as his work may be, it still should be
located historically within these larger networks and cultural
streams. It is one of these networks that I want to sketch now, in
order to begin to place Beuys’ memorial production in its post1945 European and global contexts.
Auschwitz and Hiroshima as Qualitative Events
Generally accepted estimates tell us that between 50 and 60 million
people were killed in World War II, of which the majority, by a
factor of 2:1, was civilian. Beyond the sheer scale of death and
devastation involved, the legacy of that war includes two qualitative and massively traumatic events of violence – two officially
perpetrated genocides to which we have come to refer by the
place-names Auschwitz and Hiroshima. It is worth noting today
that both were deliberately inflicted by states on non-combatant
civilian populations. In plain language, they were acts of terrorism. One was perpetrated by the Nazi state against Jews, as well as
Sinti and Roma communities, homosexuals, communists and active dissidents, and was a standing threat directed against all potential opponents. In the other, the US state indiscriminately attacked the civilian inhabitants of two Japanese cities, after Japan’s
defeat had become imminent and that nation had ceased to pose
any urgent threat to the United States. But it, too, was meant as a
threat directed at all potential rivals and opponents in the postwar period, the Soviet Union in particular. The monopoly on the
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nuclear weapon did not hold, and we all became the objects of its
terror.
Why should these two events of violence be called “qualitative”?
They are qualitative because they change, in an irreversible way,
our understanding of humanity and its future prospects. Wars and
genocides are nothing new in history, of course. But in both
Auschwitz and Hiroshima the technical means and political will to
carry out genocide have reached the point where we are all placed
under threat. Henceforth, once these capacities or potentials have
been irreversibly realised and demonstrated, no one is safe, anywhere, from the instrumental reasons of state. In this, the real differences between the Nazi régime in Germany and the liberal democracy in the United States, the divergent motivations that
shaped the decisions in both cases, cannot reassure us. The matter
here is the historical realisation of two qualitatively new powers of
state violence. Auschwitz has demonstrated what can be done
when the techniques of Fordist production and accounting are
used to industrialise mass murder. Hiroshima showed us that science in the service of the war machine has already, in a terrible fait
accompli, produced weapons whose destructive capacity effectively
will have no limit on earth. The future can no longer be for us
what it heretofore was; in this regard, it is – and we are – changed
irreversibly. Henceforth the future will be in radical doubt, in that
our beloved notions of progress – the assumption or hope that our
lives will improve steadily, and perhaps even automatically, with
the increase in knowledge, technology and productive power –
will no longer stand up to scrutiny.
Now, this is not to say that we all have fully and consciously
grasped these consequences, even today. I have just summarised
these meanings with the advantage of enormous hindsight and a
half-century of collective critical reflection. None of this was clear
in 1945, and even today the meanings of these two events remain
only partially understood, often obscured and frequently still contested. This will be no surprise, if we think of Auschwitz and Hiroshima as massive and globalised traumas that humanity has in-
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flicted on itself. Trauma, we are told by psychoanalytic theory, is
too painful to assimilate as normal experience. Trauma triggers
numerous defensive psychic operations, the aim of which is to
prevent this pain from coming to consciousness, where it would
have to be confronted before being coped with, processed and interpreted. Traumas typically remain repressed memories, which
continue to produce effects unconsciously. Mourning – and this
will be my first, working definition – is the process by which
traumas and the losses they signify are brought to consciousness
and critically reflected.
Understandably, few wanted to know in the years immediately
following 1945 that more had happened during World War II than
the awful and all-too obvious death and destruction required for
the Allies to defeat Germany and Japan. In the general and euphoric relief in the wake of war’s end, few wanted or would have
been able to know that the real disaster, fundamentally, would be
ongoing. Awareness that our understanding of humanity and our
relation to the future would now have to be different was generally repressed from consciousness. In its place was, for the
“winners” of the war, the manufactured optimism of commodified
capitalist prosperity, and, for the “losers,” the hard tasks of
reconstruction. Soon, the Cold War and its simplified ideological
constructions of the enemy would take over the place of reflection.
The idea that in some basic and terrible way we all may have lost
the war would not begin to emerge into public consciousness until
much later and even then would remain slow, hesitant and uneven. Before this knowledge became conscious – and as part of the
process by which it gradually became conscious – it produced unconscious effects in the form of symptoms, namely anxiety and
“acting out”. My claim – not really so controversial, after all – is
that art and culture is one field or site where this anxiety was first
expressed and acted out, in ways that later could begin to become
conscious. In other words, in the artistic mourning or processing of
Auschwitz and Hiroshima after 1945, we can see and trace the
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process by which these genocidal catastrophes slowly emerge into
public consciousness and become objects of reflection and debate.
Art as a Practice of Mourning
I am not claiming that artists were necessarily the first to mourn
and wrestle with the deeper meanings of Auschwitz and Hiroshima. It is well established that Theodor Adorno was among
the first explicitly to open up this problem. His early reflections,
published in the 1951 essay “Cultural Criticism and Society” and
in Minimal Moralia, would eventually be developed into the powerful philosophical meditations that end his Negative Dialectics
(1966). For Adorno, Auschwitz was merely the “first sample” of
the genocidal potential of capitalist modernity itself. That is, of a
globalised social totality in which the passage to the “real humanity” of classless society has been blocked, West and East, and in
which relations of domination hold the majority of people in a
condition of intellectual and political immaturity. In such a condition, people’s awareness of their actual powerlessness is generally
repressed, but builds up as a collective rage that eventually seeks
genocidal expressions.
It was Adorno, too, who saw that art initially would not be able to
address this ongoing disaster directly. Art, we could say, first registers this disaster by rejecting its own traditions. “After Auschwitz, to write a poem is barbaric,” as Adorno famously first put it.
The implicit prohibition on lyric poetry here is, synecdochically, a
statement of a predicament shared by all the arts. To go on making
art in the traditional ways, as if nothing had happened or changed,
is now understood to be defective, inadequate, in the worst case
obscene. In a series of texts produced in the early 1960s, Adorno
looked to Samuel Beckett’s Endgame as a model for an art that
evoked the catastrophe obliquely, “negatively,” sublimely – without, as it were, pronouncing its name out loud.
The dissemination and reception of Adorno’s critique in the early
post-1945 period remains largely unexplored territory. Adorno
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concerned himself mainly with music, literature and philosophy.
He ignored or in any case showed no close awareness of contemporary visual art, and his aesthetico-ethical strictures implied a
rigorous image ban. Nevertheless, visual analogues of negative
poetry, literature, and music can be found and mapped. Indeed, I
want to suggest that in parallel to Adorno’s developing reflections
– roughly between 1951 and 1966 – the problem of the real historical catastrophe is first acted out and gradually brought into consciousness in visual art. Not every artist, obviously, was concerned
with this problem. But those who were formed a distinct stream of
cultural activity that at times functioned as informal networks in
which innovations circulated and were built on collectively. This is
where I want to locate Beuys.
We can recognise the emergence, over the course of the 1950s and
60s, of two distinct streams of experimentation in the visual arts;
two directions or ways of responding to the mid-century traumas.
Each stream represents a mutation in the tradition of history art.
The first is constituted by the move beyond the traditional art object and the leap into performativity. The second formed around
the discovery and investigation of negative presentation in sculpture. Both streams of practice – both mutations in post-war history
art – begin as unconscious, largely blind responses. This is an important point. Working through repressed trauma is a slow and
uneven process, and typically a messy one. In this case, the new
human potentialities revealed in Auschwitz and Hiroshima
amount to a crushing strike at human dignity and self-worth – one
that threatens radically to disenchant the narcissistic ground of the
myths of progress. All the psychic defences are mobilised against
this insight: all the forms of avoidance and resistance, displacement and acting out. Every movement toward understanding is
made only against strong resistance and is immediately subject to
reversal and regression.
Acting out – a symptomatic way of avoiding the repressed by displacing it into repetitive forms of behaviour – is I think best
grasped as an early phase or opening in the process of working
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through, rather than being rigidly opposed to it. This helps us to
see how art can function as a relatively privileged field for the initial processing of these kinds of collective traumas. In strictly psychoanalytic terms, acting out is an unconscious manifestation of
resistance. But art, of course, is never completely unconscious: it
has often enough mobilised the unconscious and its contents, but
only by subjecting them to some degree of conscious, formal control. So some kinds of art can be thought of as a practice of acting
out that is partially conscious and that incorporates elements of a
more critical working through: “playing through,” we could call it.
“Play” may at first seem an inappropriate category for grasping
responses to qualitative events of genocidal violence, but the fact is
that it is not always possible to confront these events directly.
Playing with them symbolically – artistically – is a way of first approaching and liberating repressed material.
The Performative Stream of Post-1945 Art
This becomes fairly clear in the first stream of post-war art in my
schema. The shift in focus and practical emphasis from object making to performativity is at bottom a way of acting out, performing,
playing through the fact that history has imposed new conditions
on art – that things cannot go on as they have done. Not at first,
but later on, artists begin to understand consciously what the historical sources and implications of this change are. In this stream,
Jackson Pollock is of course a key initiating figure. But we would
also have to recognise Lucio Fontana, Shozo Shimamoto and the
Gutai Art Association. With Alan Kaprow, Fluxus and the Vienna
Actionists, this performative mutation gradually becomes fully
conscious in the early 1960s.
I want to suggest, then, that when Lucio Fontana pierced and cut
through a stretched canvas, as in his Concetti spaziali of 1949, the
year the Soviet Union first detonated an atomic bomb; or when
Shozo Shimamoto stabbed through a ground built up from painted and glued layers of newspaper, as in his Holes series in the
same year; when Saburo Murakami in 1955 punched and kicked
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his way through a series of large panels made from blank paper
mounted on painting stretchers; or when Shimamoto blasted paint
onto a canvas with a cannon in 1956 – all these gestures of symbolic violence are a way of acting out and playing through the content of Adorno’s propositions about the impossibility of art after
the disaster. They are ways of symbolically “destroying” traditional painting – or of rehearsing or restaging its historical destruction. Similarly, when in Woodstock in 1952 (the year the United
States detonated the first hydrogen bomb), David Tudor premiered John Cage’s 4’33”, performing, as it were, a structured refusal to play notes on a piano and in effect subordinating traditional music to the ambient sounds of everyday life; or when in
Düsseldorf in 1962, Nam June Paik slowly raised a violin above his
head, then brought it smashing down onto a table top; or when in
Wiesbaden later the same year, Dick Higgins, George Maciunas,
Benjamin Patterson, Wolf Vostell and Emmett Williams destroyed
a piano in their performance of Phillip Corner’s Piano Activities; or
when Raphael Montañez Ortiz attacked a piano with an axe in
1966 – these gestures are basically performative assertions that the
time for traditional music is over.
Now, obviously this kind of iconoclasm is nothing new under the
sun – or in the tradition of the artistic avant-gardes. But it would
be wrong to simply reduce all these actions to the category of repetition, even if repetition is clearly in play here. The meanings of
these performances are generated by the post-1945 context, and it
is there that they must be sought. Nor will it invalidate my claim
to point out that some of these actions took place before Adorno
published his sentence on poetry and Auschwitz or that none of
these artists ever read a word of Adorno (I cannot verify whether
or not that is the case). I am not arguing that they are direct responses to Adorno, nor am I very interested in assigning priorities
or constructing definitive narratives on that basis. These performative experiments are early, largely unconscious artistic responses
to new historical conditions to which Adorno, too, was responding. This can be read between the lines in the texts and manifestoes
in which some of these artists struggle to express their sense that a
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certain historical period and artistic tradition has now definitively
ended: Fontana’s Manifesto blanco (1946), Jiro Yoshihara’s Gutai
Manifesto (1956), Ortiz’s Destructivism manifesto (1962), or for that
matter many of Pollock’s statements all express a conviction – if a
still confused one that cannot match the rigor of Adorno’s critical
formulations – that history and art with it have in some crucial
sense gone beyond the point of no return.
The process by which these first performative responses develop
into practices that are fully conscious of the historical conditions
they are responding to, takes place over the course of the 1950s
and 60s in parallel to – and to some extent in dynamic interaction
with – critical public discourses and interventions that directly
grapple with the meanings and legacies of Auschwitz and Hiroshima. In the early 1950s, for example, an anti-nuclear peace
movement and culture had emerged around the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki; in 1955, a petition of the World Conference
Against Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs collected over 30 million
signatures. In the same year in Europe, Alain Resnais released his
31-minute documentary film Nuit et brouillard, a major early reflection on Auschwitz. Over the 1950s, then, information and critical
reflections on the historical disaster were steadily entering the
public sphere, and these gradually have a visible impact on artistic
practices.
In the performative stream of post-1945 art, trauma often first appears in a very individualised form, as in Kazuo Shiraga’s 1955
action Challenging Mud or Jim Dine’s Car Crash happening from
1960. And Beuys clearly has his place in this stream. Indeed,
“show your wounds” would be a suitable slogan for this whole
direction of artistic mourning as performative playing through.
But I would credit Wolf Vostell with bringing performativity to
full post-1945 historical consciousness with his happenings You
and Never Again, both from 1964. In You, a “dé-collage happening
for Bob and Rhett Brown,” Vostell transformed a property in Great
Neck, New York, into a hellish and chaotic environment overloaded with coloured smoke flares, naked bodies, burning televi-
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sion sets and 400 pounds of raw beef and bones. Entering spectators were quickly forced to become participants in the experiential
happening installed around a swimming pool and tennis court.
Photographs show “audience” members, some in gas masks,
massed in stringy enclosures that are unmistakably visual echoes
of barbed wire and concentration camps; other spectatorparticipants appear to be wallowing in the mud beneath a spreading pall of orange smoke. Without ever naming Auschwitz or Hiroshima, Vostell constructed a simulated ordeal that exposes and
rehearses the integration and normalisation of historical catastrophe within the naturalised structures of commodified everyday
life.
Negative Presentation and Post-1945 Sculptural Practice
The second mutation in post-1945 history art is the discovery and
investigation of negative presentation in sculpture. Negative presentation is a way to refer to something without showing it. A
“positive” presentation depicts something by representing it directly: a conventional portrait painting, for example, or a documentary photograph. A negative presentation, by contrast, evokes
its referent without any direct, positive depiction: a photograph of
a person’s shoes or personal items, for example, rather than a photograph of the person. It is a strategy of indirection, a way of evoking rather than invoking. Since Kant, who uses the phrase in the
Critique of Judgement, negative presentation is associated with the
sublime. We could say that it is a mode of the sublime that will
turn out to be both fitting and effective as an artistic practice.
Arguably, sculpture has always involved the use of negative, as
well as positive forms and volumes. But what is new in the post1945 period is the way artists discover how to withhold the human
body from positive representation and use this absence to evoke
and remember – in short to mourn – the victims of genocidal violence. “Discovery” might be the wrong category here, but there is
in any case a more or less systematic investigation of the possibilities for using negative presentation in art in this way beginning
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around 1959. The initial impetus for artistic research in this direction apparently comes from the character of the photographic negative. From 1949-51, Robert Rauschenberg and his wife Susan Weil
made a series of prints by positioning a naked woman on large
sheets of photo-sensitive blueprint paper and then hitting these
with light. The result was a form of nude in which the silhouette of
the body appears white on a blue ground. This may have stimulated Yves Klein, who in 1960 began his anthropométries, in which
blue paint is applied to the bodies of nude models who are then
brought into contact with canvas. The resulting “paintings” are
positive images, in the sense that the body is directly, if crudely,
represented: we can think of these as positive portraits painted
without the mediation of brushes.
In 1961, Klein veers off into negative presentation in a canvas titled, suggestively, Hiroshima. Here, he has placed his nude models
against the canvas, and applied blue pigment around them. When
the United States detonated an atomic bomb above Hiroshima on 6
August 1945, the blast left a number of negative silhouettes of human forms on various walls and steps around the city. Klein has
reproduced this effect, and indeed his silhouettes are also very
similar to some of those made by Rauschenberg and Weil. But by
this very precise gesture of attaching the place-name “Hiroshima”
to his negative evocation of human bodies, Klein shows us that he
has grasped the potential of negative presentation as a mode of
alluding to historical violence. At this point, we can say that this
practice has become historically conscious. That is, the artist has
grasped the link between a direction of formal experimentation
and specific historical traumas.
In the same year, Klein made a series of “fire paintings” with a
flame-thrower. For some, he brought the wet body of a nude model into contact with the canvas before hitting the fabric with flame.
Since the wet parts of the canvas were relatively protected from
burning, the resulting image appears to be the ghastly trace of a
body in fire – a holocaustal reference that could allude equally to
Auschwitz and Hiroshima. Obviously, these experiments in
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negative presentation are linked to what we could call the ontological status of the trace. The capacity of the trace to “testify” to a
prior presence is in fact an aspect of all artistic mark-making: all
mark-making has a “negative” dimension, in that every mark also
indirectly generates a narrative of its own origin – the narrative of
its own making. Pollock’s drip paintings, for example, generate the
narrative of the performances by which the artist applied paint to
the canvas. But here, with Klein in 1961, we have evidence that
this always at least latent link between event and trace has become
a tool consciously to evoke and remember historical catastrophe.
This story of how negative presentation unfolds in painting after
1945 is important, because in the same years – 1959 to 1961 – one
of Klein’s colleagues, Arman, traces a similar trajectory of discovery in the medium of sculpture. It is worth noting that the efficacy
of negative presentations – their capacity, that is, successfully to
evoke a referent without direct, positive depiction or invocation –
is largely a function of how well established the corresponding
positive images are in the public sphere. Negative presentations
depend on the general, public dissemination of the positive images
to which they indirectly refer. Only as far as such positive images
become known and consciously or unconsciously recognisable can
they be assumed and discarded. Without needing to be shown,
they will then function in context as the referents for negative images. In the example of Klein and painting, we have already seen
that the human body can be assumed in this way: because we are
intimately familiar with the human form and all its variations, artists are able to present it negatively. And in sculpture, too, the
body can be evoked in this way. In the four versions of Beuys’
1983 installation The End of the Twentieth Century, the similarity in
scale, form and material between the manipulated basalt columns
and ancient portrait mummies and stone sarcophagi is enough for
a successful negative presentation of the human body. On one
level, at least, these installations need to be read as a jumble of
corpses, the aftermath of a massacre or genocide. Indeed, because
the human body is the object of political violence and terror, because, in the end, it is in and on their bodies that the victims of his-
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tory must bear all the traces of their pain, terror, torture and destruction, the body will always be the basic reference for all artistic
mourning, all artistic modes of remembering historical trauma and
disaster. And this is of course central to the way in which performative practices, conditioned on the physical presence of the performer’s body, produce their effects.
However, what Arman discovers in 1959 – again, if this word is
really the right one, I am open to alternatives – is something different. He sees that it is not necessary to refer to the human body
pictorially, as it were, through positive or negative allusions to its
form, shape, silhouette or scale. Working with the idea of the trace,
negative presentations can be even more indirect. By 1959, Arman
had become very interested in garbage as an archive of discarded
items. He explored this idea through his sculptural poubelles, or
vitrines or boxes filled with selected refuse. (It goes without saying
that we’re dealing here with an expanded, post-Duchampian notion of sculpture and object making.) What Arman was becoming
sensitised to is the capacity personal objects have to retain their
links to the people associated with them. So, the artist could make
a number of witty and auratic “portrait” poubelles of his friends
and his Paris dealer by constructing collections or archives of
items that function as traces. Even a person’s trash can testify to
their real historical presence.
In the same year of 1959, Arman begins making accumulations, or
serial collections of the same or similar objects, typically arranged
in wall-mounted vitrines. Benjamin Buchloh has suggestively interpreted this principle of “serial multiplication” as a “record of
the actually limitless expansion and repetition of object production” that terminates, as it were, the utopian object-aesthetic of
Dada and Surrealism (Buchloh 2000: 270). But I think Buchloh goes
too far in discounting the specificity of the historical references
and titling of some of the accumulations. As we will see, only the
context of the cultural struggle to grasp the deeper historical
meanings of genocidal violence can account for this. But first we
need to make a brief digression.
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The film I mentioned earlier, Alain Resnais’ Nuit et brouillard
(Night and Fog) from 1955, is a landmark in the public dissemination of direct (i.e. “positive”) images of the Nazi genocide in
Europe. It is true that similar images – Margaret Bourke-White’s
photographs of the liberated camp at Buchenwald had long been
in circulation. But film is an especially effective and powerful medium of dissemination, and Resnais’ documentary combined these
images with a moving voice-over narration that locates them historically as objects of an urgently needed critical reflection. Nacht
und Nebel, a German-language version written by the poet Paul
Celan, was released in 1957, precisely at the time when Beuys was
working on his proposal for an Auschwitz memorial. So the impact of this film is significant: it contains and disseminates the positive images that would become the basis for the first negative
presentations of Auschwitz in post-1945 visual art – and in the
sculptural work of Beuys.
Specifically, there are several sequences in Resnais’ film that visually document the so-called Canada warehouses of Auschwitz,
where the plundered personal property of the murdered victims
was sorted and stored. These images are a depressing testimony to
what happens when the rationalised Fordist factory is re-tooled for
state-directed genocide. It is not enough to murder the victims and
reduce their bodies to ashes. Every piece of personal property
from which value can be extracted, and every commodifiable byproduct of the bodies themselves, apparently had to be collected,
sorted and quantified. This last extended even to the victim’s hair
and body fat – a fact, documented in Resnais’ film, that did not
escape Joseph Beuys, as he began to struggle with this history in
the late 1950s.
This, I am convinced, is how we have to view at least some, if not
all, of Arman’s accumulations. The collections of dentures (La Vie à
pleines dents, 1960) and eyeglasses (Untitled, 1961) are very probably evocations of the pulling of gold teeth and plundering of property practiced systematically in the Vernichtungslager, or killing
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centres. One is tempted to say that they are reconstructions, conscious or not, of images from these sequences of Resnais’ film, or
published photographs. Whether or not Arman fully understood
these references in 1959, works and titles over the next few years
show us that he had certainly made these links by 1962 at the very
latest. A 1961 accumulation of insecticide pumps (the “Fly-Tox”
brand-name is prominent) is possibly a bitter allusion to Zyclon-B,
the toxin used in the gas chambers; the origins of its title, Tuez-les
tous, Dieu reconnaîtra les Siens, are certainly to be found in historical
massacres; a contemporary translation popular among US military
forces during the Vietnam era renders it “Kill them all, let God sort
them out”. But with Village of the Damned, a vitrine stuffed with
standing dolls of children from 1962, and Birth Control, an accumulation of similar dolls packed tightly into a tin box from 1963, there
is not much room for doubt about it. These works almost certainly
evoke the deportation and murder of Jewish children under the
Vichy régime.
With Arman, then, negative presentation in sculpture becomes a
way of evoking the horror of industrialised genocide through the
serial display of its by-products, and this mode of evocation derives its specificity from the visual evidence of actual practices at
Auschwitz. Arman also participated in the symbolic demolition of
traditional music I mentioned earlier. In 1961, a year before Paik
smashed a violin in One for Violin, Arman began a series he called
colères (rages), in which he “made” sculptures by violently destroying emblematic bourgeois cultural objects, typically musical
instruments and especially auratic stringed instruments with rich
varnished or patinated wooden surfaces. In this year, he made
colères from a destroyed violin (Mama mia!), bass (NBC Rage) and
mandolin (Colère de Mandoline). He was also to silence musical instruments by cutting them apart (so-called coupes) and to reduce
them to cinders through fire (combustions). The specificity here is
that Arman recuperates the remnants of these cultural demolitions: the events of violence are converted into a mode of sculptural production. (Beuys, too, will take part in the Fluxus attack on
traditional music, for example in the Infiltration Homogen for Grand
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Piano from 1966.)
In the line of negative sculptural presentation, another key figure,
of course, is Daniel Spoerri, who begins making his tableaux pièges,
or “snare pictures,” in 1960. These sculptural snapshots of meetings and meals made by turning tabletops and so forth into ad hoc
reliquaries seem to hover somewhere between memento mori and
memento vivere. The operative principle is, again, the evidentiary
and testimonial aspect of the trace: the event is presented negatively by the traces and relics it leaves behind. In this light,
Arman’s colères begun the following year are a radicalisation that
puts the focus on events of extreme violence.
What begins to emerge, then, are the outlines of a kind of generalising attack on the forms of traditional art and culture after 1945.
The response to the global violence of World War II and, within it,
the qualitative traumas of Auschwitz and Hiroshima, takes the
form of hostility and symbolic violence directed against traditional
culture. This attack can be seen in all the arts across the board and
corresponds to or correlates with Adorno’s pronouncements on
the impossibility of traditional lyric poetry after Auschwitz. The
cultural scepticism and pessimism formulated by Adorno is radicalised by some artists into a kind of insurgent practice of symbolic sabotage and demolition. In Paris already in the late 1940s
and early 50s, Isidore Isou and his “Letterist” collaborators were
again relentlessly purging poetry of words and meaning, rapidly
reducing high literature to the performance of astonishing roars,
clicks and gurgles. François Dufrêne’s amazing crirythmes of 1958
are exemplary here. In comparison, Paul Celan’s development –
following the famous but still traditional “Todesfuge” of 1952 – of
a memorial poetry painfully generated through the literal torture
of language and syntax appears less extreme and radical. In 1951,
Isou’s Letterists turned to film and declared “the destruction of
cinema”. The following year, Guy Debord made his infamous antifilm Hurlements en faveur de Sade (Howlings for Sade), in which the
images are reduced to blank white and black screens.
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All of this (barely) sublimated cultural violence reaches some kind
of peak around 1961, a year that saw Spoerri’s Les Lunettes noires in
Copenhagen, Niki de Saint-Phalle’s Shooting Gallery in Paris, Piero
Manzoni’s Artist’s Shit, and “The Doom Show” by Boris Lurie and
the March Group in New York. Without being overly reductive –
without claiming that all of this complexly diverse activity can be
completely explained as a single unified cultural response or univocal meaning – it seems clear enough to me that on a deep level
these practices have to be understood as responses to the predicament of art and culture after Auschwitz and Hiroshima. Or, to put
it in the loose, psychoanalytic register that I have been using:
whatever else all of this may have meant or means now, it is also
the work and play of mourning. Benjamin Buchloh’s characterisation of this period as one dominated by “a dialectic of silence and
exposure” – a dialectic, that is, between “the repression of catastrophic historical experience and its opposite, the rapid development of a new culture of spectacle and consumption” seems to me
very sound (Buchloh 2000: 259). But I find his conclusion – that
“the repression of historical experience, the silence on the subject
of history, is almost total in the works of the visual neo-avantgarde from 1958 to 1968” (Buchloh 2000: 261-2) – to be grossly
overstated. This dismissive judgment simply fails to grasp the diverse ways in which many artists struggled with the mid-century
legacies – in a period that was shaped as well by an accelerating
process of re-politicisation driven by struggles of national liberation, decolonisation, and social revolution outside the capitalist
core of the world system.
This is the larger – global as well as specifically European – context
in which Beuys needs to be located. These are the two streams, the
performative and the negative, to which he belonged, and these
European networks around Nouveau Réalisme and Fluxus were
the ones that decisively shaped the direction of his work. Arguably, his most important contributions were to the development of
negative memorial forms of sculpture. Beuys consolidated the early experiments in negative presentation and developed them into
forceful memorial installations. The culmination of this develop-
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opment is surely the 1985 installation Plight, with its walls of felt
columns evoking the murdered and plundered victims of Auschwitz and its silenced piano testifying to art’s helplessness before
the eruptions of genocidal violence. These techniques of negative
presentation would be used by Christian Boltanski, Anselm Kiefer,
Rachel Whiteread, Jochen Gerz, Horst Hoheisel and others and
indeed by the 1990s had become the dominant institutionalised
mode of memorial art.
To speak more restrictedly of the German context, I would like to
take this opportunity to correct a shortcoming in my previous
work. By positioning Beuys as the central figure in this memorial
“project” (if this is the right word for it), at least in the visual arts
in post-war Germany, I unjustly tended to elide other artists working in this direction. I certainly failed to recognise or do justice to
Wolf Vostell, who worked in the same streams and networks as
Beuys, and arguably did so with a higher degree of historical and
political consciousness. I have mentioned Vostell’s happenings
You and Never Again, from 1964. Already in 1958/9, Vostell had
created an environment called Schwarzes Zimmer (Black Room),
which included an object-assemblage called Auschwitz-Scheinwerfer
(Auschwitz Searchlight); this was a rare and early invocation of
the Nazi genocide through a combination of titling and oblique
sculptural allegory. Among other citable examples, Vostell’s 1970
happening T.E.K./Thermoelektronischer Kaugummi (Thermoelectronic Chewing Gum) negatively evoked the victims of Auschwitz
through an installation utilising thousands of heaped forks and
spoons and two walls of barbed wire.
Mourning and Cosmopolitics
My claim, then, is that both of these mutational streams of post1945 visual art – the move to performativity and, slightly later,
negative presentation in sculpture – are moments in the history of
the cultural processing of twentieth-century trauma. They are artistic registrations and cultural aftermaths, as it were, of the collective disaster. They belong, in short, to the work and play of
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mourning. If this is right, then the question must immediately follow: with what result? Adorno had already argued that Auschwitz
was proof that culture had failed to improve humanity, or to transform it in such a way that barbarism is durably overcome. Art has
always coexisted with the very worst; generally accommodating
itself without much protest, and this is the main indictment
against it. Art, it will have to be said, has proved to be just as powerless and ineffective in its attempts after 1945 to process and
mourn the disaster. The power of art to intervene into everyday
life remains extremely limited – very slight indeed. The social effects of such interventions are indirect, complexly mediated by institutions and nearly impossible to assess reliably. The problem –
again, as Adorno had already noted – looming behind Auschwitz
and Hiroshima is ultimately one of social relations. This problem
could only be addressed through radical social transformation, a
global reorganisation aimed at neutralising relations of domination. That daunting practical, political and material project is obviously far beyond the capacity of art. Indeed, we live today with the
consequences of our collective failure to solve, in a noncatastrophic way, the impasses and blockages of traditional revolutionary theory. But that unrealised historical project remains, for
me at least, the only real alternative to despair and resignation.
My provocation today is to suggest that it is precisely to this conclusion that mourning must rigorously lead us. Mourning the
shared, global catastrophe of Auschwitz and Hiroshima can only
mean processing these events all the way down to the social and
historical conditions that continue to make such genocidal eruptions possible and probably even inevitable. As Sigmund Freud
theorised it, mourning is the process of withdrawing libido from a
lost love-object. Classically, this lost love-object is a person, and
mourning begins when the lover is ready to accept the reality of
the loss of the beloved. But the love-object can be anything: a fantasy of power, purity, or virtue, for example, or too flattering a
self-image. Narcissistic wounds, if traumatic enough, also must be
mourned. In that case, mourning becomes a self-critical process
driven by a determination to face the truth of a situation. Jacques
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Derrida has in the last decades emphasised the interminable character of mourning: this testing of and adjustment to reality, or construction of a more adequate perspective on reality, is ongoing.
Psychoanalysis, we know, can be a very disciplinary, even politically reactionary practice. In the worst case, psychoanalysis becomes a tool of power aimed at disarming those who would resist
their apparent fate. It is such a tool wherever it merely facilitates,
in the name of maturity, the adjustment of individuals to the social
given, to the political and economic status quo. The US and Eastern European versions of psychoanalytic practice have been criticised on such grounds. However, psychoanalysis can become a
radical practice, if its procedures of reality-testing are pushed beyond a restricted application to individuals and are forged into
collectivised tools of ideology critique. In a politically radicalised
reconstruction of the project of psychoanalysis, mourning would
become an interminable labour of social (self-) critique; a continuous project of real enlightenment. This is the direction in which the
Frankfurt theorists attempted to push it. Brought to bear on our
collective traumas, mourning would seek to go beyond the pain
and loss of the individual victim or victim group and try to grasp
the deeper social realities shaping and over-determining historical
disasters and blockages.
To mourn Auschwitz and Hiroshima would require processing the
structural barbarism that made both events possible – and therefore link these events beyond all their obvious differences. This, I
know, is a controversial linkage, but I am convinced that it is an
inescapable one. Both genocides are products of Western modernity and a capitalist world-system that reduces everything to exchange-value – or “fungibility,” as Adorno liked to put it – and
that has disastrously come to be dominated by instrumental reason. This is the sense in which Adorno warns us of the “perennial
catastrophe” that continues unabated in the present.
And this is not to dismiss the disastrous crimes, traumas and repressive nightmares of “really existing socialism” under Stalin,
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Mao and others. Quite clearly, these bureaucratic, totalitarian régimes were not the needed revolution or passage to classless society; for reasons that are still debated but crucial to grasp, they reproduced in different forms the same global logics of domination.
More than any facile mouthing of formulas such as “never again,”
politicised mourning would be a renewed commitment to a global
reorganisation of social relations, a real transformation of the conditions that made Auschwitz and Hiroshima possible and that
threaten us all, at every moment, with similar recurrences or
worse. Anything less than this would be a failure of mourning –
mere melancholic resignation, a self-assuaging form of indulgence.
And this re-linkage to a revolutionary horizon obviously parts
company with an academic trauma industry that protects itself
from this kind of radical demand.
I want to underscore two aspects of this politicised notion of
mourning. First, its interminable character. Mourning is not something that is pursued for a little while, and then is accomplished
and done with, in order to declare victory and go back to business
as usual. The crimes and traumas of genocide are not put to rest so
easily, and any attempt to put them to rest should be resisted.
Mourning, in this sense, would have to be a process of self-critical
transformation: a constantly renewed commitment and vigilance
that on a practical level opposes any return to or accommodation
with business as usual.
Second – and this is relevant to the cultural and artistic expressions of critical remembrance – the task of mourning is to keep
pressure on the points of greatest resistance, in the psychoanalytic
sense: on those points, that is, in which the need for reality testing
and radical change is most stubbornly repressed, avoided and denied. These points are not static and unchanging. They are constantly shifting in response to unfolding history. It follows that the
strategies and tactics for keeping pressure on these points of resistance must also be dynamic. They must be creative and flexible, in
order to keep the critical project moving and to overcome or by-
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pass obstacles. This is how art and culture can make modest but
real contributions to a collectivised labour of mourning and transformation – of mourning conceived as no less than an open-ended
process of transformation. To repeat, any such contributions sited
within the “affirmative” institutions of art cannot be more than
circumscribed critical mediations. But, in this regard, every form
of criticality in every site of relative autonomy is welcome as a
needed contribution toward cumulative shifts in public awareness
and consciousness.
But, again, mourning cannot end in such gestures. Its logic is to
merge with processes of radical and enlightened social transformation. And this is why the most politically conscious artists sooner
or later reject the constraints of institutionalised art and relocate
their practices within everyday life itself; the avant-garde is a vector of politicised exit or breakout from the art institutions, in order
to merge more effectively the best impulses of art with social
movements and struggles. Here, the anti-capitalist cultural guerrillas of the Situationist International were far more decisive and exemplary than Beuys. The need for dynamic strategies that keep
pressure on shifting points of resistance also helps us to see,
against Adorno this time, that negative presentation should not
become an absolute ethico-aesthetic imperative. If contexts shift,
such that negative strategies become an institutionalised default
position or formula for the production of discrete, dignified memorial art, then a shift back to more direct and confrontational
strategies may be called for. I have argued elsewhere that a shift
away from negative presentation became necessary as soon as it
became institutionally dominant and hegemonic over other approaches to representing history.
Beuys’ works from the early 1960s clearly display the negative
route of engagement with the Holocaust through their materials;
Beuys participated in the performative strand of post-war art, but
he also then showed the drive to employ more positive strategies
in his politically activist work, through the FIU and other initiatives. He thus adjusted his response to changing times and the
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contexts in which he found himself.
In closing, I want briefly to bring in the second notion in my title,
that of “cosmopolitics.” It is the link I have been making between
politicised mourning and enlightenment that makes the notion of
cosmopolitics necessary. If we can say that mourning belongs to
the project of enlightenment, then we will also have to go further
than that and qualify this statement, because the concept of enlightenment, as necessary as it may be, also needs the rigours of
self-critique. Theoretically, enlightenment aspires to be reasoned
self-liberation from prejudice and the progressive attainment of
autonomy – collective as well as individual. Historically, however,
we know that the Western Enlightenment underwrote European
colonialism and the construction of the capitalist world system.
Despite its fine promise, the Enlightenment was always entangled
with the racist violence and accumulations of Euro-American modernity and its colonial and imperial conquests – a traumatic history about which the people of these islands know something. So we
need to bring our critical resources to bear, in order to distinguish
between the promise of enlightenment and the historical and contemporary instrumentalisation of that promise. The same holds for
the promise of human rights, a legacy of the Enlightenment that is
often hijacked as cover for self-serving military interventions.
The task is to grasp situations both historically and globally. Cosmopolitanism belongs to the Enlightenment project. As formulated
by Kant and others in the eighteenth century, cosmopolitanism
was a tolerant openness to other traditions that promised to tame
national, cultural and religious rivalries and lead us to the perpetual peace made possible by the globalisation of reason. “Cosmopolitics” is a neologism – I am not sure who coined it, but it has
been used by Derrida, Daniele Archibugi, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, among others. It plays critically on this tradition and
invokes the promise of the enlightened tradition of cosmopolitanism, while at the same time confronting that tradition with its real
historical functions and complicity in violence. It acknowledges
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what is worthy of being rescued from this tradition without forgetting its past entanglements in systemic domination. So, as invoked
today, the notion of cosmopolitics points to the deep historical
backgrounds and continuing systemic asymmetries of power behind neo-liberal globalisation and its current wars of enforcement.
A cosmopolitical – as opposed to a traditional cosmopolitan – perspective would recognise the emancipatory content of universal
values while at the same time understanding that Western values
have become globalised at gunpoint, as it were. Universalising
forms of Western – that is, modernist, capitalist – rationality also
must be historicised. To carry out this operation is eventually to
see that any adequate justice would have to take into account the
conflicting demands of the universal and the singular, general and
particular, collective and individual, global and local. It can never
be just enough to let the universal overwhelm the claims of particular communities; nor can particularist or identitarian demands
justly deny the common ground of the universal. Every event of
justice would need to find its way through this “ordeal,” as Derrida calls it, each time developing its own standard from the concrete givens of singular situations.
In the attempt, something like real enlightenment is hopefully salvaged. A cosmopolitical analysis would be able to distinguish, for
instance, between the mourning of Auschwitz and official, instrumentalised pseudo-mourning (Wiedergutmachung in German). It
would be capable of grasping the attacks of September 11, not as
the “evil” of enemies who fundamentally “hate freedom,” as the
official propaganda declared, but as belated blowback from the
Cold War “Great Game” and from a neo-liberal model of coercive
globalisation that destructively overwhelms local cultures and traditions and holds the planetary majority in a debtors prison while
vacuuming away their natural and social wealth. Mourning and
cosmopolitics, then, go together. They are names for the critical
processing of our failure up to now to realise the promise of human possibilities by organising our social relations on the basis of
cooperation and mutual support and enrichment, rather than the
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race to the bottom of the capitalist war of all against all. Art can
contribute modestly to the realisation of this end by helping to dissolve the points of blockage and resistance. In the context of post1945 reconstruction and the official optimism of hypercommodification, artistic efforts at a memorial playing through
must be seen as a form of criticality. Today we need to remember
that the aim of such critical gestures is to link up with the real
movements profoundly to change our world by seeking a collective passage beyond the ruinous cycles and wars of capitalism,
and beyond recurring totalitarianisms.
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Anthropology, Mythology and Art:
Reading Beuys through Heidegger
NICOLA FOSTER

Beuys the mythmaker Shaman
Most celebrated artists are as influential artistically as they are
critically. Beuys’ reception to date remains controversial and
contradictory; his artistic influence is unquestioned but this is not
matched by his critical acclaim. In an attempt to address this difficulty with the publication of Joseph Beuys: Mapping the Legacy
(2001), Gene Ray notes that Beuys “inspired, enabled, or enriched
important directions of contemporary art production, from what
can broadly be called ‘history of art’ to installation, performance,
and environmental art”, (Ray 2001: 1). And yet, despite his overwhelming influence in the artistic world, critical reception of
Beuys remains somewhat polarised and contentious.
Interestingly, perhaps the most critical essay came in response to
Beuys’ 1979/80 retrospective exhibition at the Guggenheim New
York. In his essay “Beuys: The Twilight of the Idol” (Artforum
1980), Benjamin Buchloh is disturbed by what he sees as “the aesthetic conservatism of Beuys […] logically complemented by his
politically retrograde, not to say reactionary, attitudes” (Buchloh
in Ray 2001: 23). Buchloh goes on to argue that the root of the
problem lies in Beuys’ misconception that “politics could become a
matter of aesthetics” and he goes on to compare this to Walter
Benjamin’s critique of fascism as the aesthetisation of politics and
war. Buchloh is thus concerned by what he sees as the uncritical
reception of Beuys where he is presented as “a national hero of the
first order”, “a cult figure” and “a figure of worship”, with references to Hitler’s reception in Germany some years earlier. Though
more recently art historians are examining Beuys’ work more care-
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fully and critically, Buchloh’s critique is still influential and stands
in the way of any attempt to re-examine Beuys’ work today.
In his essay “The Ends of Art According to Beuys” published in
October in 1988, Eric Michaud offers the following helpful comment:
The disturbing element in Beuys’ work is not to be found in
his drawings, which have their place in public and private
collections throughout the world, nor his ‘performances’,
which have their place within the Fluxus movement and
within a general investigation of the limits of art. It lies
rather, I believe, in the flood of pronouncements testifying
to the privilege that he gave, throughout his lifetime, to
spoken over plastic language. (Michaud 1988: 36)
Michaud’s comment points to two interrelated and closely linked
difficulties in the reception of Beuys’ work: one regarding the
status of Beuys’ spoken words and statements, the other regarding
the artist’s insistence on the prioritisation he allocates to the
spoken word and communication through language.
The status of Beuys’ spoken statements is perhaps the stumbling
block for many critics and art historians and Buchloh is a good example. Depending on how they read Beuys’ spoken statements,
interpreters have offered a range of responses. Buchloh reads such
statements as descriptive, explanatory and external to the artwork,
though nonetheless explaining the artwork. Hence he is keen to
point out that in Germany at the time, those who were seriously
involved in radical student politics did not interpret Beuys’ spoken statements as “anything more than simple-minded utopian
drivel lacking elementary political and educational practicability”
(Buchloh in Ray 2001: 201). According to Buchloh, a serious avantgarde artist would be expected to offer descriptive and explanatory comments that would show how their artwork also operates
towards appropriate ethical, social and political goals. Beuys’ spoken comments do not operate this way – much of it evokes mysti-
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cism and naïve utopianism – and Buchloh is unable to interpret
the works beyond a mere return to a-historical mysticism and conservatism demonstrated by works that make references to anthropological mysticism.
For Buchloh, Beuys had not understood the innovation brought
about by Duchamp’s readymades and as a result, he concludes
that there is nothing of artistic innovation and value in Beuys’
work. Hence he argues that:
Beuys does not change the state of the object within
discourse itself. Quite the contrary, he dilutes and dissolves
the conceptual precision of Duchamp’s readymade by
reintegrating the object into the most traditional and naïve
context of representation of meaning, the idealist
metaphor: this object stands for that idea, and that idea is
represented in this object. (Buchloh in Ray 2001: 206)
Buchloh insists that whilst Beuys is intrigued by Duchamp, he
does not understand the artistic innovation introduced by the
latter artist’s readymades. Instead, he argues, Beuys offers us a
return to notions of the naïve primitive with references to
anthropological and ethnographical presentations. We are offered,
he says, “withering relics and vestiges of past activities”, souvenirs
of the past enshrined “in specifically designed glass and wood
cases that look like […] vitrines in Victorian museums of
ethnography” (Buchloh in Ray 2001: 200). From Buchloh’s
perspective, Beuys’ position is closer to fascism than to any
attempt to mourn and seek forgiveness for this past.
For Buchloh, Beuys remains a conservative artist who offers no
innovation and has not come to terms with recent artistic history.
He offers a quotation from Beuys’ comments on his “Bathtub”
(1960) as an example:
But it would be wrong to interpret the bathtub as a kind of
self-reflection. Nor does it have anything to do with the
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concept of the readymade: quite the opposite, since here
the stress is on the meaning of the object. It relates to the
reality of being born in such an area and in such circumstances. (Buchloh in Ray 2001: 206)

Buchloh expects “Bathtub” to be a reference to Duchamp and, as
such, to make formal references to the readymade; Beuys’ emphasis, Buchloh’s comment suggests, is on “the meaning of the object”. For Buchloh, art that seeks to offer “meaning” also implies
that such “meaning” is metaphysical, “spiritual” and a-historical
as opposed to social, historical, political and ethical. According to
the art historian, then, the “meaning” offered in such work is traditional, whether it is linked to Western religion or anthropological mysticism.
Paul Wood shares Buchloh’s suspicions and points out – with
reference to Beuys’ other works and his accompanying statements
– that in contemporary contexts, there are difficulties in
establishing “the meaning of an object” understood in terms of
symbolic meaning, solely on the basis of the visual:
Erased crosses do not ‘mean’ the union of East and West
any more than dead hares are valid symbols of nomadic
freedom from modern materialism. One of the key features
of the contemporary social order has been, precisely, the
loss of a common symbolic repertoire of the kind more
organic cultures collectively invest in religion. (Wood 2004:
307)
Like Buchloh, Wood is alarmed by any suggestion of mere acceptance of Beuys’ statements that imply common symbolic meanings
in the way the Christian God operated in Europe for several centuries, or of their re-insertion into contemporary Western culture.
For Wood, what characterises modern society is the openness,
changes and plurality of possible meanings, in contrast to the
closed worlds of traditional and primitive societies which are the
objects of anthropological and ethnographical study.
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Caroline Tisdall, who, from Buchloh’s perspective, uncritically
reads Beuys’ statements as descriptive and explanatory, notes
again and again that in Beuys’ works art and life are not easily distinguishable and offers the following interpretation of Beuys’
“Bathtub”:
It is the tub in which he was bathed as a child, extended in
meaning through sculptural additions: sticking-plaster and
fat-soaked gauze. The plaster indicates the wound, while
fat suggests a less physical level, Beuys’ metaphor for spirituality and the passage from one state to another. Fat can
appear in solid or liquid form, definite in shape or chaotic
in flow, according to temperature. Of fat we will hear more
later; here it indicates change, transformation and substance – like the act of birth. (Tisdall 1995: 349)
As Tisdall’s description makes clear, the “Bathtub” is not an empty
tub, it is not a readymade. The tub shows signs of use and wear
and as such evokes history. Moreover, it is not empty; inside we
find plasters, gauze and fat, and as Tisdall notes, fat is a recurring
material used by Beuys and as such calls for our attention. Why is
it used here and elsewhere in Beuys’ work?
Gene Ray does not offer an interpretative account of the “Bathtub”, but he does offer interpretative accounts of other works by
Beuys involving fat and felt. Unlike Buchloh, he pays relatively
little attention to the content of Beuys’ statements on the grounds
that even if Beuys does not offer us enough evidence in his statements that the works could be interpreted as anything other than
conservative and naively utopian, primitive, anthropological artworks, they may nonetheless evoke other interpretations on the
basis of their materiality. He thus argues that the works offer us
enough references to indicate that they should be read as a response to the Holocaust, unbeknownst, perhaps, even to Beuys
himself. Beuys’ own words and statements, Ray argues, “cannot
be taken as infallible guides” because “he may not have been able
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to know or understand his deepest feelings about the Nazi period”
(Ray 2001: 71). Ray proceeds to offer very convincing and tempting interpretations of Beuys’ use of fat and felt as references to the
Holocaust, admitting that we shall never know whether these
where intentional on Beuys’ part or simply unconscious.
Ray’s account is very tempting in that it offers an interpretation
that helps to explain, and more importantly justify, Beuys’ remarkable influence, an influence which has inspired, enabled and
enriched so much of contemporary art production. And yet, we
are left with the awareness that, whilst it is a tempting account, it
also leaves too much open to speculation without sufficient evidence. In the observations that follow, I would like to offer evidence that would allow us to both stabilise Ray’s line of interpretation and yet keep it open to further evidence and interpretations;
the source of which, in this instance, comes from the phenomenology of the German philosopher Martin Heidegger and his emphasis on language.
Reading Beuys through Heidegger
I showed earlier that perhaps the stumbling block in interpreting
Beuys’ work is our interpretation of the status of his statements,
many of which are highly provocative, utopian or simply too naïve to ring true and sincere. In her Lehman Lecture “The Old and
the New Initiation Rites: Joseph Beuys and Epiphany”, Antje von
Graevenitz points out that Beuys did not seek either to speak symbolically or to present work that could be interpreted symbolically:
that is, he did not intend each comment, gesture, visual image, or
linguistic phrase to hold a symbolic meaning in a similar way to
those of priests and shamans. Beuys, she says, stated in 1968, “I do
not want to interpret, because then it would seem that the things I
do are symbolic, and they are not” (Von Graevenitz in Cook &
Kelly 1996: 64). Von Graevenitz goes on to say that in conversation, Beuys said that he wanted to make “apparent only the things
that already had meaning in their own right. He wanted to emphasise forgotten things” (von Graevenitz in Cook and Kelly 1996:
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64). Beuys, it seems, is attempting to focus our attention on what
exists, but is not always visible and seen, not because it is not possible to see it, but because our attention is focused elsewhere. Von
Graevenitz goes on to argue that the problem has been a misinterpretation by art historians of the status of both images and real objects in Beuys’ work.
In what follows, I would like to show that, through considering
Beuys’ work in relation to the writings of Heidegger, we can gain a
better understanding of the problems art historians face in their
attempts to interpret Beuys’ work. Phenomenology for Heidegger
is not the study of what is visible in our everyday life, but the capacity to allow that which is not otherwise visible – existence as
such (Being) – to appear and become visible. For Heidegger the
visual is always already interpreted culturally and thus in and
through language. The capacity to allow that which is normally
“forgotten”, hidden from attention in everyday engagement – Being as such – to appear, is in and through language and its grammar. For example, when we say ‘this is a woman’ or ‘this is a man’
we highlight 'Being', in our everyday encounters we simply accept
this and work with it. But when attention is paid to language, as in
the case of art, we can focus on the ‘is’, the 'being' of something:
man, woman. We claim ‘being’ for ‘man’ or ‘woman’ and thus expose that such meaning could be re-thought. We become aware
that these definitions are cultural constructions and could/might
be interpreted differently.
I suggested that one clue that an understanding of Heidegger’s
writings is relevant to understanding Beuys may well be Beuys’
insistence on the centrality of language and his prioritisation of the
spoken word whilst presenting himself as a visual artist. And yet,
a remarkable proportion of his visual work is speech. Tisdall notes
that his performance at the Tate in 1972 was a six-and-a-half hour
“blend of art, politics, personal charisma, paradox and Utopian
propositions” (Tisdall 1995: 339), and this was by no means the
longest of his performances. I am proposing that our clue is to be
found in Beuys’ utilisation of aspects of Heideggerian phenome-
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nology and its emphasis on language, as well as some of Heidegger’s ideas and themes, in an attempt to come to terms with the
changes he and his generation witnessed in Germany.
Beuys was educated under the Nazi regime, fought in the war,
witnessed Germany’s defeat, the atrocities it committed and the
guilt and responsibility arising from the Holocaust, followed by
the American ‘occupation’/liberation and economic recovery. Not
an easy history to come to terms with, and even more difficult to
respond to artistically. Strangely, if Beuys were to have produced
works that simply responded to Duchamp, under the above circumstances he would have rightly been seen as conservative,
probably even by Buchloh. On the other hand, if Beuys had produced works that sought to mourn those who suffered, they
would have been received with equal difficulty, since in some
form, he was part of the generation responsible for it all and, as
such, implicated.
I am not suggesting that Beuys was a Heidegger scholar, and it is
likely that his knowledge of Heidegger’s philosophy was very
sketchy, at best. I have no evidence that Beuys ever read anything
by Heidegger. And yet, there is evidence that he was familiar with
at least some phrases and some Heideggerian concepts, even if
these were second or third hand. There is evidence that Beuys read
the works of Rudolf Steiner, who edited Goethe’s scientific writings and other theoretical, literary and philosophical works before
outlining anthroposophy as an educational and religio-scientific
theory. Though Steiner died shortly before the publication of Heidegger’s major work, it is likely that his theory incorporated several early Heideggerian themes circulating at the time.
Beuys read Steiner in the 1950s and I am suggesting here that
Beuys’ interest in Steiner indicates a receptivity to the ideas and
arguments of Heidegger which were circulating in Germany at the
time. For a generation that had to come to terms with so much,
Heidegger offered some form of anchor: he was German, he experienced the same difficult historical changes, he did support the
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Nazi party, albeit briefly, and was punished by being barred from
teaching and only reinstated in the late 1950s when his works became very influential in France, Germany and beyond. Yet he
never apologised for or renounced his brief encounter with National Socialism, and as such remains a politically problematic figure, even if philosophically highly influential. There is a similarity
between Heidegger’s evident philosophical influence – many of
his students became prominent philosophers, others used his work
as a springboard – and his persona and position as a philosopher
in the history of philosophy, and Beuys’ artistic influence and
problematic reception by art history.
In 1947, Heidegger’s essay “Letter on Humanism” was published
in French and German, and several other essays followed during
the 1950s and 1960s. There is enough textual evidence to suggest
that Beuys was familiar with at least some of Heidegger’s linguistic phrases and thus probably more. Tisdall quotes Beuys from his
diary and the similarity between Heidegger and Beuys’ phrases
suggests the artist was at least familiar with the philosopher’s
work. For example, he says:
The purpose of philosophy is to arrive at materialism. In
other words, to move towards death: matter. In order to be
able to say anything about life, one has to understand
death. (Tisdall 1998: 79)
Whilst this comment in no way paraphrases or explicates Heidegger and could be seen to make references to Steiner, the choice of
phrases used – beyond the reference to materialism – cannot be
explained without reference to Heidegger. “Letter On Humanism”
was written in response to Sartre’s reference to Feuerbach’s comment that “the question of whether human thought achieves objective truth is not a question of theory but a practical question”
(Feuerbach cited in Heidegger 1977b: 90). This is clearly visible in
the above comment, but it is also visible in the numerous references made by Beuys regarding theory and practice, in his spoken
statements and his performances. But, if we are still in any doubt,
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the second and third sentences make unmistakable reference to the
philosopher’s work; the notion of ‘being towards death’ is a Heideggerian phrase and concept. The statement reflects Heidegger’s
belief that probably one of the most important aspects of human
life is our awareness that we are the sort of ‘being’ who can also
‘not be’, that is to say, die. In that sense, Heidegger is sometimes
also interpreted as an existentialist, on the basis of his focus on existence articulated as ‘Being’. As is famously known, Heidegger
distinguished ‘being’ from ‘Being’; the former is a sort of being
(man, woman, hammer, stone), the latter is existence. The theme of
‘Being’, though not articulated as such, is repeated in various
guises in Beuys’ work, such as death, birth, warmth, appearance,
forgetting, language, speech, explanations, theory, practice. All are
central themes in Heidegger’s phenomenology.
Like Beuys, Heidegger suffers from the fact that it is easy to superficially interpret much of his work as mere mysticism, transcendentalism and naïve utopianism. Whilst Heidegger inspired, enabled and/or enriched important directions in philosophy, and his
students went on to pursue a variety of philosophical new directions – social policy, political policy, the development of the European Union itself and much else – there remains a strong voice
amongst Anglo-American philosophers that insist on interpreting
Heidegger’s work in terms of the mystical and transcendental.
As has become clear from the discussion so far, seeing Beuys’
statements as descriptive and explanatory is not necessarily always helpful in the construction of an interpretation that reflects
the importance of Beuys’ artworks. We need to look for other
strategies in order to achieve this. Like Beuys, Heidegger presents
us with what might seem like mystical objects belonging to societies that did share in a common symbolism, societies anthropology
is keen to explore. For example, in Heidegger’s essay “The Question Concerning Technology”, we are presented with the example
of the chalice, an example Heidegger repeats in other contexts. The
chalice is, of course, a religious object invested with a range of
mystical meaning, including the imagery and symbolism of drink-
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ing, with all the symbolism this evokes in Western Christian culture. Heidegger utilises it in order to re-interpret Aristotle’s account of causality (a fourfold causality discussed for example in
Aristotle’s Physics (Aristotle 1957: 165;/Physics/198a), where Aristotle offers four causes: material, form, moving force and goal or
purpose. Heidegger develops Aristotle’s account and offers the
chalice (evoking complex cultural concept and stable object) as an
example rather than Aristotle’s candle wax or perfume (which
point towards less stable substances).
Heidegger’s language is strange here; he seeks to make language
strange so that our attention will focus on the language as well as
what it communicates in order for it to allow that which is not
normally visible – Being - to appear. Heidegger says:
The silversmith considers carefully and gathers together
the three aforementioned ways of being responsible and
indebted [material, form, goal, for the silversmith in this
example is the moving force]. To consider carefully is in
Greek legein, logos. Legein is rooted in apophainesthai, to
bring forward into appearance. The silversmith is coresponsible as that from whence the sacrificial vessel’s
bringing forth and resting-in-self take and retain their first
departure. (Heidegger 1977a: 8)
He goes on to say:
According to our example, they [four causes] are responsible for the silver chalice’s lying ready before us as a sacrificial vessel. Lying before and lying ready (hypokeisthai)
characterises the presencing of something that presences.
The four ways of being responsible bring something into
appearance. They let it come forth into presencing. (Heidegger 1977a: 9)
For anybody unfamiliar with Heidegger, the above reads as
strange, mystical and incomprehensible. We might be forgiven for
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thinking that this text belongs to a different era or some primitive
society, the kind of society that the French anthropologist Marc
Augé describes:
The indigenous fantasy is that of a closed world founded
once and for all long ago; one which, strictly speaking,
does not have to be understood. Everything there is to
know about it is already known: land, forest, springs, notable features, religious places, … (Augé 1992: 44)
And yet, whilst Heidegger’s writing may seem to belong to such a
society, this is precisely what he is seeking to open up. For Heidegger, such a society is governed by metaphysics, that is to say:
everything is already known and thus closed, for example, the
terms ‘man’ or ‘woman’ are utilised as if they were fixed and thus
have fixed social, political, economic and ethical implications.
Heidegger’s project is a critique of metaphysics and, as such, it
seeks to open up this apparently closed system; it seeks to offer a
way in which we need continuously to re-interpret the world. One
of the reasons why Heidegger uses Greek terms is in order to propose an archaeology that would uncover how we came to adopt
the present meaning of what we now call ‘truth’; a term that for us
today, he argues, functions like ‘God’ functioned in earlier Christian societies.
Hence, Heidegger is not seeking to determine what ‘truth’ is, but
to open up to un-concealment as appearance. But how, Heidegger
asks, “does bringing-forth happen?” This revealing happens, according to Heidegger, through art and through language. For Heidegger, ‘art is the becoming and happening of truth’, truth in
terms of un-concealment. Moreover, he says:
Truth is never gathered from objects that are present and
ordinary. Rather, the opening up of the Open, and the
clearing of what is, happens only as the openness is projected, sketched out, that makes its advent in thrownness.
(Heidegger 1971: 71)
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For Heidegger, we are always between birth and death. As such
we are forever re-interpreting our own being and the being of
what appears visually in art (nature) or through language. Precisely because art can present us with objects or acts we cannot
simply understand, art can help us suspend earlier conceptions
and see things differently, it allows us to suspend our traditional
view and consider that which otherwise we will not consider.
Equally, it is precisely when language does not operate smoothly
to communicate, when it is strange as such, that the medium of
language as such becomes unconcealed and ‘shows itself’. In other
words, what shows itself is the Being of the medium. Of course,
this is a simplification of Heidegger’s argument, but for our purposes here it would suffice. At some level at least, this explains the
strange archaic and constructed language that Heidegger utilised,
and thus we can gain some understanding of Beuys’ use of language.
According to Tisdall, Beuys’ own version of biography merges art
and life and begins with birth: “1921 Cleves: Exhibition of a
wound drawn together with plaster”. “Bathtub” refers directly to
this event, “the wound or trauma experienced by every person”
(Tisdall 1995: 349). Though Heidegger talks more about death than
birth, trauma, death and birth are central to his ontological account, where he distinguishes ‘Being’ from non-Being (pre-birth,
after death), and where he also distinguishes ‘Being’ from being –
the former is referred to as ontology (being as such) the latter as
‘ontic’ where the focus is not on the existence of the being but its
characteristics in space and time, its substance and its properties.
Heidegger’s ontological methodology focuses on the ‘Being’ of beings in order to re-interpret, re-think the being and what we see as
its properties. The Being under interpretation is always ‘me’, the
self: a being that requires continual interpretation of Being.
Tisdall goes on to quote Beuys’ account of the “Bathtub”:
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My intention with this work was to recall my point of departure […]. It acts as a kind of autobiographical key: an
object from the outer world, a solid material thing invested
with energy of a spiritual nature. You could call this substance, and it is the transformation of substance that is my
concern in art […]. If creativity relates to the transformation, change and development of substance, then it can be
applied to everything in the world, and is no longer restricted to art. (Tisdall 1995: 349)

Viewed through Heidegger, I think it becomes easier to see even
the above comments about the “Bathtub” not simply as descriptive
and explanatory, but also as an integral part of Beuys’ work.
Moreover, the anthropological references and the autobiographical
references now become part and parcel of an attempt at transformation, not necessarily metaphysical transformation, but opening
up new possible interpretations of one’s own being and the being
of other ‘substance’ or beings. Beuys goes on to talk about the fat,
“lying there like a moulding or sculpting hand of the kind, which
lies behind everything in the world. By this I mean creativity in the
anthropological sense, not restricted to artists” (Tisdall 1995: 350).
Again, seen through Heidegger, if Beuys is looking for unconcealment, his project can be seen as a less metaphysical one,
and as now perhaps even approaching the possibility of coming to
terms with Germany’s past and opening the door to possible
mourning.
In his essay “Joseph Beuys and the After Auschwitz Sublime”, Ray
describes the way in which Beuys’ uses of fat can be seen as references to the Holocaust. The melting of fat on a burner, he argues,
“was a blunt allusion to the crematoria of the Holocaust”. The
other material repeatedly used by Beuys is felt. As Ray suggests,
“the hair of Holocaust victims was shorn and collected at the killing centres and shipped to German-owned factories, where it was
processed into felt” (Ray 2001: 63). Moreover, Ray argues, “the
darker resonance of felt and fat needs to be read back into the specific deployment of these materials across the whole of Beuys’
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oeuvre” (Ray 2001: 64). Read through Heidegger, these references
are one possible way in which appearances happen; the material,
the substance, allows us to see things anew, not only ontologically,
but also ontically: that is not only in relation to the Being of the
being, but also to its specific properties as a being.
For Beuys and the generation that was brought up under Nazism
who saw the war and witnessed the Holocaust, it was not possible
to simply mourn. Something else was necessary before mourning
could take place. Beuys may well have attempted to offer this
through his mix of art and life, his repeated use of felt and fat, his
performances and his use of spoken words as well as his statements. Read in this way, it is also possible to understand why
Beuys insists that his “personal history is of interest only in so far
as I have attempted to use my life and person as a tool”, to bring
about new appearances. Equally, Beuys’ disturbing statement
“every human being is an artist” can be read through Heidegger to
simply mean that all human beings are capable of bringing about
appearances and re-interpreting their own being in the context of
other beings: and thus other beings in the network of connections
and interrelations.
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Fraternity: Re-shaping the Meaning of Concepts
KATALIN KESERÜ

The Nouveau Petit Larousse Illustré of 1924 states “La fraternité est
la plus noble des obligations sociales”(Fraternity is the noblest social of obligations). I cite it in French here because the concept of
fraternity came into common usage during and after the French
Revolution. Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité is the national motto, which is
included in the Constitution (Article 2); it comes from the slogan of
the Revolution: “Liberté, égalité, fraternité, ou la mort!” (Freedom,
equality, fraternity, or death!). Fraternité, the third element of the
Republican motto, is defined in the Declaration of Human Rights
and Obligations as the preamble to the Constitution of the year IIII
(1795): “Do not do unto others anything you would not have done
unto you; always do good unto others, as you would have done
unto you.” This essay will address a number of conceptual and
post-conceptual works of art whose subject relates to the meaning
of the word ”fraternity”. These include works by Joseph Beuys;
however, I will consider Beuys’ position on this concept alongside
those expressed in a number of works of Hungarian art. They are
presented here in chronological order, in order to reflect the way
in which the literal meaning of this word has been changed by history, politics, everyday culture and language and to emphasise the
power of art for the rehabilitation of the meanings of ideas, even if
Central European conceptualism has been known for its deconstructive methods and functions.
In the autumn of 1972, at the end of the action accompanying the
opening of his Arena exhibition in Rome, Joseph Beuys bowed to
the three words Liberty, Equality and Fraternity as concepts. At
first, he referred to Fraternity, clearly recognising that attached to
the social meaning of the concept, by the pure logic of rationality,
are its preconditions: Liberty and Equality. Earlier the same year,
in spring, at the discussion entitled WE ARE THE REVOLUTION,
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he outlined the main subjects that would constitute the focus of his
activity for the next years, based on the ideals of the French Revolution. In terms of their implications for human thought, creativity
and economics, he dealt with the four key words Democracy, Fraternity, Socialism and Equality, after initially elaborating on the
concept of Freedom (De Comizio Durini 1992: 135-58). In light of
the fact that, “[d]uring his lifetime, because of the political divisions in Europe, Joseph Beuys was prevented from bringing his
life-promoting ideas [to] Central European countries” (Beuys
Symposium 2000: n.p.), in the spirit of Beuys, my intention here is
to complement the trinity of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity with
the missing concept of Solidarity, implicit in them all. In the catalogue to an exhibition entitled Fraternity, the curator, József Készman, pondered: “Is there anything wrong with this social theme.
And if there is something wrong, what is it?”1
The neutral definition of the word solidarity – according to the
American Webster dictionary of 1961 “a unity of interests or opinions in a group” – had, by 1973, changed into “loyalty, compassion” (English-Hungarian dictionary). This meaning comes
close to that of fraternity: “consensus, friendship, cooperation
among people and communities,” as the Hungarian dictionary defines it in 1989. One would need a separate study to explore
whether, in America at that time, there were “only” geopolitical
reasons behind that muted sense of solidarity. At any rate, such
rapid changes in the semantic content of words, the semantic assimilation of several concepts to one another, demands attention.
The change in meaning of the word may also have taken a different course during the last few years, as in the title of the horror
film The Covenant, screened in Hungary as Testvériség, which
means “fraternity”, “brotherhood”, here exploring the word's literal meaning: “body-bloodness”. The names of some Central
European nationalist societies are also translated using the word
“fraternity”. These mistranslations cause linguistic/mental destruction. There is a “Fraternity Clan” within the organisation
World War Craft, and there are several other organisations called
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“fraternities”, representing the polar opposite of the meaning as it
was originally understood in Europe. Such uninhibited abuse of
language leads me to examine the implications of the word in contemporary art, with the assumption that artists and curators are
intent on combating this process of corruption.
I do not want to review the history of art over the past eighty-five
years, from 1924, the year of publication of the aforementioned
Nouveau Petit Larousse Illustré, to the 2008 Budapest Fraternity exhibition. It must be stated, however, that the false socialist and proletarian internationalism of Stalinist dictatorships eliminated the
word fraternity: the collaboration of workers and peasants, the
people and their leaders (which existed only in words), and the
real and controlled collaboration of peoples were referred to using
the term “alliance” (szövetség). In official use, the words “friendly”
and “fraternal” were sometimes used interchangeably when
speaking of the Soviet Union in Eastern and Central European
countries. The latter did not correspond to political reality, because
the necessary underlying liberty and equality of people and nations were missing. Therefore, the usage of language deprived the
word “fraternity” of its meaning. That, in turn, deprived the users
of the language of authentic expression. In art, fraternity was not
an available theme.
Visual language reconstruction
Perhaps these linguistic (political and legal) distortions led to the
subsequent spread of the concept of “solidarity”, as this word was
spared by the power-political deprivation of meaning and, therefore, its social content remained unmarred. Or more precisely, I
presume that this foreign word of Latin origin was out of use for
quite some time. It was activated again in the Eastern/Central European region by the historical events of 1980 in Poland, by the
social organisation Solidarity and its emblem, created as an expression of collective social commitment. Speaking of social (and
national, ethnic, minority) movements, the term solidarity appeared in support of disadvantaged groups.
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There are also some earlier Hungarian works that belong to the
sphere of “solidarity”, which were inspired by the “Czechoslovak
events” of 1968 and expressed the personal opinion and responsibility of the authors in opposition to power-political interests.
They include some works (including Ilona Keserü’s Message, 1968)
that present a new, singular and artistic visual language, comprising the artist’s own motifs and symbols,2 among which is the
conventional symbol of the Czech tricolour, which is subjectivised
(Keserü 2000), while still retaining its objectivity. Thus, charging
the visual linguistic sign with (fellow) feeling, i.e. solidarity, restores something living and sensible, which the intervention of the
“fraternal” countries destroyed (in this case Czechoslovakia as a
free country). It renders again usable the symbol that from now on
also bears singular and idiosyncratic implications. The meaning of
solidarity is established adequately in such a work, as it makes an
announcement of personal responsibility for the community. In
addition, it also posits visuality as an alternative – then still intact
– to spoken language. The picture as a visual language was also an
alternative within art, because the pseudo-documentary style of
socialist realism had caused considerable devastation in and for
the “language” of art. This alternative was strengthened by contemporary theories of cultural studies on signs (Horányi 1975),
and the concept of art as an essentially linguistic phenomenon.
Language of objects
As artists grew increasingly fed up with the power-political abuse
of language (and art), rehabilitation began via the material or
physical (re)construction of pictorial, material or corporeal signs.
The conceptual deconstruction of political language is synchronous with these phenomena (Keserü 1990). Tamás Szentjóby’s
Czechoslovak Radio (1969) can be associated with language and the
concept of (artistic) solidarity. His work, he says, was the reaction
to the prevailing power of
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Czech and Slovak citizens [who] invented many ‘Third
Type Methods’3 for disrupting military actions: such as
changing signposts to disorient the troops, or switching
street signs and house numbers in order to avert arrests,
etc. When a military decree prohibited the people from listening to the radio, a strategy was invented, which did not
require talent, skill, knowledge, mastery, or artistic virtuosity: anybody could follow this strategy in the spirit of
Fluxus – and many people did: ‘Listen to a brick covered with
newspaper on the street!’ So the soldiers confiscated thousands of these non-art art pieces all around the country.
(St. Auby in Fowkes 2008: 165-67)

3) Tamás Szentjóby. Czecho-Slovakian Radio 1968/1969
“The Czechoslovak Radio 1968 was made in 1969 following the original recipe, slightly changed to a portable memorial against war
as homage to the natural inventiveness of the people: ‘Listen to a
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brick covered with sulphur on the street!’” (St.Auby in Fowkes
2008: 165-67). This homage to the object that preserves the shape of
the radio, does not exclude solidarity, though its addressee was
not the revolution, but rather inventiveness itself, which it commemorates in a portable and reproducible form (like the new type
of portable radio, e.g. that of Szentjóby and his friends at that
time). Through the latter qualities the memory and method of the
“inventive” revolution could also be spread. Its social implications
are summed up by Szentjóby as the goal of the organisation International Parallel Union of Telecommunication – with the cover
name Parallel Course –, founded in 1968: “the collective running of
a level of reality parallel with that of the status quo” (St. Auby
2010).
One of the theoretical works published by the Institute of People’s
Education included source texts by Joseph Beuys. “CAPITAL
ought to have become a CONCEPT OF ART long ago” (Beke 1980:
49-62), Beuys says. The appropriation of the tools of power by art
as a means to deconstruct power is akin to Szentjóby’s procedure.
These artists also share the metaphoric use of materials, e.g. of
sulphur as a chemical energy-transmitting element. The purifying
quality of the sulphur enveloping Szentjóby’s radio must refer to
the radio as the tool of communication of those in power.4 Thus, a
Fluxus object is a language (and power) purifier. In Derrida’s
sense, it produces several erasures: it replaces the radio with a
brick, as the Czechoslovak citizens had done and which Szentjóby
transcribed into art; yet the whole remained “readable”.5
Szentjóby, branding himself a neo-socialist realist, calls his objects
mutations “of socialist realism to Neo-Socialist Realism: ‘non-art
art for and by all’”(Fowkes 2008: 165-167). This movement failed to
assume social dimensions, as these forms of solidarity were
banned and even punished.6 Subsequently, in the 1980s the internationalisation of the Polish Solidarity movement led to a breakthrough. Joseph Beuys gave a collection of his works Polentransport
1981 to the Museum of Arts in Lódz (Poland), a comprehensive
collection, which was on display in Budapest in 1989.
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Bureaucratic Language and Mail Art
Solidarity appeared at the same time in many countries with dictatorial régimes. It appeared in a new art form, mail art: the correspondence of Romanian Joan Bunus and Hungarian Károly Elekes
of Romania (Flying letters, 1980-82) deconstructed the principle and
practice of “divide and rule”, proposing the concept of fraternity.7
The attitude of Szentjóby, expelled from Hungary in the meantime, also appears to have pervaded the group assuming the name
Inconnu, in the wake of their mail art works (the official language
of the international postal service is French: inconnu means addressee unknown)8:
Since we’ve realized that our mail is checked and detained,
we chose the method of writing the intended address in
place of the sender and inventing a fictitious address. The
postman did not find the addressee, so the postal services
sent ‘back’ the mail to the sender with the stamp
INCONNU. Thus, the mail arrived at the location intended.
(…) the point was that with this trick, we did not get stuck
in the sieve of control, because our names were not included on the mail.9
Body Art
In a ritualistic and magical manner, Serbian Miroslav Mandic transcribed works by Hungarian and Croatian authors (Béla Hamvas,
Danilo Kis) by hand on paper, in the manner of Péter Esterházy’s
memorable copying of Géza Ottlik’s novel School at the Frontier
around 1980. In these cases of the physical (bodily) appropriation
or enactment of a text by another author, the act of writing becomes more complex.
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4) Miroslav Mandic. Passport, 1994
Mandic’s ideas of fraternity moved within certain parameters
(borders) in Central Europe. He expanded the parameters in 1989
with his 10-year project The Rose of Wandering. As part of this project, i.e. in connection with the Central European exhibition at the
Ernst Museum in Budapest entitled Naturally (1994) and during
the time of the Croatian-Serbian war in former Yugoslavia, he
walked 20km a day on a map of Europe that he had drawn on Heroes’ Square in Budapest. In this, he was facilitated by a unique
and free passport, the personal and pictorial elements of which
overrode the data and language of official registration – and thus
also commented on the political and economic boycott against
Yugoslavia (and its people).10
Since then, the conceptual expression of solidarity, and even more
so of fraternity, has not ceased, neither in the Hungarian nor in the
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international context.11 What is more, the scope of its themes has
expanded.12
Neo-conceptualism
The network of international artistic relations was reshuffled by
the mid-1990s on a professional and trans-national basis, and the
new project-type creative method and exhibiting culture of contemporary art, as well as international actions of solidarity in the
art context, provide a wealth of material for the subject in art, as
represented in the exhibition Fraternity (Készman 2008).
The concept of fraternity, the unity of word and image, appear in
private relations too, and in no small measure through corporeal
presence. Tímea Oravecz’ Fingerprint I, II (2003) comprises two
enormously enlarged fingerprints, the grooves of which are provided by texts from the Bible and the Qur’an. In the former, the
artist’s cultural identity materialises, as does the cultural identity
of her Arabic friend in the latter. In an age of almost complete surveillance (including through the use of fingerprints), this prime
element of our identification is filled with the amorous Song of
Songs. The pattern of the two fingerprints is almost identical; this
and the subtle difference of the script provide a strong sense of
belonging together.
The inspiration for Károly Klimó’s picture Fraternity (2008), shown
at the aforementioned exhibition (curated by József Készman), was
also subjective. It similarly employs classic means: in the middle
stands a mirror as a metaphor of the image and anyone’s (corporeal) portrait may appear and disappear in it, while the partly red
(blood-coloured) inscription states that anyone looking into it is
also Károly Klimó. In other words Károly Klimó is ready to identify with anyone. Looking into the mirror thus has consequences:
the viewer sees him/herself, but differently. With reminiscences of
conceptualism, Klimó abolishes the boundaries of identity, which
– without fraternity, solidarity – has become the fundamental
social problem in Hungary.
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5) Imre Bukta, Fraternity Park, 2008
In his Fraternity-Park, an inscribed landscape photograph, Imre
Bukta13 is forced to use the verbal or textual tools of conceptualism: we see the vestiges of a group of plants, the stems of
which are constituted by their names. The picture is both of a specific grove that was destroyed (Mez!szemere) and a metaphor for
civilization. He “re-writes” the uprooted trees out of solidarity
(implying nature through painting and sculpture), but this memento also refers to civilization as destroyer of the coexistence of
individuals and groups (according to power-political, economic
interests). The work with its inscriptions presents fraternity.
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6) SI-LA-GI, Sorry (Europe 20-21 century), 2008
The last work worthy of particular mention in this context is SILA-GI’s conceptual Sorry (Europe 20th-21st century).14 Also displayed in the Fraternity exhibition, this visually professional, conceptual work from 2008 lists all those countries where political
events and the wars of the 20th century have caused destruction in
alphabetical order. It appears on the basis of this text that politicians have attempted to atone for their crimes against fraternity in
the broadest sense at best with nothing but apologies.
The list of the historical data and the fictitious apologies are a
meditative attempt at correction, as József Készman writes (Készman 2008, n.p.). A peculiar coincidence, however, confirms the
work’s pertinence and magic: not long after SI-LA-GI’s “meditation”, Hungarian president László Sólyom apologised officially to
the Czech Republic and Slovakia for Hungary’s participation in
the military intervention against their demonstrating peoples in
1968.
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In conclusion, fraternity is one of the most important social themes
of our age. Art can be exemplary as a means through which to explore fraternity and give it visual manifestation, as well as possibly
to restore it here and elsewhere. The subjectivity and socialecological sensibility of artists, represented in their works in traditional ways, or in new kinds of pictorial/visual manifestations,
reducing artworks to signs, or to the bodies of artist, and quoting
archaic rites of religions, are able to explore and restore the (lost)
authenticity of the word. Beside these subjectivities and sensibilities, it is the ”third way”, the independence and freedom of thinking, which, in creating a ”revolution of ideas”, can not only give
words back their meaning, but opens them ”towards an evolution”: in the sense of the Appeal for an Alternative by Joseph Beuys.

Notes
Fraternity, an exhibition of contemporary Hungarian art works, Slovakian Institute, Budapest, Jewish Summer Festival 2008, curator József
Készman. My catalogue contribution ends with both a question mark and
an exclamation mark.
2 These include the heart-shaped gravestone, the bone, spiral, circle, the
figure-8 shape and other formations.
3 Szentjóby uses this term in a Beuysian sense. See Joseph Beuys: Appeal
for the Alternative in De Domizio Durini (1992: 172-173). An example of
the third way in the counter-culture of that time was love: the method of
finding a new way, an alternative means to transgress logic, the dualities
of thinking in the spirit of life.
The ”Third Way“ as a political idea was introduced by the writer László
Németh to the Hungarian public during World War II. Németh László
el!adása (Lecture of László Németh). Szárszó, Budapest (1943: 49–50).
4 Sulphur as an alchemic material applied around the radio-shaped brick
(instead of the newspaper) is intended to give a life-force to the object
and elucidate a third way thinking.
5 Following St. Auby’s first happening in Hungary in the Summer of
1966, a friend from the International Bookshop (literally the Store of
Books in Foreign Languages) in the Budapest city centre informed him
1
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about the arrival of a copy of the book ”Happenings” (Jürgen Becker,
Wolf Vostell eds., Rowolt, 1965). ”We lost no time in ordering the same
book and two copies arrived soon. It was this book in which I saw Beuys
the first time. He influenced me immediately and very intensely; the intensity of his manifestation in reality was represented. Fat, blood, action,
occult in the air and on the floor, etc. This book became my Bible”. Letter
to the author, 4 December 2009.
6 Imre Bukta’s retouched Polish landscapes based on photos on the Hungarian Great Plain were the first examples of this kind of solidarity (Keserü 1982). After his participation in the Panoramic Sea Happening of Tadeusz Kantor in Poland, Szentjóby / St. Auby created several projects in
connection with solidarity. In one of them, in the 3rd phase of the Minimal Subsistence Standard Project 1984 W, he founded a new state: one for
people who reject the over-consumption of militarism (1981 at the St.
Borromée Chapel of Fribourg in Czechoslovakia).
7 The work was exhibited by Zoltán Vécsi Nagy in: Common Space. The
question of ethnic minority and cultural identity in the art of the Carpathian
Basin. See Bordács (2006).
8 See: http://hu.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inconnu_Csoport.
9 I thank Péter Bokros for his permission to quote his private letter, 3 November 2005. Wording slightly edited.
10 The passport was made by the Budapest Kunsthalle and the chief curator of the exhibition, Katalin Keserü. See Bálványos, Bárd (1994). (Error in
the catalogue: the conception of the exhibition was by Katalin Keserü; it
was installed by Krisztina Jerger.)
11 Tatai (2005: 81-90). These parts of the chapter on Social space and politicizing art correspond to my theme under different headings. I do not
touch on the works she examines there. An international example of the
body-and-blood community was the blood transfusion happening of
Romanian artist Calin Dan and Hungarian Josif Kiraly in 1992. The same
idea inspired a work of Hungarian-Sunni artist Róza El-Hassan (Arafat
paraphrase – Blood giving action, Zagreb, 2001). See Bordács (2006: 142144, 150-154).
12 “The performances at St. Anne Lake organised by Gusztáv Üt! provided the opportunity ‘for viewers, artists, and art critics to speak in a
multitude of languages during AnnART without passport or visa’”. In:
Vécsi Nagy, Zoltán: Önfeladás vagy önfeltárás? Az erdélyi magyarok
ezredvégi exodusának képz!m!vészeti vonatkozásai. (Self-renunciation
or self-exposure. Artistic implications of the exodus of Transylvanian
Hungarians at the end of the millennium.) Bordács (2006: 63). Transylva-
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nian St. Anne Lake is in Romania; Gusztáv Üt!, a Romanian citizen, is an
Armenian-Hungarian artist and curator.
13 The village-born and self-made artist’s works could have been compared with the Beuysian actions and ideas since the beginning of his career (1970s). His later works have been in a conscious connection with
them, i.e. with the Appeal for an Alternative. Bukta saw Beuys’ works at the
ZeitGeist exhibition in Berlin, in 1982 for the first time. He recognised the
validity of his own rural surroundings in art there (e.g. a firkin could be
an instrument of expression).
14 Szabolcs Szilágyi escaped abroad in the 1960s and was influenced by
the Duchampian way of thinking. He left Sweden for Hungary in around
1990.
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Social Sculpture and New Organs of Perception: New practices and new pedagogy for a humane and ecologically viable future
SHELLEY SACKS
Entry into a living being
Social sculpture is a phrase developed by Joseph Beuys in the
1970s, to describe his earlier “expanded concept of art”. This expanded understanding of art informed both his practice and his
pedagogy – hence Beuys himself made no distinction between his
‘artwork’ and his ‘teaching’, declaring his teaching to be his
“greatest work of art”.
Although not alone in connecting his teaching and his other forms
of practice – Robert Filliou from the Fluxus network wrote a book
called Teaching and Learning as a Performing Art1 – Beuys, inspired
by Rudolf Steiner’s Goethean and post-Kantian epistemology, was
evolving a coherent set of strategies and practices that informed
his actions and social sculpture projects as much as his pedagogic
proposals.
His outline curriculum for a Free School2 that would prepare students to become social artists of a humane and sustainable future,
was, in fact, much closer in ethos to the title of his famous lecture:
Eintritt in ein Lebewesen (Entry into a Living Being) (Beuys 1977)
and to Goethean methodologies, than to forms of art teaching
prevalent then, and even now, in art academies and universities
around the world.
Integrative modes of being in the world
The curriculum of this Free School was designed to enable people
to engage with an emergent holistic paradigm – one that had to do
with facilitating new organs of perception; an ethics of intercon-
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nectedness and the shaping of an ecologically viable and humane
society as both process and goal.
In this radical school – supported by friends like Heinrich Böll,
and with echoes of Kandinsky’s much earlier proposal for an interdisciplinary school3 – inner work and outer work would be
linked by an anthroposophically 4 inspired phenomenology, a
study of ecology, and an exploration of new social and economic
forms. Drawing as a means of understanding, as opposed to representation or expression, would enable students to “see the phenomenon” and come closer to the “organising ideas” in forms.
Theory of knowledge (epistemology) would be studied as the basis of a holistic science and other integrative modes of engaging
with the world. A curriculum for enabling an ecological way of
being; for enabling a new kind of art!5
Working with these understandings in the world
My early social art practices and pedagogic explorations for mobilising imagination in the South African context had diverse influences,6 enabling me to explore connections between art and empowerment, cooperative development and envisioning practices in
a society looking for new meanings and new forms. After working
with Beuys in the early seventies, I returned to South Africa and
began trying to integrate Beuys’ Goethean and Steiner-inspired
methodologies and insights in my work. Some of my early explorations in social sculpture during this period – facilitating cooperative structures and new forms of work7 – involved the nonphysical ‘materials’ of discussion and organisation in social and
political contexts; other work linked verbal and non-verbal forms
to create arenas for transactions about our lives. In Europe, since
1990,8 through the development of new teaching methodologies9
and social sculpture projects like Exchange Values,10 the Thought
Banks and now the University of the Trees, I have consciously been
able to explore strategies and methodologies that, years back in
South Africa, I had only partially begun to grasp.
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Now, nearly four decades after Beuys outlined his curriculum to
facilitate an expanded concept of art, it is possible in an interdisciplinary masters programme at Oxford Brookes University to explore social sculpture in a university programme that has many
similarities to that proposed in the early seventies by Beuys. People from diverse backgrounds11 can join the Social Sculpture Masters,12 undertake practice-based research degrees, or work on the
edges of an experimental research framework in collaboration
with the Social Sculpture Research Unit (SSRU). Central to this
programme of study and the SSRU’s practice-based research projects are explorations in participatory transactions and other interdisciplinary methods of engagement. Equally important are questions about the connections between aesthetics and ethics, and
why making this connection is relevant for shaping a socially, economically and ecologically viable future as art.13
Redefining the aesthetic
Some years back, in a presentation for a UNESCO Summit on Culture and Development (Sacks 1998), I made a case for the centrality
of the role of imagination in our work toward an ecologically sustainable future. I did this partly by exploring the notion of responsibility. Highlighting that responsibility does not arise from moral
imperatives, but is rather an ability to respond. I outlined too how
this ability to respond can be closely linked to the aesthetic, if one
returns to an understanding of the aesthetic as ‘enlivened being’,
in contrast to the anaesthetic, or numbness.
With social sculpture so closely linked to developing the ability to
respond, it is not difficult to see how one key aspect of my own
social sculpture practice is concerned with teaching new forms of
connective aesthetics.14
Inner necessity, motivation and work on what has been spoiled
In the practice-based Masters programme in Social Sculpture, the
Creative Strategies module – shared by several interdisciplinary
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programmes at Oxford Brookes University – introduces practicebased strategies for coming closer to our own lives and the world
around us: listening and hearing strategies; strategies for uncovering agendas, for shifting attention; strategies for encountering
our values, our attitudes and our presuppositions; strategies for
entering what is difficult and for discovering what each person
feels needs addressed. Such strategies are a basis for uncovering
intentions and motivations that are our own; they are a basis for
working from ‘inner necessity’.15
In the word ‘motivation’ movement is implied. And in this first
inner movement – which is the rising of the life force, the rising of
Eros – we discover the energy to work, especially with what is difficult. We find the energy to enter the wounds of our world. In the
words of the Chinese book of transformation, the I Ching – ‘to
work on what has been spoiled’.16 Difficulty, wounds, mistakes
then become a resource: an opportunity for consciousness and for
transformation. As the ancient Chinese pictogram for crisis reveals, difficulty is synonymous with opportunity.
Using these strategies, students do both collaborative and individual work, including a series of quick, low-tech interventions based
around the idea of ‘small acts: profound meanings’. What is interesting about these strategies is the extent to which they take people into new terrain. People are often very surprised by the questions and fascinations that come to the fore; by the discovery of
territory unknown to them before they begin to work with these
strategies, and by the nature of the shifts and changes in their perceptions. They are also quite amazed by the energy that working
in this way gives rise to. And it does not take long either. Most
importantly, however, once working from ‘inner necessity’ is an
established practice, this kind of energy and motivation is also
usually sustained.
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The Special Subject in Social Sculpture
In addition to this introductory Creative Strategies module,17 students take one special subject in Social Sculpture. This takes place
before beginning the self-directed Major Project in Social Sculpture.
Taking further the methods introduced in the Creative Strategies
module, especially those strategies that have to do with uncovering agendas, assumptions and modes of seeing, students explore
what is hidden, ignored and denied in their own lives and the world
around them as the basis for further work. Parallel to these explorations they are asked to become aware of forms of self-censorship
and to consider the relationship between motivation, inner attitude and the assumptions that shape their perceptions.
Differences between information, logical argument and experiential knowing are also examined. Alongside the study of texts on
various forms of knowing18 – sensuous knowing and rational
knowing, empirical knowing and phenomenological knowing –
students investigate different kinds of knowing through practice.
Seeing the phenomenon and finding appropriate form
Based on an approach that Goethe described as ‘exact sensorial
imagination’ and that Beuys referred to as ‘seeing the phenomenon’ they explore the gesture in things, processes, conversations,
situations and wider contexts. Drawing, mapping, writing and
various forms of action are the initial means of doing this ‘research’ to uncover the primary gestures, forces and potentialities
in specific aspects of ones own life and the world we inhabit. Having gathered some rich research material and becoming familiar
with such ‘connective’ research practices, the question (and the
practice) then shifts to ways of sharing these perceptions and understandings with others. In other words, the focus is now on
bringing this material into form, on finding appropriate form. Describing this stage of the forming process in this way frees one
from thinking about end products at the outset. Instead, ideas and
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work emerge and evolve through the process of doing and exploring from ‘inner necessity’. The emphasis on finding appropriate form also frees students from getting locked into working in
established art media and disciplines, unless they turn out to be
appropriate.
Getting closer to the gesture of things – from individual forms to
complex natural and social organisms – clearly enhances our sensitivities and perceptions. For artists of any kind this can only be a
good thing. But why emphasise strategies that tend to uncover difficult material? Why risk going so close to difficulty and despair?
There are several reasons. The main reason is that people who participate in this programme are going to be working in the world:
trying to engage and work with others who are likely to have
needs, thoughts and experiences that are also hidden, ignored and
denied; who might themselves despair. And they are certainly going to be working in a social order that ignores, conceals and denies. In such circumstances social sculpture practitioners, in addition to the insights and many skills needed to work in this field,
also need the conviction to continue. As each student on the programme begins to discover what is most significant to them and
what they feel needs urgent attention, this process of uncovering
their own agenda and their own ways of dealing with it also has
discernable effects on their ability and motivation to engage in this
difficult world.
Principles and strategies informing social sculpture
Alongside the introduction of such practice-based research strategies, this module also focuses on the principles19 and strategies20
embedded in Beuys’ work, including an exploration of his written
texts, lectures, interviews and statements that carry the social
sculpture ideas.
From here we can go behind Beuys’ threefold theory of sculpture to
its roots and parallels in alchemy and in Friedrich Schiller’s insights about the nature of the aesthetic and the overcoming of al-
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ienation from each other and the world (Schiller 1965). SulphurMercurius-Salt – the alchemically informed abbreviation of a primary, threefold process seen to underlie all being and be at the
heart of all form – is central to Beuys’ work. This sequence of
qualities, which informed Beuys’ ‘theory of sculpture’, appears in
some form in nearly every blackboard drawing he did from the
late sixties onwards. For Beuys, however, this tendency to move
from ‘chaos, through movement to crystalline form’ was not just
an interesting formulation, an articulation of ideas.

7) Joseph Beuys, Plastik, 1969

Throughout his life, he worked actively with these qualities and
‘formative forces’ to overcome sclerotic thinking and fossilised
forms; to evolve warmth work alternatives to a fragmenting and
one-sided rationality that would allow imagination and intuition
to play a synthesising role.
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Rethinking static forms
Early on in Beuys’ work, this need to go beyond “terminus consciousness”21 is clear: Fat Chair, Fat Corner, and the Organisation for
Direct Democracy (Tisdall 1979) all challenge and encourage us to
rethink and re-enliven static forms.

8) Joseph Beuys, Concept Fettstühle (Concept Chairs with Fat), 1961

The understanding of movement that they share is not so much
that ”all is flux”,22 but a sense of the world as a living being that
can change, and that the will deriving from a deep sense of connectedness is also an important part of the “warmth character of
thought”.23 This curious and apparently contradictory phrase “the
warmth character of thought” (Beuys 1988: 159) supports the view
that Beuys’ often used phrase “warmth work” is not intended to
refer to emotion, nor simply to feeling and the territory of the
heart. And, like the other much-used Beuys phrase, “every human
being is an artist”, it can also be very easily misunderstood.
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9) Joseph Beuys, Statement “Warmth Character of Thought”, 1981

Becoming internally active
The social sculpture programme therefore gives special attention
to exploring what Beuys meant by “warmth work”. Here, where
the inner movement to shape a humane and ecologically viable
world first occurs, warmth work can be understood as intensive,
inner thought work, in which the activated and enlivened will engages with the thought of the heart.24 Such active, inner imaginative work is integral to entering “the dynamic being of things”25
and to developing new organs of perception.26
Participatory consciousness
A study of contemporary texts and workshops27 on Goethe’s way
of knowing provide entry points to understanding what Goethe
means by the dynamic being of things, and what the physicist
Henri Bortoft describes as the intuitive, participatory mode of consciousness in contrast to the rationalist, onlooker mode.
In his major work on Goethe’s scientific methodology and its relevance to an emergent holistic paradigm, Bortoft (1996) contrasts
Goethe’s phenomenological epistemology with its active, participatory consciousness to the onlooker mode of consciousness,
which recognises neither the nature nor the extent of the active
imaginative work involved in the process of knowing.
This engagement with that aspect of Goethe’s work that explores
different modes of consciousness enables us to comprehend the
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importance Beuys places on “theory of knowledge” and phenomenological methodology in the first proposal for a ‘Free School for
Interdisciplinary Creativity’. It is also a starting point for exploring
the relationship between Goethe’s phenomenological approach
and an understanding of connective aesthetics that informs new
pedagogic practices and social sculpture projects committed to a
connective way of being in the world.
In this paper, written in the context of the Unity in Diversity conference in Dublin in 2006, one further point needs to be made.
Beuys often emphasised the importance of seeing the multiplicity in
the unity. This perception of the parts deriving from the whole, as
opposed to abstracting what is common from the parts, is what
Beuys shares with Goethe. The methodology28 that derives from
Goethe’s holistic view of nature enables us to develop the new organs of perception to perceive the dynamic unity from which the
parts derive.
… it is often difficult for people to grasp this whole,
dynamic context; which is also why they can’t grasp the
necessary criteria for institutions, for measures that must be
taken to attain this state of health. That alone would be
ecology if we could grasp the ecological question at its root.
Of course it is very important to take measures to protect the
environment; yet people often stop at a certain point…
Ecology goes further, reaches further, and relates to the social
organisms’ capacity for life, to the social organism as a living
being that cannot be perceived today with our normal sense
organs, without practice. By exploring what is substantial,
the substantial and underlying processes, through a
sculptural logic, we can begin to perceive this. (Harlan 2007:
22)
Practice-based research into different ways of knowing in conjunction with Beuys’ phenomenological methodologies not only
echoes the proposed curriculum of the first ‘Free School’; it also
provides a basis for exploring other methodologies of engagement,
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such as cooperative enquiry, as well as for considering parallel
practices in social process and ecological art and non-art fields like
cultural geography, alternative economics and open learning.29
The directions that students’ practices take are, not surprisingly,
equally diverse: some sitting closer to the art-world, others reaching far beyond.
Another kind of homage
There are obviously many different ways of approaching Beuys’
rich and extensive legacy. However, despite a vast literature, installations of blackboards and objects around the world, and the
central place that Beuys has in the art of the 20th century, the core
role that his phenomenological approach plays in his social sculpture
ideas and the ‘expanded concept of art’ is not widely known or
understood.
I see this as a key area for careful consideration. Unless this aspect
of Beuys’ thinking and proposals is taken seriously – thereby
opening the door to a geography of insights and methodologies
concerned with transformative social process – we are left with a
body of compelling objects and a series of assertions about social
sculpture and new organs of perception, which we are in danger
of simply echoing. Without an understanding of the principles and
strategies underlying the objects, we can get stuck on Beuys’ iconography and materials. And, without an understanding of social
sculpture that reveals the connection with alternative modes of
consciousness, social sculpture can seem like little more than another name for art that has a social focus and might involve some
kind of participatory process.
If we do not engage with Beuys in this way, then a core part of
Beuys’ work – that redefines the aesthetic, frees it from its art
world confines and links the aesthetic to ethics, to our ability to
respond – will be unavailable to others. All that will remain of this
aspect of Beuys’ work will be a vague and rather simplistic “expanded” conception of art. Beuys’ social sculpture proposals that
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integrate the radical insights of Goethe, Schiller and Steiner about
the connections between aesthetics, responsibility and a humane
social order will remain in the shadows.
Things are easily lost and distorted in the stream of time. In one
sense this matters little. New things are perpetually being created.
However, it does matter when new ways of seeing and forms of
engagement have been discovered that offer radical insights and
approaches for contributing to a connective paradigm and to the
transformative inner and outer processes that are part of this. All
the more so at this point in the 21st century, where a global nightmare of disconnectedness and exploitation must be transformed
into a humane and ecologically viable world, worthy of the human
being and the other than human world.
In the English-speaking world, when the Free International University – which was a later version of Beuys’ first Free School – did
not manage to acquire a building in Dublin, many people then
thought that there was no Free International University at all.
Beuys, although, at different stages, very keen on having a building dedicated to such activities, often said quite explicitly that the
Free International University was neither an organisation with fixed
forms,30 nor dependent on a building. It was an interest collective,
a university without walls, committed to developing new ways of
knowing the world, new organs of perception and a new ecological concept that included a model for a free, democratic and nonexploitative world economy in whose shaping everyone could participate.
The Social Sculpture Research Unit continues the work of the Free
International University. On one level it is a locus for the projects,
practices, discussions and ongoing work of the social sculpture
network. On another, it responds to a wider interest in the SSRU’s
projects and programmes that reveal a genuine desire to explore
Beuys’ social sculpture ideas and the role of the imagination in
transformative processes. People want to study Beuys’ extended
conception of art in ways that make it possible to get inside the
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principles and strategies in his work; they want properly to understand the provocative statements like ‘every human being is an
artist’ and why social sculpture foregrounds the need for direct
democracy and alternative economic proposals. They want to understand Beuys’ emphasis on ”theory of knowledge” and “new organs of perception” in practice. They want to contrast it with similar work in the field of transformative social process and social
and ecological art and see what the field of social sculpture has to
offer. Above all they want to get inside the impulse, the methodology and the thinking, so that it has the chance to inform their
practice and become their own.
The following questions – explored through the programmes of
study, publishing projects and social sculpture practices – are
therefore integral to the work of the Social Sculpture Research
Unit:
How do we free the aesthetic from its narrow confines and
return it to the life of the society?
What is the role of the experiential, the aesthetic, in overcoming the anaesthetic, or numbness?
What is the role of ‘imaginal thought’ in our work towards a
sustainable future?
What role do different modes of consciousness play in enabling us to connect more deeply with the world around us?
Does this have anything to do with the relationship between
the aesthetic and responsibility, or the ability to respond?
And what does this have to do with the ‘warmth character of
thought’?
What, if any, is the connection between social sculpture and
developing respect for all life forms?
How is this connection between social sculpture, direct democracy and non-exploitative social and economic forms to
be understood?
How do we develop new forms of art that are focused on the
shaping of our lives from a more holistic perspective, and
how do we teach this expanded understanding of art?
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Beuys grew seeds planted by Goethe, Schiller, Nietzsche, Steiner
and many others. But he also produced new seeds – some of which
are sprouting, whilst others still need to be sown. I am not alone in
thinking that this (bio)dynamic cultivation of values and our
thinking towards a humane and ecologically viable social organism is one of the best ways to honour Beuys’ work.
Notes
Filliou, Robert, Lehren und Lernen als Aufführungs Künste [Teaching and
Learning as Performance Arts], Cologne and New York: Walther König,
1970. This experiment in making a participatory book includes material
by Beuys, Allan Kaprow, John Cage and others connected with Fluxus.
2 The first outline, developed in late 1971, was the forerunner of the manifesto and outline curriculum for Free International University (FIU) 1972
– with Böll, Tisdall (1975) – to raise funds from the EEC, in order to develop a physical base for the FIU in Dublin.
3 Kandinsky wrote an essay in 1927, entitled UND – in which he articulates the need for and principles underlying an interdisciplinary school.
There are significant similarities between Kandinsky and Beuys’ proposals for an integrative education based on an expanded understanding of
art.
4 Rudolf Steiner, who developed Anthroposophy from integrating aspects of Theosophy with an alternative approach to science deriving from
J.H. von Goethe, influenced not only Beuys, but also artists like Kandinsky, Mondrian and Paul Klee. See Zumdick (2005).
5 I recall a discussion between Beuys and Rudolf Bahro in Düsseldorf in
1980, in which both agreed that ‘ecology’ should be taught as a core subject in every university in the first year, irrespective of a student’s course
of study. A somewhat different proposal, but with a similar intention,
was made by Blake scholar and poet, Kathleen Raine, concerned that our
universities had become ‘diversities’ through the specialist fragmentation
of knowledge and that they needed to become uni-versities again.
6 My explorations were influenced by the ‘shifts in consciousness’ and
participatory art movements from Dada to Fluxus; African and Sanskrit
conceptions of art, imagination and healing; eco-feminist writers like Susan Griffin and Val Plumwood; the democratic processes movement;
Murray Bookchin and Fritjof Capra; Ngugi wa Thiongo’s – Decolonizing
1
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the Mind and Amilcar Cabral’s work on art and liberation; James Hillman
and the archetypal studies network, Bertold Brecht – especially his
strategies of disruption, Friedrich Schiller’s Aesthetic Education of the Human Being, Ivan Illich’s De-schooling Society and Tools for Conviviality,
Paulo Freire, Gandhi and his close collaborator, Vinoba Bhave.
7 This work developed through social sculpture actions and dialogue
with local groups, the ANC and certain trade unions around the Third
Road model (developed by Beuys and the Third Road group in Achberg,
Germany) translated into English, at Beuys’ request, by the FIU, Cape
Town, in 1979.
8 I came to England with my partner – a South African trade unionist,
who was on a British council labour studies scholarship – for 9 months. I
began an MA at Warwick, exploring the field of Art and Liberation. We
came at the invitation of academics in the UK, as we were both exhausted
from our work in the liberation struggle and with the traumas of the time
(like being on hit lists!). I was invited to give a number of lectures, one at
the Tate entitled ‘Art and Politics’, and a year later, one on social sculpture for another Tate conference on William Blake and Regeneration. I
was rapidly realising just how much interest there was here in social
sculpture and how much confusion existed and misinformation from the
art world about social sculpture. In 1995, we formed the Social Sculpture
Forum and did the 4 day event in Glasgow with the Goethe Institute. We
are still here.
9 At Nottingham Trent University 1992-97; at Oxford Brookes University
1997 – ongoing.
10 For more about this project see: www.exchange-values.org.
11 People who have joined the programme have had previous degrees in
anthropology, history, economics, linguistics and environmental studies.
Some have been working as activists; others in organisational training,
environmental research groups, social education, art therapy and of
course, the contemporary arts. What they all share is a commitment to
developing connective methodologies and transformative practices in
which experiential and imaginative work plays a key role.
12 This Masters in Social Sculpture is part of a series of Masters programmes in Interdisciplinary Practices at Oxford Brookes University that
I first introduced to the Art Department in 1999. See www.oxfordbrookes.ac.uk and www.social-sculpture.org.
13 Beuys’ expanded conception of art is radically different from Rosalind
Krauss’ Art in the Expanded Field. Its perspective on developing a connective consciousness has close affinities to the link in Schiller’s Aesthetic
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Education of the Human Being, between the aesthetic state of mind and
overcoming alienation, as well as with much contemporary work in the
field of eco-philosophy about the need for connective understanding as the
basis for developing new ways of being in the world.
14 See Gablik (1990). This essay calls for an aesthetics that connects us to
the world, although it does not explore what this means in any depth.
15 Beuys used this phrase – drawn from Nietzsche and Kandinsky – to
emphasise the importance of connectedness, from the first moment of
action, i.e. from the moment of its motivation. Working from inner necessity also requires new forms of empathetic engagement and experience
that enable us to locate our personal ‘inner necessity’ as well as that of
the social organism.
16 Hexagram No 18 in the I Ching (Anonymous 1968). The text at the beginning of the Hexagram reads: The Chinese character ku represents a
bowl in whose contents worms are breeding. This means decay. It has
come about because … gentle indifference … has come together with …
rigid inertia … and the result is stagnation. Since this implies responsibility, the conditions embody a demand for removal of the cause. Hence,
the meaning … is not simply “what has been spoiled” but “work on what
has been spoiled”.
17 The Creative Strategies module introduces new methods of ‘generating’ work and coming to appropriate form for others, a continual and
parallel reflective process, and a feedback process that attempts to articulate our experience of what others do, instead of judging practices primarily against their intentions.
18 Abrams (1996) together with Bortoft (1996) provide an excellent introduction to the philosophical terrain, as well as the practical implications
of different forms of knowing.
19 Chaos – Movement – Form is Beuys’ formulation of the principle that underlies all his objects, actions and proposals for a free, democratic, socialism. This principle – which overcomes binary oppositions – informs
Beuys’ understanding of ‘warmth work’ and correlates with Schiller’s
three forces (Nature-Aesthetic Engagement-Reason) and Rudolf Steiner’s
threefold social order.
20 In the Social Sculpture Research Seminar series that I led at Tate Modern in 2005, we explored core strategies that Beuys speaks of, and that
run through the many different forms of his work. Central among these
are ‘counter-image’, ‘scratching on the imagination’ and ‘parallel process’.
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21 A phrase I have borrowed from Declan McGonagle. It parallels Beuys’
idea of crystalline, fossilised thought that needs to be overcome with the
warmth work of negotiation and exchange, through forms like the “permanent conference”.
22 The famous dictum of Heraclitus, the Greek philosopher, is embedded
in the name and work of the experimental movement ‘Fluxus’, with
which Beuys was, in the sixties, actively involved.
23 A phrase often used by Beuys to describe the new, connective forms of
thought needed to overcome cold forms of rationalist thinking that seek
unity in multiplicity by abstracting what is common from the parts. For
both Goethe and Beuys, it is essential to understand the multiplicity in the
unity. This active entry into the dynamic being of things is part of the
‘warmth character of thought’.
24 A term used by James Hillman, in his book of the same title (Hillman
1998) that has parallels with Bortoft’s description of Goethe’s intuitive
mode of consciousness (Bortoft 1996: 49-76, 99-107).
25 This is one of Goethe’s phrases for the unity from which the multiplicity derives.
26 The need for new organs of perception is at the core of a discussion between Henri Bortoft and Otto C. Scharmer (Bortoft, Scharmer 1999).
27 For example: Volker Harlan’s seminars and workshops on substances
and their relationship to social processes. See also Harlan’s essays on Fat
(pp. 80-90) and Water (pp. 91-98) in: Harlan (2007).
28 Discussed fully in Bortoft (1996) and central to Goethe’s explorations
into the metamorphosis of plants: Goethe (1978).
29 See the work of Otto. C. Scharmer from the ‘open learning’ group,
based at MIT. Scharmer’s work is strongly influenced by Goethe, Rudolf
Steiner and, to some extent, Joseph Beuys.
30 In a discussion in 1980, between Beuys, Antonio Rieser (from the Third
Road/FIU group in Argentina) and I about the need to consider a more
formal organisational structure for the FIU – especially for people at a
distance – Beuys said he thought this was counterproductive and unnecessary. He cited the FIU work in South Africa, and said all worked well,
because of good soul contact.
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Selected Transcripts and Statements: Unity in Diversity?
Dublin Beuys Symposium on the 20th Anniversary of the
Artist’s Death

10) Richard Demarco, Rainer Pagel, Tony Hill, Caroline Tisdall, Robert
McDowell, Nigel Rolfe

Caroline Tisdall: Ireland 30 years ago – Beuys 30 years ago.
The Irish Times has a headline today that 78% of people think that
there are too many immigrants coming into the country. This was
such a different scenario 30 years ago. The axis Boston – Ireland –
Berlin was not in our minds 30 years ago. Ireland was on the periphery and that was its attraction for Beuys. Ireland was just beginning to be able to milk the European cow. The tiger had not yet
been born. Beuys had just recently been dismissed as Professor at
Düsseldorf Academy.
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He had only had one major exhibition outside Germany, at the
Moderna Museet, Stockholm – and Ricky Demarco had shown
him in the UK since 1970. He was at a crossroads. He was better
known for giving lectures. He had shown me a folder of drawings,
the Secret Block, which he had kept for some important time later.
This was the time to go out and spread his thinking and look for
different platforms.
The drawings became the Secret Block for a Secret Person in Ireland.
He asked me if I could organize an exhibition. Things beautifully
fell into place with this exhibition of what everybody recognised it
to be a major contribution to contemporary drawing. It glowed
through the UK and Ireland like magic: it was so easy to organise.
That is how the resonance of Beuys spread. He considered drawing as a means of speaking and the drawings would show the
audience what he meant by the use of language. He had embarked
on 12-hour lectures to people who didn’t know if he could draw,
some of whom were calling him a charlatan. “He is really a Nazi
Stukka pilot” people would say, not knowing that he was really a
radio officer – and all those prejudices, which were rife in 1970s
Britain. But Ireland is a different country. So the Secret Block became the Secret Block for a Secret Person in Ireland, with a nod to my
part Irishness too!
I want to take up Mia’s examination of what Ireland meant to him
then: many different things, archaic and contemporary – and
many of them invented. There was the Ireland without an avantgarde at the time. If you dropped work into the pond, it wouldn’t
necessarily be connected with what was going on internationally.
Dorothy Walker had done a lot of work with ROSC, but the selfconscious notion of the white cube space and avant-garde was not
to be found here in 1974; it was a blank canvas.
The periphery was attractive, as was the foreigner. There was an
equation of the creative and the criminal: l’étranger was hugely
important. Ulysses comes in here, Joyce’s effort to publish the book
and for it to be considered scandalous – beyond the pale.
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There was an element of Ireland’s relationship with Britain, as Ireland was not then a comfortable part of Europe as it is now. I am
quarter Irish, so I am allowed to say this: it was still seen as the
periphery of England. The periphery and the outsider are what he
always naturally gravitated towards, wherever he travelled. He
gravitated to Ricky, because he wasn’t a big gallerist, an Einzelgänger (lone wolf).
The tramps in Belfast: that was an incredible encounter. They
hadn’t a notion what he was talking about, but there was a strange
kind of affinity. He had huge sympathy with people who, out of
no fault of their own – or indeed out of their own fault – had
found themselves on the wrong side of society, for instance Jimmy
Boyle in Scotland. He had responded to photos of Beuys’ action
with the coyote, before Beuys knew that he was going to respond
to Jimmy Boyle. The convict in an extreme situation in Britain
sought out Beuys. It’s always a mutual thing. Even in Chicago,
where John Dillinger was shot. Beuys suddenly identified himself
with Dillinger, ran around, was shot etc. and Beuys with his trilby
completely took on this persona. It is very important to remember
how much fun he was and how much fun he had in Ireland. And
that was one of the main attractions in Ireland: it is great fun here.
Nevertheless, the periphery in Ireland was very peripheral. There
were places, where he thought he had fallen off the edge of the
globe. His lecture tour took us to Limerick, giving a talk to two
nuns and a passing drunk, because it was a nice warm spot in November. Beuys said to me “Wo hast du mich jetzt hingeschleppt?”
(“Where have you dragged me off to now”?) So little known and
innocent it was: to show the Irish energies and the relationship between spirals and the Beuysian school of thought. They had wiped
off the boards before we had even left the premises. I don’t need to
tell you what they would be worth now. But what fun!
The other side, of course, is the Celtic side and the notion of the
Gaeltacht, the minority tongue. He saw an affinity between the ancient, Newgrange, and the Celtic language. He saw the implosion
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of energy that could be found there. That’s why one of the strongest pieces of work he made in Ireland was a small piece of masonry that had been blown off by a bomb during his visit in Ireland and that had a red heart on it by chance. He called it Gaeltacht. He was incredibly good at tuning into how things could go.
Sometimes when I listen to Mia, a more contemporary perspective
no doubt, I feel that – while I’m delighted at her depth of interpretation – some things are more down to chance, coincidence, something that great artists can just scoop up. I’m not criticising, as you
know, but we could discuss this later.
If I may pick up on something that we saw yesterday: the Sandycove urinal. Taking a picture of Beuys having a pee, looking at the
scrotum-tightening sea was a bit of fun. And I think it’s just great
what happens, that it’s compared to Duchamp’s urinal, to the UK
importing the WC. That’s what happens to great artists. It’s just
my image. You see it as part of his work and interpret it as part of
his work, and I think it’s wonderful – it’s very Irish.
The same is the case with the stones, the Giant’s Causeway, to
which I gave the title Unity in Diversity. They are central to Beuys’
philosophy: I saw it in the stones, said it, he picked it up, he neither said yes or no, but so it becomes part of the baggage. This
happened to anyone who worked with him: many people in Ireland contributed to this sailing ship. How much it bears such minute dissection, I’m not sure. That’s part of the joy of a Beuys work
that everybody can find their own interpretation in it.
I’m going to link the Giant’s Causeway with the Celtic world.
They represent the moment when the earth cooled and that Basalt
was split – all similar and all different. And you can find them
from Scotland right to the middle of Germany. I bet everybody in
this room could give a different interpretation – and that would be
wonderful, wouldn’t it? I think that’s part of the Celtic spirit. I
think we’re all basically a bit nuts – and Beuys’ affinity from his
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town of Kleve, which certainly is an enclave of Celticism, was very
deep.
The whole paradox of being born a German in 1921, in a Catholic,
Celtic enclave is quite extraordinary for someone of his sensibilities, when he grew up as a young person. This was combined with
the chaos and anarchy of the 20s and 30s – and then the change
and the threat that came with it. He always stayed open to that
free soul: “Hey, what’s going on around here?” That never left
him, his 6-year-old state: “There is something about to happen
here”. That’s how he approached any new country he encountered.
If you explore Kleve, you find all sorts of wonderful Celtic things,
like the wood of the seven springs and there are elves, secret
swans, and Germanic and Celtic mythologies in a deeply spiritual
landscape.
But it has another side of Beuys there, too, which is the extraordinary agricultural/farmer, even country bumpkin side, which is
also to be found in spades in Ireland. This he really warmed to as
we travelled through Ireland. While in Dublin, he drew countless
agricultural instruments in huge detail (the difference between all
the implements: forks for turning hay, forks for all sorts of purposes). In the Kilmainham Hospital, we found all those amazing
folk exhibits, which were all just stacked. It looked like a huge
Beuys installation! It was perfect. He was deeply interested in that,
and as you know, these implements turn up in so many of his actions and installations. He found them in abundance here in Ireland and loved it.
Then there was the Ireland of the early Christian monks, the Ireland of St. Columba and those who took the message of love
across Europe. For him this was very real. He was looking for that.
The paradox that a place with a people who had spent so much
energy and creativity on spreading the message of love, could also
live in this terrible era of violence. We know that this was not just
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because people were Catholic and Protestant. There was an economical and colonial basis. But the presentation was religious, and
this for Beuys was a real mystery. That’s why “The brain of
Europe” is partly an ironic statement: it’s the brain of Europe, because it’s the source for so many parts of Europe of a Christian
message of love and peace – and yet it’s the place of this (to the
outside world) absolutely inexplicable conflict, bitterness over
generations and such strongly held views. At that time, I drew this
radius for him (ill. 21) of at that time absolutely minute differences
in opinion, all these factions. Everybody would kill each other
across these factions in any direction – for an opinion, which is a
thought, a deeply held thought. And for that, you could call it the
brain of Europe, or absolute anarchy. This was an amazingly fascinating paradox for a creative outsider at that time.
He did inspire people to try and do things with him. He was never
a man for great detail, so he would never set up a workshop for
himself, but he would inspire others to do so for themselves. And
that’s the history of what happened in Ireland: a group of people
wanted to set up the Free International University for Interdisciplinary Research in Kilmainham under his inspiration. The group
without his presence was not strong enough to continue it. It was
not in his nature to sit there and do it. Either it took off or it didn’t.
Most particularly in Ireland, he was involved with language. And,
as I said, at that time, he was developing the lecture as a means of
communication, a means of art and a means of bringing change
from his platform in the art world. This was already becoming an
annoyance to him. He said: “What on earth do you have to do to
get out of the arts pages?”
He was using the lecture, because he had a deep belief in the
sculptural form of the word and in the transforming power of the
word – in fact the word as the basis of everything, probably in the
biblical sense. He also had a deep belief that through communication, people could solve everything – and I think he held that belief right to the end. I hope he did.
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In his vision of the world, he felt that we could create the sun state
– harnessing the warmth of the sun’s energy, we could evolve a
different sort of society. That’s why he is called utopian – and
that’s why he felt such affinity and resonance in Ireland.

11) Alastair MacLennan, Richard Demarco, Rainer Pagel, Tony Hill,
Caroline Tisdall

Individual Transcripts / Statements
Brian Maguire
I was asked to comment on the precise influence of Beuys’ work
on my practice.
One lecture that hasn’t been mentioned was the one Beuys gave at
the Hugh Lane Gallery in Dublin, 1974. Beuys was saying that pol-
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politics, art and personal freedom had a role in the artist’s life. He
had a position on values concerning Ireland at the time, as a country that had not come through industrial revolution. For him, part
of being an artist was to be an educator.
“Everybody is an artist” assisted me some years later, when I
brought the FIU into prisons. We heard of Jimmy Boyle earlier.
When I worked in prisons, they turned to his texts. Also to a text
that Caroline wrote about Dillinger, two very simple things are
clear: he had empathy for danger – and he had respect for the
criminal, which I felt was an unusual position to have. It is not unusual in prison. You cannot be or work there unless you have this
respect. If a prerequisite for creativity is individual freedom, then
when that is taken in prison, the need for creativity is highest. This
country, as Gene says, knows about the effects of colonialism and
is at this point ready to reassess.

Nigel Rolfe
He enabled the possibility for artists to have active political
awareness and responsibility for a wider subject, that was seminal
and remains vital. He did this by placing his own work directly in
conjunction with his philosophical activist discussions, this model
was truly innovative.
Seeing and meeting him in 1974 was indeed heady and toxic. To be
able to bear witness first hand emphasised his thesis, but also the
way he put them forward with the talks to accompany ‘The Secret
Block for a Secret Person In Ireland’, the retrospective of drawings
that started in Oxford.
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12) Brian Maguire, Gene Ray, Antje von Graevenitz, Dirk Luckow

Acting as a showman performer he was the ringmaster to the circus he brought to town. A shaman just outside the physical stereotype in body image and action alike. He suggested somehow another place just beyond; some mythic Celtic place.
At the same time Beuys was a challenging intellectual, questioning
the status quo by proposing socio-political reform. He sowed the
seeds for Green politics making care for ecology and environment
concerns more urgent.
He was an energy bringer and a provocateur, but his use of romanticism with its roots in the sublime were forces of the avantgarde that possibly confine him to that period of iron curtain geopolitics then dividing European culture. This in particular would
be out of place and time, in current theory.
He set up a caricature, which he then inhabited as image and icon
and it is indeed a sad irony that this may overshadow his memory.
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What the work was about is the most important thing to remember and not to confuse the impact that it had or the profound substance it represented.

Tony Hill: Recollections of being in the Beuys Class of
1972/73
I was fortunate to be awarded a scholarship to study under Joseph
Beuys and enrolled in the “Klasse Prof. Beuys” at the Staatliche
Kunstakademie Düsseldorf in the Autumn Semester of 1972. My
first view of my Professor was seeing him being escorted out of
the Academic Registry lined by German Police Officers. This moment created an image that has become iconic in the legend of
Beuys. To be living in Germany as an artist and student was completely different to what I had been used to in England. The aftermath of international terrorism was evident, there were also national elections taking place and even war crimes still being prosecuted. Düsseldorf was an affluent city and an international hub for
art. I had become part of that international stream as interest had
grown in Joseph Beuys as Artist and Teacher. Although Beuys had
been technically dismissed from his post for embracing this youthful interest and enrolling too many students in his class, he was
still around and his teaching took place on the front steps of the
Academy in full view of the street in Eiskellerstrasse. His weekly
critiques or ‘corrections’ were real events where students eagerly
awaited their Professor and listened intently to his comments on
individual’s artworks as he patiently worked with his group of
students. We watched and listened, waiting for our opportunity to
show him our ideas, usually in the form of notebooks or studies.
Beuys would look and comment. He could be strict, but was invariably patient and went to great pains to be particular and clear.
We were all caught up in the moment and the time it took to work
with what was before him. He could be passionate and often humorous. For those that could share in his wit and joking, it must
have been an enlivening and memorable experience.
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Beuys took a genuine interest in what he saw in my work. With his
limited English at that time and my rudimentary German we met
as artists on the page and in the drawings. He always stressed the
need to consider how these ideas and sketches could be ‘realisable’. Already that emphasis on materiality, which I would become so influenced by, was present there in the language. The
other word at that time was ‘constellation’; placing art and referencing a wider connection with ideas and issues in the world. A
vocabulary and attitude to being an artist was being opened up
through another language and culture. I had become interested in
Beuys primarily through the publicity surrounding his ideas for
art and society, but I found I was equally attracted to his sensitivity to materials and the careful and thoughtful placing of work. At
the same time it was impossible not to be aware of his conceptual
and strategic grasp of the implications of his work, both in terms
of contemporary issues and thinking and the still recent history of
Modernism. For me, the way Beuys used paper and approached
drawing with various means, in order to locate an idea really
brought the ethos of the ‘real’ home to me on a different route to
the Minimalist one on which I had embarked. It was very much a
time of changes in attitudes around the making and doing of art;
one where Arte Povera, conceptual art, the emergence of photography and video and live art were the means to test where art met
life. The work of Joseph Beuys connected me tangibly with forms,
ideas and history. It expanded the notion of what the contemporary could be beyond the present to traditions and cultures as
much as it was to do with the present and the future to which he
was so committed to contributing.
The Foyer of the Kunstakademie became the gathering and display place for all the letters of support and solidarity from Institutes and individuals from all over the world in support of Beuys
as a teacher. It also was the meeting place to find out what was the
latest news on the legal disputes that had ensued. It was also the
place for protest, demonstrations and sometimes tension and anger. It was a place where art and life were close. How Beuys managed to keep his responsibility as teacher/educator, his creativity
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as an artist and his health as a human being is a testament to his
character. My all-too-short a year with Beuys as my teacher was an
amazing and insightful introduction to art on the European and
International stage and to a charismatic, dedicated and passionate
artist. I still have a deeply rooted loyalty to the ‘Beuys-Klasse’.
Whenever I met Beuys in subsequent years, there was always an
enthusiastic greeting from him that seemed out of proportion to
my time with him as a student, but one of genuine regard and affection of artist to artist.

Kerstin Mey
What has impressed me today is that those who have encountered
Beuys directly have taken on his thoughts and have worked
through them and translated them into their own practice. Perhaps
those who have not had this contact directly, have worked in their
own way through that complex legacy. In that sense the performance by Art/not art was inspirational in terms of developing its
own modes of pedagogy or exchange.

Rainer Pagel
I had the very good fortune to meet Beuys during the opening
weeks of the 1977 documenta in Kassel, and again later when the
Northern Ireland workshop was held. What will remain in my
mind is Beuys’ all-embracing worldview presented in never ending high-octane discussions and debates, interspersed by the presentations and actions of the different workshops.
We have to remember that Beuys came to Northern Ireland during
“the Troubles”, when there was little hope for a collective vision of
a stable society. Local government was built on sectarianism and
had virtually no real powers. Beuys’ models and thinking resonated with the emerging self help action of local communities in
Northern Ireland. As a model for change, community development, based on local empowerment, fitted well within Beuys’ concept of “Social Sculpture” and allowed me to understand my crea-
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tive career as a continuum, from visual art to youth and community work, and more recently, back to visual expression.

13) Gene Ray, Antje von Graevenitz

Antje von Graevenitz
My personal encounters with Beuys were not exclusively as someone who admired him all the time. In the beginning, when I first
saw Beuys’ exhibition of drawings at Gallery Friedrich & Dahlem
in Munich in 1965, I did not believe my eyes. There was such a
beautiful drawing. It seemed so important to me that I desperately
wanted to have it. It cost 320 DM, but at that time I had only 150
DM to live off. Unfortunately, I never encountered it again. About
15 years later, I choose for another way of “collecting“ his work:
by writing about it, occupying my mind with his work intensively
– until the present day.
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Dirk Luckow
For me, it was totally different. I ran into him once by accident. I
experienced his work. There are so many approaches to Beuys. I
took the most distant one.
It seems to me there are two camps: the more sculptural/artistic
one and the social sculpture/FIU one. I fit into the first and researched in that regard.
In relationship with the US, Beuys dug much deeper into American culture, the sculptural language there. His proximity to the
war setting is important there. Some equate his aesthetics with the
Nazis, but it’s not that. It’s about escapism, survival. I want to
make the point that essentially, Beuys’ sculpture is figurative. Everything he does in this sculptural work is related to the human
figure.
Usually, the element of felt is equated with the Tartars story, but in
post-war times in Düsseldorf, the offices were full of felt. So he
took that experience and put it into his sculptural experience. He
entered into the American art world at a point when this emergent
nation encountered enormous change. Bruce Nauman was one of
the first to make these changes in the 60s.

Gene Ray
There is a war aesthetics in American sculpture. That’s why Robert
Morris uses felt in a certain way. He uses sculpture in a distant
formalist way that hasn’t got the specific charge as historically
specific as with Beuys’ generation. Asking who was first doesn’t
seem particularly useful, but one of the missing references in this
context is the construction of situations, which is sculpture by another name.
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14) Robert McDowell, Nigel Rolfe

Robert McDowell
There is a long history in Northern Ireland of artists making work
about the Troubles. When we met Beuys very early on, we knew
already that there was no dialogue to be had with violence and
death directly. You don’t learn anything in that. When artists make
work about war and discord, it’s not to state the obvious – that’s
far better said in other ways and Joseph knew that very well. What
happened is that Joseph became part of Modern Irish art – and
that’s a very rare thing to happen for a foreign artist to achieve. He
played an important role in Scottish art as well, and he came to
Scotland and Ireland not just to teach, but also to learn – and he
initiated many things and he made work especially for these
places. He was challenged by Ireland, by Ricky especially, not to
bring things that he already had, but to respond to the people. So
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what he did was very much related to the place, and the people he
met. It was a collaborative effort.
Concerning the “Irish Block”, it’s a great pity that it’s not in place.
I don’t want to be nationalistic, but it’s a great thing that the works
he gave to Poland are in Poland – and that they didn’t have to be
bought.
About how Joseph said he wanted to get out of the Feuilleton – the
art pages, industry: he achieved this. He would have achieved so
much more of this if he had lived longer. That’s the great tragedy,
but also the chance for us to think of remembering him after 20
years: what would he have done, how would he have moved this
out of the arts pages.

Richard Demarco
In 1970, I invited Joseph Beuys to the northwestern boundary of
Europe (which Beuys regarded as Eurasia), to the Celtic World not Scotland - the Celtic World. Beuys was fascinated by the cultural links between Scotland and Ireland and their shared mythology, expressed in the legendary tales of Fingal and his son, Ossian.
The Celts did not come from Scotland, Ireland or Galicia: they
came from the Eastern Mediterranean, via the Straits of Gibraltar
and Mediterranean islands such as Sardinia, Corsica and Malta –
our region's South-Eastern equivalent.
Why would I want any European artist to come to the Celtic
World, rather than go to New York, the alleged world capital for
visual arts in the sixties and seventies? During this period in
Düsseldorf, art was regarded as a potential force that could heal
the wounds of war.
This was the force similarly harnessed by the Edinburgh Festival,
when the concept of art as the language of love was developed by
Rudolph Bing and Tyrone Guthrie, the founders of the Edinburgh
Festival. Bing was a Berliner, the personification of a patron of the
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arts, and Guthrie, an Ulsterman, was an Irish art patron with an
international perspective. I knew that I could not find anything in
20th century New York that was more important historically than
that which had its origins in the Celtic settlement at the confluence
of the Rhine and Ruhr. Celtic saints had used the energy of the
European periphery in the Western shorelines of Scotland and Ireland to reach the centre of Continental Europe.
The history embedded in Beuys’ life and work began for him in
the town of Cleves, his birthplace at the centre of a Roman Catholic enclave in a Protestant German heartland with strong historic
links to 8th century Celtic missionaries. Beuys had a need to come
to Scotland and he did so eight times. Many of his visits were
made possible by his preparedness to pay all expenses or find financial support from civic and national funding bodies in Germany.
In his last great work, 7,000 Oaks, Beuys can be regarded to be still
alive; this gigantic sculpture is an extension of his life’s work. It is
still in the process of growing. It makes it abundantly clear that he
is unquestionably among the first artists of the 21st century.
Beuys’ legacy is like the roots of the seven thousand oak trees
planted in the last years of his life and destined to live and mature
through many decades of the third millennium: a great gift to
those yet unborn generations who must learn to love the small and
fragile blue planet upon which they must live their lives.

Alastair MacLennan
After having done a performance, I saw Beuys in the process of
fixing the drawings, spraying the chalk drawings on the blackboard.
It’s perfectly understandable to take some aspects of Beuys’ practice.
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15) Alastair MacLennan

I think it was in 1978, coming back from documenta in ’77, that
ARE was formed. I believe we were helped substantially by getting funding from Joseph Beuys to help us pay the rent for the
space of what was to become called Art and Research Exchange.
This was an organisation that wanted to show developmental, experimental, time-based work, work that at the time none of the
arts institutions would touch with a barge pole – and work that
nobody else showed for fear of political repercussions from one
side or another. A range of things developed and what was interesting was a number of people spoke about Social Sculpture and
developed work that didn’t look like art and that wasn’t shown in
art institutions. [CMLH: “Has Beuys influenced policy?”] I think
so. I know there are people who don’t use the term art, but who
have an effect socially and sculpturally. There is for instance Rainer Pagel’s work with handicapped children.
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Dirk Luckow
I think that Beuys without the art context, without museums, critics etc., is just not thinkable. He was not Martin Luther King. He
made work in that system. He explored the tensions and expanded
these frames: it’s an expanded concept of art, but it’s still in that
system.

Maud Cotter
As a very young student in 1974, the canopy of European tradition
weighed very lightly on my generation. There was a sense of the
possibility of transition. Irish culture didn't exist: one should go to
Europe. There was a sense that Ireland hadn't been totally romanised. European industrialism had not come here. We didn’t think
of energy as gathered in locked institutions. Beuys conveyed the
idea that what I had been thinking hadn't been wrong. He was
tapping into a residual energy in Ireland, something very old that
was in the land in Ireland.

Liam Kelly
I think Beuys had the good sense not to make artwork directly related to Northern Ireland. Others, Richard Hamilton for example,
were heavily criticised at the time for being opportunists. I don’t
quite agree with that, but it was a view at the time.
Listening to Gene Ray’s remark that memory has been hijacked by
agencies of power: you can see that quite clearly in terms of property development. It applies to the situation in the North, to the
Belfast agreement and the so-called apparatus in the North in relation to the murals, where one now sees George Best everywhere.
The Football Association in the North just endorsed that the site of
the Maze prison would become a football stadium. That’s the direction in which we’re going.
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16) Sean Rainbird, Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes

Kerstin Mey
I wanted to make a remark about Beuys outside of the art system.
To see Beuys as a canonical figure is dangerous, because that
makes one complacent. He was a very complex and ambiguous
person – like every person. Only when we consider his own complicity and implications with institutions, the politics, the interests
– only then is he alive and will he stay alive.

Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes
I think we have kept Beuys alive for this day.

The Role of Diversity in the Production and Reception of
Art in Belfast: Space Shuttle.
SUZANNA CHAN, CHRISTA-MARIA LERM HAYES
Hello
This is Space Shuttle – an experimental base for
artists and urbanauts.
I have been launched to six different orbits
around planet Belfast.
My mission is to explore the creative environment.
Please keep in contact. www.spaceshuttle.org.uk
Return to mother-ship PS2
(Mutschler and Morrow 2007: 5)

17) Aisling O’Beirn, Space Shuttle: Some Things About Belfast (or so I'm told),
Belfast 2006
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Space Shuttle is a portacabin module which was “sent into ‘orbit’
for six ‘missions’”, each lasting up to two weeks, at locations in
Belfast in 2006. The project was initiated by Peter Mutschler of PS2
and the module was used by a diverse range of interdisciplinary
artists, initiatives and community groups to operate as “a platform
for urban creativity and social interaction” and to “produce new
and site-influenced work”.1
In order to investigate the role of diversity in the production and
reception of Space Shuttle, we isolate a number of diversity-related
characteristics of the project. Focussing on Mission Three, Aisling
O’Beirn’s Some Things About Belfast (or so I’m told), we examine art
historical reference points of such work in Belfast, especially in
Joseph Beuys’ practice, finding shared characteristics between
them, and in other projects internationally which address localised
contexts using mobility to promote accessibility and dialogue. Following consideration of the diachronic similarities between Space
Shuttle and the Beuysian paradigm, we flag the present context as
a markedly changed one since Belfast in the 1970s, the period of
Beuys’ engagement at the height of the Troubles. In the contemporary and so called ‘post-Peace Process’ context of intensive urban
redevelopment and spatial re-privatisation, we examine how Space
Shuttle operated as a cultural platform for dialogue, for engendering new forms of representation and participation, and for openended identifications. We then foreground how the historical and
contemporary case studies reveal both the relevance and limitations of current theories of the uses of culture in deliberative democracy, focussing on Seyla Benhabib’s proposition of “complex
cultural dialogues” (Benhabib 2002). We conclude with a brief assessment of the role of diversity in generating dialogue and polyvocal forms of representation.
Diversity and Mobility as Methodology
Issues of diversity were integral to the Space Shuttle project. They
included the heterogeneity of artists, participants and audiences in
terms of class, gender, and ethnic identifications. Diversity enters
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the production of Space Shuttle by virtue of it being a collaboration
between artists of different origins: the involvement of foreigners
is one way of interpreting the title “Space Shuttle”. Another is mobility as part of the approach or methodology. Indeed, its very title
speaks of a mode of transport, of transition and movement between locations, an intention not to settle into rootedness but temporarily to arrive and depart again. This method of mobile creativity can be examined in relation to a body of cultural theory including Braidotti’s (2006) writing on ‘nomadic ethics’, and Kaplan’s
(1997) on the trope of postcolonial travel as a way of encountering
difference. As part of the methodology, mobility enabled engagement in a variety of sites and types of spaces chosen for public
work, which expresses a concern that the greatest diversity of recipients should be attracted to engage with what happens and is
shown in the portacabin. The fact that it is not a standard building
site cabin, however, but that explicit mention is made of it being a
scaled replica of the PS2 gallery (project space) distinctly includes
(fine) art and its dissemination, as well as its publics, as reference
points. The “art world” was invited to an opening, and on the
website, the “missions” radiate from the central “mothership” PS2
base. It is thus not only the so-called “general public” that is attracted, but a link is sought to the conventions and histories of art,
which legitimises the current approach.
The mentioned inclusion of “non-art” and art sites and spaces is
extended into the realm of the genres and materials used, owing to
the diversity of both art and traditionally “non-art” approaches
that were chosen by the Space Shuttle team. Points of reference are
popular culture (the TV series Dallas in Sarah Browne and Gareth
Kennedy’s Space Shuttle “mission”), as well as (citizen/tourist) information stalls. Again, when focusing on diversity, entry points
are clearly given to people with a wide variety of cultural backgrounds and preferences. The creative practices used were not
meant to crystallise into the production of art works in any Modernist sense of a discrete object but rather, correspond with a now
well-established legacy of socially engaged, situated art practices
which focus on process and seek to contribute to social transfor-
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mation through forming dialogues, engendering forms of activism
and providing means of critical reflection, alternative modes of
representation, protest and constructive engagement with institutions and agencies. The creative strategies could also address how
individuals are affected by issues of power and inequality, issues
which we must recognise as inseparable from ‘diversity’. For if we
say simply that there is ‘diversity’ to imply difference but equality,
we can serve a hegemonic function of cloaking those inequalities
and forms of marginalisation by which oppression is differently
exercised and experienced.
The fact that an envisaged diverse reception has guided the choice
of approaches and techniques is underlined by the prominence of
communication as a “material” and strategy within the project, as
announced in its subtitle: “Urban Creativity and Social Interaction”. In effect, meeting places were set up in public spaces and the
performative and durational were stressed through the different
“missions”. Mission Three, Some Things About Belfast (or so I’m told)
was activated by the presence of the artist, Aisling O’Beirn (at
times Amy Russell, invigilating for the artist) who was available
for open-ended conversation, giving out information and acting as
a guide to the material on view. Contesting official, dominant cultural narratives through the ‘local knowledge’ revealed in vernacular accounts of place is a central preoccupation of O’Beirn’s
practice, as the title of her project intimates. O’Beirn used the
portacabin as a space, loosely fashioned as an unofficial tourist or
citizens’ information centre, in which unofficial information about
Belfast was transmitted and received. Comprising a collection, this
information took the form of hand-drawn maps, place nicknames
and urban myths as anecdotes. O’Beirn observes that the one-toone communication through which the exchanges took place led to
many further communications, as visitors to the Space Shuttle
passed the word to friends, prompting more people to visit the
shuttle.
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18) Aisling O’Beirn, Space Shuttle: Some Things About Belfast (or so I'm told),
Belfast 2006

O’Beirn’s meeting place also stresses the openness of the format
for the audience’s relatively unguided participation. It is open, for
example, whether they perceive the Space Shuttle as art or not,
whether they assume an anthropological or community work interest or agenda. O’Beirn’s nicknames of locations in Belfast provide a reaching out from the specificity of the portacabin to, in
most cases, the visitors’ own homes, i.e. the area with which they
are most familiar. Through the clear segregation of most of Belfast
city, issues of diversity inevitably come to the fore, as naming implies claiming ownership of an area. There will be conflicting or
overlapping names, but the members of only one community
could never achieve the bigger picture that has slowly arisen
through the artist’s collecting. She is perceived as an honest, caring
broker, engaging with people on their own terms and concerning
their own issues, encouraging and valuing their participation –
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and not just their additions of nicknames. Diversity – in a broad
(and temporary) understanding of the word – is both directly and
indirectly or obliquely referenced. It is part of how the project was
conceived and received.
Beuys as Precursor of Contemporary Participatory Practices
When now comparing the characteristics listed above with Joseph
Beuys’ various projects and collaborations in and around Belfast
from 1974 onwards, we argue that similar issues surrounding, and
approaches towards diversity can be isolated. However, it needs to
be said that we are not writing a stylistic history or engaging in
formal(ist) analysis. It is far more relevant to note that the centrality of questions of diversity is not new in the art of the 1990s, as
some theorists would have it (Bourriaud). While the gradual differences in approach are also interesting to note, we would like to
propose that a troubled society, where identities and divisions
have been in the foreground for well over thirty years, has brought
with it similar characteristics in the art produced for this context.
Here, artists have had to take into account the intercultural dimension of both the production and the reception of their work
. Deviating somewhat from what Ljiljana Deru Simic identifies as
usual practice (Deru Simic 2003, abstract), artists in Northern Ireland have specifically created multi- or intercultural work. We
would like to suggest, then, that they function – obliquely or otherwise – as “pilot studies” for peaceful coexistence, dialogue and
the identification of shared spaces, while very much negotiating
and renegotiating the by now venerable theory (if not history) of
relational art.
Joseph Beuys let an exhibition of drawings, The Secret Block for a
Secret Person in Ireland, travel South and North of the Irish border:
the first exhibition to do so since the beginning of the Troubles. It
had come from Oxford, Edinburgh and London (with the same
title), was shown at the Hugh Lane Gallery in Dublin (25 Sept - 27
Oct 1974) and, lastly, at the Arts Council Gallery in Belfast (6 - 30
Nov 1974). He thus “space shuttled” in. On 18 November, he
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spoke and engaged in discussions for 3! hours at the Ulster Museum. During the same month, he also gave a talk at the University of Ulster’s Art School, at Magee Institute of Higher Education,
Derry, and went to Coleraine and the Giant’s Causeway. Much of
his activity was directed at finding a suitable space for the Free
International University for Creativity and Interdisciplinary Research, which Beuys had co-founded with Heinrich Böll, the novelist and Ireland-fan. The FIU did eventually have a Belfast base, the
Art and Research Exchange (A.R.E.), founded in 1978 by Belinda
Loftus, Alastair MacLennan, Rainer Pagel and others (Coppock
2005). This initiative has since had a long legacy in various artistrun spaces, studios, CIRCA Art Magazine, and teaching at the
University of Ulster, out of some of which Space Shuttle has
emerged. But how is that direct line of influence informing thinking surrounding diversity, if at all? The characteristics previously
isolated in Space Shuttle need briefly to be compared to Beuys’ Belfast endeavours.
Beuys “space shuttled” into Belfast as an outsider. Apart from
great personal energy, he brought a hybrid identity that motivated
his wish to (as well as his understanding that he could) contribute
in relevant ways: he came from Germany, a painfully divided
country during the Cold War, although its Lower Rhine area, the
home of the artist, was historically a Catholic and formerly Celtic
enclave, as well as (benignly) ruled by the House of Orange. Religiously, multi-denominational Germany could possibly be seen as a
model of peaceful coexistence. Beuys brought with him Caroline
Tisdall, a writer for The Guardian, who is English and “a quarter
Irish”, as she puts it.2 She helped Beuys with his English vocabulary, took photographs, negotiated, and wrote a feasibility report
on the FIU to the then EEC. She was always present and testifies,
above all, to Beuys’ sensitivity in grasping what distinguished and
drove people around him. Beuys’ was certainly an anthropologically interested perspective, engaging in something that Ullrich
Kockel terms “applied anthropology”.3
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Owing to collaborations and his own hybrid identity, he hoped to
provide multiple connection points for his audiences to loosen up
entrenched mono-identity discourses. The duration of his talks,
about 3! hours at the Ulster Museum, was deliberate and instrumental for audience members to begin to contribute, and even to
monopolise the floor. Community groups from West Belfast and
other areas, who may not usually have visited the Ulster Museum,
were specifically invited. Their issues were in the foreground, although what some perceived as audacious or naïve of a German to
have offered as a “fix” for the Troubles was not universally popular at the time. It was communication – and as such, certainly
strengthens an interpretation of Beuys’ activities in 1974 as relational in the current understanding. Here he facilitated, rather than
created.
Mobility was an important factor. While tourist explorations were
part of the itinerary, Beuys lectured in places where his name was
not known. On the European continent, the by then canonical artist and his quasi-mythological persona (clearly a prominent part of
the “Beuys package” or brand) were immediate attractions. In
Northern Ireland, however, clearly owing to the politically desperate situation, he focused more than elsewhere on the issues at
hand, engaging in collaborations, lasting friendships and providing support. One can evoke the conviviality (Bourriaud) that in
current relational work is often not directed and happens for its
own sake. Here, it took place against all the odds – and for specific
ends. The fact that he invited Belfast-based artists to participate in
workshops on migration and other issues related to diversity at
documenta 6, 1977, as well as events at the Guggenheim Museum in
New York two years later, and initially paid the rent for the first
premises of their A.R.E. group, must in the current context appear
as further relational aspects of his/their work. Just as he understood his teaching as art, his facilitating practice in and for Northern Ireland is also clearly part of that collaborative artistic practice.
Like Space Shuttle, the “mission” metaphor could easily apply to
the various visits and projects that Beuys and his collaborators de-
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veloped in and on Belfast. It may also be called a “mission” to use
the Ulster Museum in diverse ways and for relatively diverse
audiences: as conventional exhibition space, but also as a discussion venue, stretching the boundaries of their remit at the time.
Despite the fact that the FIU later used a Beuys invention, a mobile
discussion and information space called the Bus for Direct Democracy (which brings to mind Suzanne Lacey’s more recent new
genre public artwork on diversity in Colombia), Beuys was not
comfortable letting go of the museum context altogether. He thus
shared with Space Shuttle an assessment of the museum as usable
for engaged work. It is one that was unpopular in much of the intervening period.
“Non-art” sites as well as “non-art” approaches are also common
features of both Beuys’ and Space Shuttle’s projects. If members of
Space Shuttle’s audience were not conscious of the art context they
were operating in, this is also true of the community groups which
engaged in discussions with Beuys, those who witnessed his visits
to Jimmy Boyle in prison, and, most likely, the assessors of the unsuccessful application for funding for the FIU. The A.R.E. programmatically exhibited local and international artists, as well as
some popular culture and other “non-art” material: comics, Trade
Union flags, posters etc. These were shown not just in the A.R.E’s
city centre premises, but “shuttled” around community and leisure centres on both sides of the divide. The diverse, international
and thus non-partisan background of the artists organising such
events was a vital prerequisite in reaching diverse audiences. The
mixture of art and “non-art” material was programmatic, but
meant that A.R.E fell between the stools of “art” and “community”
funding by the Arts Council of Northern Ireland – one reason for
its eventual demise. Despite (from today’s standpoint, because of
his overly) ambitious aspirations, Beuys was largely unsuccessful:
EEC funding for the FIU did not materialise, the A.R.E. did not
become as central as it could have been (but was thus also not coopted into restrictive structures), and Beuys, during his time in
Ireland, had just (in 1972) been dismissed from his professorial
post for accepting too many students.
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Beuys may even have compromised himself by keeping entry
points to his works as diverse and open as possible, especially
through media contact, at times explaining his work in very brief
and reductive ways, for example subscribing to the traditional role
of the mythical artist, in order to facilitate approaches. This now
provokes theorists and practitioners of relational art to offset their
work against that of Beuys (Hunter, Kester, Zinggl).4 Beuys’ engagement with diverse audiences, his open-ended, unhurried conversations such as those that took place within the parameters of
the FIU, have – despite the voices cited above – been included in
Claire Bishop’s anthology of writings on Participation (Bishop
2006).5 It seems that now, an awareness begins to manifest itself
that, while Beuys was hopelessly naïve in wishing to “save” more
than a small fraction of the world, he always prioritised relational
matters and was thus far more humble and credible (“unsuccessful”) in what he did than it might first have appeared. Judging by
the lasting friendships and collaborations (as well as careers,
community projects and many enriching memories) that have
arisen from Beuys’ activities in Northern Ireland, Beuys was, like
the Space Shuttle artist O’Beirn, perceived as an honest, caring broker, interested in other people’s concerns, encouraging and valuing their participation, often when no “artwork”, media headline
or similar benefits arose, other than furthering communication and
strengthening diversity.
Thus, when working in Northern Ireland, Beuys accepted and
adapted to the smaller scale and intervened in the modest but (locally) effective ways that now characterise practice in the area. If,
as we have found, similar conceptions of art have been researched
and negotiated in practice again and again, it could raise a “concern that younger artists interested in this area are repeatedly
forced to ‘reinvent the wheel’ in the absence of a sustained historical record [of dialogical art]” (Kester 2004: 190). This does not apply to Belfast, where the legacy of Beuys has continued to be very
much alive – not necessarily in art historical writing, but in the recounting of lived experience, participation in artists’ initiatives
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that have arisen from Beuys’ visits and friendships with the artist.
Alastair MacLennan and Tony Hill play particularly important
roles here as the teachers of several generations of younger artists
at Northern Ireland’s only art school, the University of Ulster’s
School of Art & Design. Rainer Pagel and others carry the memories, as well as the impetus to further that tradition into both artists’ groups like Bbeyond and community work in Inclusion Matters.
The more likely reason for similarities in relational or dialogical
projects is that, on the ground and over time, they seem to have
been successful. This is not a claim that has arisen as a result of
marketing studies or sociological questionnaires, but one that has
been verified by sustained and esteemed, i.e. legacy-creating (artistic) practice. It seems as though Belfast kept attracting and catalysing such approaches and processes: Maurice O’Connell recently
drew up the “Articles of Association” for a company established in
order to “explore and find successful processes for an individual
to participate in the ongoing social, economic and cultural development of an entire city” (O’Connell 2007: 76) – that city had to be
Belfast6 – and the “Articles” repeatedly have the ring of Beuys’ and
Tisdall’s EEC application for the FIU. This tradition, it seems, will
remain a strong and promising one, but it also changes;
O’Connell’s envisaged outcomes are “ever changing methodologies to directly engage others in the delivery process of change”
(83).
Contemporary Climates of Redevelopment and Engendering
New Forms of Representation
While art history shows the links between Beuys’ practice and current practices that engage with Belfast, the social, economic and
political context of the city itself has changed radically since the
1970s and 1980s when Beuys, and later A.R.E, were operational.
The ‘post-Peace Process’ city is now undergoing intensive marketled redevelopment, and it is in one of its engineered ‘cultural quarters’ that O’Beirn’s Some Things… took place. It was located at the
junction of North Street and Waring Street, on the edge of a non-
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residential quarter of the city centre undergoing market-led regeneration and gentrification which was relaunched as the “Cathedral
Quarter” in recent years. Marketed as a space for leisure and culture, the area currently features a mixture of flagship architectural
developments and derelict and semi-derelict buildings characteristic of transitional spaces.
Aaron Kelly has written a searing critique of the uses of culture as
the lubricant for consumption in the current redevelopment of Belfast into stylised quarters – there is also a “Titanic Quarter” and a
“Queen’s Quarter”. Kelly refers to the political-economic contextualisation as the economic reconciliation of ‘post-Peace Process’
Northern Ireland with the dynamics of a world system that only
responds to the flow of capital around the globe. His analysis
shines a light on the uses to which ‘culture’ has been put in the development of a homogenising, exclusionary, sectarian template of
‘two traditions’ for the Peace Process, which is being redeveloped
in the present by enlisting culture as a byword for consumerism to
repress the political by re-presenting ‘Cultural Quarters’ of the city
back to its people as spaces of consumption, eviscerated of their
experiences of it (Kelly 2005: 548). The city’s poor are excluded
from participation in the civic and commercial life of these nonpublic spaces in what Kelly identifies as the extension of Third
Way capitalism westwards and the Celtic Tiger northwards
through the promotion of private finance to establish a market-led
postmodernist pluralism that masks socio-economic divides.
Working to privilege the accounts of those who are not usually
given a platform, O’Beirn’s project could be described as running
counter to the re-packaging of the city as theme park. She gives the
city back to its inhabitants, turning to those who might best describe and represent it according to their own experiences, in contrast to the desiccated official culture which glosses over consumer
consumption. The open access of the portacabin also meant that it
was open for the participation of those usually excluded economically from spaces of consumption.
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Belfast is, of course, hardly new in experiencing the adverse social
effects of regeneration. Naomi Rodriguez’s film All that Glitters
reveals the grim and all-too-familiar negatives produced by the
London Docklands development in the 1980s, namely, shrinking
public spaces, stratospheric house prices, proliferating luxury
housing, shops and businesses, and the corollary of marginalised,
disdained poor people (see Sullivan 2005). To what degree then is
art complicit in regeneration and market-led redevelopment,
which turns land and space into real estate and a commodity for
direct profit? How, by contrast, have artists exposed and organised against such processes? In the Space Shuttle publication, Susanne Bosch asks if artists are critical enough of politics and power. She phrases the scenario bluntly as one of artists being funded
to “keep the neighbourhood in a good mood and to increase the
value of property” (Mutschler and Morrow 2007: 76). Artists are
well aware of, and resistant to, this involvement. In 2005, the curatorial duo B&B ran Real Estate: Art in a Changing City as part of the
ICA’s London In Six Easy Steps series of events. The artist’s
vanguard function in regeneration is well known, and the USbased weblog Boxtank satirically formulates it in “5 Easy Steps”,
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Construe a poor neighbourhood as a frontier to be
tamed
Create a rent gap between a building’s value and its
land value by neglecting maintenance and repair
while investing money elsewhere
Map a strategy for re-investment by setting anchor
blocks as starting points from which to take back
the neighbourhood block by block
Create tax incentives for artists and gallery owners
as the first wave of pioneers to authenticate ‘gritty’
urban experience
Raise rents and drive out artists to be replaced with
wealthy entrepreneurs, hipsters and yuppies
(Boxtank)
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The mobile, temporary nature of Space Shuttle is perhaps exemplary of the productive ways in which artists, art and cultural
practices can critically engage with a location already ‘softened’
for redevelopment by decades of neglect and disinvestment. This
mobility is one alternative to inhabiting an area of disinvestment
until one is eventually driven out by those same processes of gentrification in which artists can function as unwilling facilitators of
its initial stages.
Diversity in Dialogical Practices and their Production and Reception
In order to elucidate the function – at the junctures of commercial
spaces – of the art under investigation here, the line drawn
through the decades to connect the practice of Beuys and the
methods of Space Shuttle is revealing in several ways. Linking
Space Shuttle to the Beuysian precedent does not mean discrediting
the contemporary artists involved as “little Beuyses”. Rather, it
reflects the fact that the work has been created in response to a
perceived – and real – demand, not purely for formal or “artistic”
ends, where originality would have been a prime motivation. The
range of activities across the whole spectrum of artistic and social
activity speaks of a low level of specialisation in the Belfast art
world, a dearth of art venues, and a diverse (and divided) society,
where art and culture are in many instances shared, but have not
so far become a widespread activity in which the majority of the
population participate.
As reasons for the unbroken longevity of relational practices, one
could cite an enduring allegiance with some Modernist practices,
or “backwardness”. But we would prefer to assess, with Terry Eagleton, that (some of) postmodernism was unable to grapple with
amorphous and contradictory identity politics as they were found
here (Eagleton 2000: 86). That a remarkable line like the one from
Beuys to Space Shuttle can be drawn, speaks of the continued currency of some of the key theories in the area of diversity as they
were formulated in Beuys’ times and pertain to the realm of art
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theory. Umberto Eco’s Open Work (1962, English 1989) has pioneered the relatively higher valorisation of the reception of art (including literature) in comparison with the author’s creation, regarding both as essentially active and creative. Reception theory
(Wolfgang Iser) needs to be added, while Claire Bishop has recently anthologised such theoretical texts, featuring also Roland
Barthes, Mikhail Bakhtin and Peter Bürger (Bishop 2006). Bishop
has, with her anthology, been the first to historicise what had previously (Bourriaud) appeared as a new tendency in art from the
1990s.
Belfast has proven to sustain relational, dialogical or open practices and also let them appear right from their beginnings with
Beuys (almost uncharacteristically for the artist) as low-key, practical and orientated towards individual people, forging small but
long-lasting groups with an eye to the medium and long-term. Relational art took large steps forward through, and as a result of Joseph Beuys’ initiatives in Belfast. Relational work has been furthered here in both art and non-art contexts (Rainer Pagel, mentioned earlier, is a case in point). Non-spectacular, often by necessity anonymous relational work has been furthered in Northern
Ireland all through the 1980s, which, in the absence of a developed
commercial gallery network and the presence of the Troubles, was
not so commercial here. One can, therefore, look back upon 30
years of experience, fine-tuning and honing relational skills and
networks.
With (loose) reference to some of the characteristics of both stages
in art historical time, we will attempt to draw out some diversityrelated points. Beuys and Space Shuttle seem to agree that, “The
rules of the game [art] cannot be radically changed, only in small
steps. Radical changes disturb the continuity with previous notions of art, and thus inhibit the use of a common conception of art
across social divides. Using the word art with a changed meaning
and yet in a way that is understandable to a large number of people is a prerequisite for admitting any shift in the conception of
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art” (Zinggl 2001: 134). Thus, such diachronic lines as the one explored here matter.
The museum or gallery space in particular is something that has
not been left behind by these particular projects. One no longer
sees the museum as the home of all cultural ills, regarding it rather
as yet another public space that, despite its inevitable allegiances
and often its role in regeneration projects, reaches diverse audiences and can provide a platform for parts of society that are inclined and open towards (initiated in) cultural experiences – or
wish to perform themselves (Rogoff). There would have been a
danger of forsaking the traditional art publics just at the time
when more of an effort was being made to extend them. The museum/gallery can provide an alternative (relatively speaking) to
the consumer space that the politicians have identified as the
vacuous “shared space” in Northern Ireland’s “post-conflict” society. When politicians have created a mandatory bipartite situation
like that of the post-Belfast agreement era, art allows for spaces in
between – and, as Ljiljana Deru Simic puts it, the “envisioning of it
[a shared community] is what makes it real” (Deru Simic 2003: 11).
Cutting the links with art history is also not viewed as beneficial
(any more) by activist practitioners like WochenKlausur 7 in a corresponding move to that described earlier concerning the acceptance of museums or gallery spaces. Even Julian Stallabrass, revealing the many ways in which art production and the globalised
marketplace are complicit and interwoven, concludes: “the
local liberation in the production of art, and its enjoyment, are
genuine” (Stallabrass 2004: 199).
Art like that pursued in the FIU (certainly initially conceived of as
having a building as a base), A.R.E, or the Space Shuttle provides –
literally – a sheltered space for diverse needs outside the political
or commercial realm, where seeing artwork inside and out, sitting,
drinking coffee, listening to the artist, asking questions and contributing suggestions, chatting and laughing in an unhurried way
is as important as (and a pre-requisite for) stating contesting
views. Experience has shown that these then take a form that is
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non-prescribed but also (already) contained non-violently and
more “normally”. Similarly, art has emerged as the only mechanism of truth telling that can be inclusive. Soliciting stories within
an art context thus harnesses all this and adds the therapeutic
quality of telling one’s own story (although it may be still much
too early for that, considering the fact that Holocaust reports and
memoirs began to appear only in the 1960s).
Jacques Rancière is the theorist who most clearly expresses what
can here be called a return to such differentiated engaged practices
as Beuys’ (in Northern Ireland, possibly not elsewhere) and Space
Shuttle’s. While they may seem authoritarian or obsolete to those
for whom only activism writ large will count, their projects nevertheless give opportunities to listen, sit, drink coffee and look, acknowledging the need for “passivity” as much as that for activity
and activism. Privileging activity for its own sake neglects “being”
and reflecting. Rancière comes to the conclusion that “the politics
of participation might best lie […] in putting to work the idea that
we are all equally capable of inventing our own translations. Unattached to a privileged artistic medium, this principle would not
divide audiences into active and passive, capable and incapable,
but instead would invite us all to appropriate works for ourselves
and make use of these in ways that their authors might never have
dreamed possible” (Bishop 2006: 16). Beuys may have summarised
this as “unity in diversity”.8
In order, therefore, to allow and provide for diversity in the recipients’ experience, the diversity of artistic media and spaces should
be safeguarded (even if that means reconsidering the at times discredited museum) and invitations for independent appropriation
appear to be the most effective in order not to patronise audiences.
Excluding rather than re-interpreting and re-inventing the canon
(like Beuys) may thus be counter-productive also. This is another
outcome of establishing the current diachronic line: Beuys was
creatively translated and appropriated in Northern Ireland. The
work that has been created in Northern Ireland, like Space Shuttle,
is dependent on and simultaneously independent of his legacy,
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and dependent on and independent of the arts infrastructure and
artistic traditions. The fact that Beuys’ name is so rarely mentioned
positively concerning current relational practices, while his networks, legacies and approaches are alive and well, could then be
taken as a sign of something that has worked, that has empowered
a very diverse set of people to create and engage with work that
paradigmatically addresses, captures, allows diversity (in adverse
circumstances) and thus promotes it.
The Space Shuttle case study thus appears as a microcosm of what
is important in current relational practice and its thinking on diversity, as reflected in Space Shuttle’s cosmic metaphor, together
with Alastair MacLennan’s assertion that for him as a Scot, Belfast
appeared as a tiny place with enormous differences that could
show problems of humanity in a nutshell – like a small universe.9
Beuys shared this sense of Ireland as the most representative
place, a “case study”.10
Its geographical marginality is one aspect that distinguishes it –
marginality as a reconsidered notion, as bell hooks puts it:
It was this marginality that I was naming as a central location for the production of a counter hegemonic discourse
[…] I was not speaking of a marginality one wishes to lose,
to give up, or surrender as part of moving into the centre,
but rather as a site one stays in, clings to even, because it
nourishes one’s capacity to resist. It offers the possibility of
radical perspectives from which to see and create, to imagine alternative, new worlds. (hooks 1990: 341)
However small this microcosm is, what Zinggl calls “cooperative
shaping of life in society” (Zinggl 2001: 16) cannot be assumed a priori to occur in a “shared space”. Deru Simic writes: “Social interaction can be based on the simple but powerful fact that different
social groups inhabit the same territory. Cultural activities can
play a key role in transforming this territory into a shared public
space” (Deru Simic 2003: 12). However, where ghettoisation has
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taken place or where different social groups do not necessarily inhabit the same territory, as in Northern Ireland, creating shared
public space apparently has had to include a durational element,
as well as mobility: meeting people where they are. Mobile Museums, like Deru Simic’s own (Deru Simic 2003), the Space Shuttle
portacabin, (strategically) travelling exhibitions, the Bus for Direct
Democracy and many other comparable initiatives take this into
account.
If we speak of universality in relation to diversity, seeming contradictions arise. Terry Eagleton confronts and integrates this,
serving to highlight the sustained (time-consuming, painstaking)
focus on the individual in the present context:
What Culture itself cherishes is not the particular but that
very different animal, the individual. Indeed it sees a direct
relation between the individual and the universal. […] It is
in the uniqueness of a thing that the world spirit can be
most intimately felt […] Culture is itself the spirit of humanity individuating itself in specific works […] The universal is not just the opposite of the individual, but the
very paradigm of it. … It is no doubt for this reason that
aesthetic questions crop up so often in a society which has
less and less time for art. What the work of art promised
was a whole new way of conceiving of the relationship at
issue, refusing both empty universality and blind particularity. (Eagleton 2000: 55, 62)
Indeed, the projects at the centre of this investigation help build
and assert individual identities beyond those prescribed and determined by “communities”, but partially by focusing on markers
of identity (like locations, nicknames etc.): “The paradox of identity politics, in short, is that one needs an identity in order to feel
free to get rid of it” (Eagleton 2000: 66). Art and culture help delineate identification, but participatory art, through the incentive it
provides for becoming aware of and formulating one’s own individuality can then loosen the clearly delineated Northern Irish ze-
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zero sum conceptualisation of both identity and space (“What is
mine is mine”).11 As Eagleton puts it, in “revolutionary nationalism […] culture could become a transformative political force […
Then] Culture, in short, can come to oust the politics with which it
was previously so closely bound up” (Eagleton 2000: 63).12
Space Shuttle as a Dialogical Platform for New Forms of Representation
To refocus on uses of culture to produce multiplicity, Deru Simic
has argued that cultural projects, which enable dialogues between
people in different social groups, can assist in the development of
multiple identities. The potential transformations of ‘identity’ that
art offers can, in turn, play a role in the formation of what she
terms ‘creative cities’, that is, cities which foster a culture of openness and expression toward social cohesion. Though a segue from
openness to harmonious social relations cannot be readily assumed, what is implied is a relationship between the creativity
manifested in a city and the plural identities of its inhabitants.
These are identities which are conceived as open-ended works in
progress characterised by hybridity and fluidity. This marriage of
identity and multiplicity poses a tension between the singular and
plural which indicates the limits of ‘identity’ and suggests we
might dispense with it altogether. “Who needs ‘identity’?”, Stuart
Hall wonders, when the concept has been roundly deconstructed
across a range of disciplinary fields, all of them variously antiessentialist and sensitive to a ‘politics of location’, which reject and
seek to displace a Cartesian concept of an originary, unified identity (Hall 1996: 1). Sticking with the Derridean impetus, Hall suggests the term needs to be put ‘under erasure’ to signal that it cannot be thought in old positivist ways, but that without it key questions cannot be asked. Acknowledging that the signifier ‘identity’
is indispensable to identity politics, from which questions of
agency are inextricable, Hall seeks not to reinstate a transparent
knowing subject or identity as the centred author of social practice,
but rather to think the subject in a decentred position within a
paradigm of discursive practice. Influenced by Foucault, he
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stresses the process of identity-formation as one of subjectification
to discursive practices, with all the exclusions it entails, before
raising an argument for identification. Though not without its own
conceptual difficulties, identification is preferable to ‘identity’ in a
constructionist understanding as a contingent process without
completion and always in progress.
Identification does not lend itself to notions of a property that can
be ‘won’ or ‘lost’, whereas if identity is conceived of as something
to be recouped, or safeguarded against loss or subsumption, identity and difference are incommensurable. Identification, by contrast, does not involve the obliteration of difference since as a signifying practice, according to a post-structuralist informed paradigm, it entails the play of difference and deferral for which Derrida coined the neologism différance (Derrida 1982: 3-29). It is by
working with this paradigm that political theorist Seyla Benhabib
describes the other within the self, as that real or imagined other
by which the self is differentially defined (Benhabib 2002: 4). Identification as a play of différance contrives a dynamic, processual
concept rather than the essentialist notion of a stable core of self
which remains unchanged despite the vicissitudes of history or
social forces. This notion of identity as an innate property is dangerous, for once carried over to ‘cultural identity’, identity finds a
platform for the ominous convergence of ‘a people’ whose claims
of a shared history or ancestry that override all other differences
bind them together in an exclusive cultural belonging (Hall 1996:
4).
Conceiving of culture in a similarly post-structuralist vein, Benhabib uses an auditory metaphor to propose a “complex cultural
dialogue”, viewing human cultures as hybrid, polyvocal and as
constant creations, recreations and negotiations of imaginary
boundaries between ‘we’ and the ‘other(s)’ (Benhabib 2002: 8). For
Benhabib, the difficulty is how to respect the other’s difference,
and recognise the other’s fundamental right to human equality
and dignity. This is a call for universalism in the moral understanding that, as human beings, we are all equally entitled to be
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considered equals and afforded equal moral respect. Yet the matter of our differences raises problems for the concept of equality.
Benhabib recognises how the moral question of whether we can all
be considered equal interrelates with philosophical questions over
the existence of a common human nature, and of a normative content of human reason based on the cognitive legacy of the Enlightenment, such as belief in the validity of objectivity, arguments and
data, impartiality and intersubjective verification of results (Benhabib 2002: 27). And yet most human communities will hold a
generalised moral attitude that not all other human beings are
worthy of being considered equal partners in settling moral, political and social matters (Benhabib 2002: 30). Thus, moral discourses are situated within the boundaries of specific cultures and
they support a normative philosophy, while an open-ended view
of culture and of our interdependencies can lead to the more
favourable process of a complex cultural dialogue which shows
that the other’s cultural traditions are receptive to universalist
norms (Benhabib 2002: 39).
A feminist problematisation of ‘equality’ would suggest that the
task of respecting the other’s difference is a more layered one than
can be captured by Benhabib’s term ‘democratic equality’. She
states that the task is “to create impartial institutions in the public
sphere and civil society where this struggle for the recognition of
cultural differences and the contestation of cultural narratives can
take place without domination” (Benhabib 2002: 8). Yet in the light
of French feminist theory, there can be much greater exploration of
the difficulty posed by recognising the rights and equality of the
other across sexual difference. This analysis can be deepened with
reference to feminist philosopher Luce Irigaray’s thinking on what
she calls “sexuate rights”– a proposition for writing the rights and
duties of each sex differently, since they are different, into social
rights and duties. In and of itself, Irigaray’s call for sexually differentiated social duties and rights has potentially oppressive results
for women, witness for example how the Irish Constitution defines
the role of women as that of motherhood within the home and nuclear family. One effect of this was the ban on married women
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from working in the civil service until the 1970s. However, a demand for equality must still deal with the problem of reducing the
feminine other to the masculine self-same in a comparison where
the latter constitutes the normative yardstick. Irigaray refuses the
egalitarian demand amongst Anglo and US feminists, since she
believes all language and thought to be gendered and that there is
no neutral from which to begin. “What do women want to be
equal to?” Irigaray asks, “Men? A Wage? A public position? Equal
to what? Why not to themselves?” (Irigaray 1992: 32). This raises
again those crosscutting questions of identification and representation, of women’s self-representation.
More usefully, in considering the practices of minority cultural
communities and the rights of women and children, Benhabib –
like Rancière in the specific context of art practice – remains an
advocate of the capacity of individuals to negotiate their narratives
of identity and difference through multicultural encounters (Benhabib 2002: 104). Once we modify our view of culture, reject holistic essentialist conceptions, and retain faith in the agency of ordinary political actors, Benhabib argues that the rights of women
and children within minority cultural communities can be respected without getting stuck between the equally undesirable
practices of criminalising these communities or exercising a liberal
tolerance that compounds the plight of women and children (Benhabib 2002: 104). We propose, then, that a central aspect of the negotiation of which Benhabib speaks, for women in minority communities, is to develop their own modes of representation and a
symbolic system that is not a repetition of any dominant patriarchal one. We further suggest that Space Shuttle shows that art can
contribute to the creation of new forms of representation authored
by individuals themselves, and provide alternative fora where this
struggle for recognition of cultural differences and contestation
over cultural narratives can take place.
To eschew exclusionary, essentialist operations around questions
of ‘who we are’ or ‘where we came from’, culture and identities
must be about questions of becoming, of representation and of
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how we might represent ourselves. It is within these questions that
identities are constituted (Hall 1996). The question of representation returns us to Deru Simic’s examination of the relationship between multiple identities, which we might now think of as openended identifications, and creative cities. How can art foster or
underscore identification as a process open to difference? She establishes, firstly, that art and cultural projects are not an alternative to regeneration initiatives. What they are is a vital component
of urban renewal and what they can do, she claims, is transform a
given situation (Deru Simic 2003: 4). In both western and nonwestern contexts, there are virtually innumerable artistic and architectural collaborations and groups with an urban focus which
organise site-specific projects, both temporary and permanent, e.g.
City Mine(d), Art for Change, Stalker, or Park Fiction, to name but
a few in Europe, while Sarai and Sahmat are examples based in
India. Considering some European examples, Susanne Bosch identifies a role for art in empowering people’s creativity, which, she
argues, leads to problem solving (Mutschler and Morrow 2007:
77).
Thus, as Deru Simic contends, cultural projects which are enacted
in urban situations can create altered or new situations in what we
might conceive of as cities of creativity. Amongst the requirements
for a city to become creative, she identifies the need, with reference
to Jeremy Rifkin’s work, for new forms of communication, new
ways of describing things, new ways of monitoring and new
methods of local research. Barriers between departments and institutions need to be dismantled, new forms of description are called
for, given that the traditional language of geography cannot adequately capture the myriadly textured qualities of urban experience, and new methods of local research and monitoring are
needed to define local aspirations, needs, trends and problems
(Deru Simic 2003: 4). In particular, O’Beirn’s Mission Three, Some
Things About Belfast (or so I’m told) demonstrates how these new
forms of representation could contribute to the struggle for recognition of cultural difference and to the contestation of exclusive
cultural narratives. In Belfast’s microcosm, the social and political
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necessities (and relative lack of arts funding in comparison to
community project funding) have given rise to sustained and finetuned cultural approaches, and the honed skills of practitioners in
this field are worthy of being noted as exemplary. Relational and
dialogical practices here have not been a fashion but a necessity. If
there is now a “shared space”, it owes more to the sustained work
of artists on the ground than to empty political rhetoric.
Notes
Space Shuttle 2007, http://www.spaceshuttle.org.uk/mission1.htm.
The project was initiated by PS"’s Peter Mutschler and started with a pilot
launch ‘The Launch: Lower Garfield Street & Project Space’, 10-19 August 2006 http://www.spaceshuttle.org.uk/launch.htm.
The Missions, all of which are documented under
www.spaceshuttle.org.uk, were:
‘Mission One: Donegall Pass’, Call Centre Collective, 22-29 August 2006.
‘Mission Two: Titanic Quarter’, Sarah Browne and Gareth Kennedy, 31
August - 16 September 2006.
‘Mission Three: North Street/Waring Street’, Some Things About Belfast (or
so I'm told) Aisling O’Beirn, 20 September-5 October 2006.
‘Mission Four: Blackstaff Square’, 7 by 7 Siraj Izhar, 9-19 October 2006.
‘Mission Five: Dublin Road/Shaftesbury Square’, Find Your Perfect Location, Mick O’Kelly, 23 October-2 November 2006.
‘Mission Six: St. Aidan’s Christian Brothers Primary School’, H.I. (Humans
Identified) Amy Russell, Barnardo’s, 19-30 March 2007.
The project culminated in ‘Discoveries: PS", 18 Donegall Street and Space
Shuttle Location at Royal Avenue/North Street’, 27 April-5 May 2007.
Mission 1 - 6: report, edited work and launch of publication.
2 In conversation with Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes, London 1993, Dublin
2006.
3 This would suggest an anthropological trajectory – if anthropology had
not for a long time disallowed anthropology of “home”. The anthropologist was required to go to far-away places and apply what one would
now call the colonialist’s gaze. The artist or – more potently – the artists’
group focusing on diversity issues in relational work cannot help but engage with anthropological questions. To be seen as a more “objective”
outsider (while questioning notions of objectivity) and having the benefit
of local knowledge and networks could be seen in both cases as the best
scenario. Ullrich Kockel refers to such artistic work as “applied anthro1
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pology” (in a presentation at the Academy for Irish Cultural Heritages,
University of Ulster, Magee, 26 April 2007, as well as in this publication).
Space Shuttle, in its investigation (by O’Beirn) of nicknames for streets and
areas of the city, can also be understood as anthropological fieldwork.
4 “In contrast to the thinking of the seventies, today’s Activists are no
longer concerned with changing the world in its entirety. It is no longer a
matter of mercilessly implementing an ideological line, as it was in Joseph Beuys’s idea of transforming a whole society into a Social Plastic
[…] and many other manifesto writers of the Modern. […] Activist Art no
longer overestimates its capabilities. But it does not underestimate them
either. It makes modest contributions” (Zinggl 2001: 16).
5 The present thoughts also motivated a reassessment of Beuys’ legacy in
a symposium in Dublin’s Goethe Institut, January 2006.
6 “Objects of the Company […] (a) To relieve poverty, distress and sickness among those living or working in the Local Government administrative area of Belfast and its immediate vicinity (the area of ‘benefit’)”
(O’Connell 2007: 77).
7 Wolfgang Zinggl states: “The understanding of art changes very
slowly”. And: “Filled with a euphoria not lacking a measure of hubris
[…] In the end it did not work without the old institutions. The museums, the art journals, the galleries…” (Zinggl 2001: 11, 14).
8 This is the title that Beuys gave to a “performance” at the Giant’s
Causeway, County Antrim. It is the point of departure of diversityrelated thoughts on Beuys (Lerm Hayes 2006).
9 Alastair MacLennan in conversation with Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes,
Belfast June 2007.
10 Ireland (Dublin) had already been captured as such by James Joyce in
Ulysses, which had been formative for Beuys and provided a context for
his engagement on the island, even his wish to find a site for the Free International University (FIU).
11 For these thoughts, Brian Graham’s presentation “Heritage and the
Construction of Place and Identity” has been valuable, as delivered at the
workshop The Representation of Place by Collectors and Through Collections,
University of Ulster, 24 May 2007.
12 The artists featured here have their own stake in the “Culture Wars”, as
Eagleton describes it: “Men and women are more likely to take to the
streets over cultural and material issues rather than purely political ones
– the cultural being what concerns one’s spiritual identity, and the material one’s physical one” (Eagleton 2000: 61).
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Multiply and Conquer: Beuys Editions
CORNELIA LAUF
The largest category of editions that Joseph Beuys produced in the
course of his artistic career has traditionally eluded recognition
under the category “multiple”. They are the artist’s books, posters,
and editions. These works are the principle vehicles for the dissemination and broad recognition of Beuys’ work, life, and
thoughts. Often humble objects, Beuys’ multiples have been denied the commercial or museological importance accorded to the
vitrines or other more sculptural editions. The works in print
range from linen and felt-covered hardcover books to boxed film
stills, from slim early catalogues bearing poetic biographies to
softcover general surveys, and, finally, the now ubiquitous tomes
produced on the artist by mainstream publishers. Most of these
volumes of what we may even call Beuys’ “print multiples” are
characterised by a graphic design that is consonant with the sculptural vocabulary of the artist.
Creating the Beuys “look” was possible even for graphic artists
who might not have known Beuys. Many of his works have a “doit-yourself” feel and employ quotidian materials. Household products, scrap wood, plastic bags, erasers, and even sanitary disposal bags were conscripted as materials. Even the basalt columns
sold with a certificate for an oak tree (and the sapling itself) in the
1982 installation 7000 Oaks did not appear monumental, but rather
as if they had been kneaded in clay first. The books are perhaps
the most widely accessible multiple that the artist generated.
From the first construction of his artistic biography, catalogues raisonnés, and the advent of publications on specific themes in Beuys’
work, a rich tapestry was created that served Beuys’ repertoire as
much as any other material or metaphoric substance. It is somewhat surprising that Beuys was so astute in the adoption of paperbased media, as he was an artist academically trained in materials
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such as bronze and wood. Books-as-art were much more the calling card of outspokenly conceptual artists, who would have eschewed the physical qualities of materials that Beuys favoured,
such as fat, straw, mud, or lead. In the work of artists such as
Hanne Darboven, On Kawara, or Lawrence Weiner, book and
print editions are integral to their text-based practice, and thus
more easily recognisable as artworks. In the invitation cards, posters, catalogues, or artist’s books by Weiner, for example, there are
textual and content overlaps that are unmistakably his, established
through decade-long use of the same colours, type, and design. In
fact, Weiner’s design qualities, rarely mentioned in academic discussion of the oeuvre, have been absorbed by many commercial
graphic designers in Belgium and Holland, a testimony to the
strength of layout in this type-oriented artist’s work.1Beuys was
certainly cognizant of the Conceptual art generation’s use of the
artist’s book as a form of artwork, just as he had already incorporated Fluxus scores, the use of typed certificates and musical
notation in the 1960s. He participated in the 1972 documenta V, in
which a large section was devoted to artists’ books. But rather than
make book works in the style of the conceptualists, he went one
step further: Beuys saw books as multiples that could even be
produced by other designers, could contain expository essays
about his work, and still retain the flavour of an artwork, and thus
function as discrete, if multiple, “originals” – “his work”. At the
very beginning of his career, Beuys understood that multiples and
editions, and in particular, books and catalogues, were essential
artistic tools. The catalogue accompanying the Kleve exhibition of
the brothers Van der Grinten in 1963 is fundamental for understanding how Beuys worked with this medium. Rather than
merely listing works, illustrations, and a chronology of his life,
Beuys supplied an artistic biography replete with dates and events
conceived in literary (or fictional) terms: his Lifecourse / Workcourse,
1969, since 1964 extended repeatedly (ill. 19). The short catalogue
is a simply designed work of art, executed in a faux typewriter
font, far from the language used to describe Beuys’ biography,
where pathos and artistic myth are for the first time publicly established, never to disappear thereafter. It is a form of what one
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would now call artistic branding that occurs particularly in the
edition-based artworks generated by Beuys.

19) Joseph Beuys, Lifecourse / Workcourse, 1969, detail

If we employ a more elastic definition of the term “artist’s book”,
traditional landmark works, such as the books published by Edward Ruscha, no longer stand isolated in the field of bookwork accomplishments in the 1960s. Beuys’ foresight – and he was certainly familiar with the artist’s books of his colleagues – lay in us-
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ing the conventions of regular publishing, from the choice of paper, format, selection of authors, publisher, designer, and so forth,
to control all these elements together. Without having to design
the books himself, a homogenous Beuysian “look” emerged, typifying all books that were published during his lifetime, and many
that have appeared thereafter.
There are countless artists who have followed suit in the use of
books and editions to underscore a larger artistic body of work
and message: Anselm Kiefer, John Baldessari, Damien Hirst, and
Jeff Koons come to mind. But for the period in which Beuys was
coming to the fore artistically, and taking into account the amount
of literature that his work has spawned, only an artist such as
Andy Warhol has elicited a similar response in bibliographic
terms. Like Warhol, Beuys often designed the books, or at least
their covers, himself. In this way, Beuys – often spurned by Minimalist artists, Fluxus, and Conceptual art – proved himself able at
employing appropriation and readymade techniques, long before
the work of artists such as Richard Prince, Louise Lawler, or Sherrie Levine gave meaning to the idea of appropriating entire structures, from pictorial to institutional, as artistic working methods.
We can see Beuys’ books as an advanced kind of multiple, as
Beuys often had no direct hand in their design, and “art directed”
them from afar. A cursory scan of the literature published about
Beuys with the artist’s involvement reveals that he collaborated
with dozens of designers and typesetters. In contrast to the Lawrence Weiner model, where design matrices are set by the artist,
Beuys allowed his work to be interpreted freely in each new book
project. Yet the message he conveyed was always recognisable.
Sober and almost dry typefaces were used to broadcast what were
often quasi primordial events, performances, and exhibitions. In
the period when Beuys was producing many catalogues and posters, typography was still phototypeset. For posters, books, and
multiple design, Beuys favoured the use of sans serif types, mostly
choosing Helvetica, one of the most widely used typefaces of
graphic designers of the twentieth century. In works such as C’est
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la fin de la fin des Latins, 1982 (metal enamel plaque, 8 x 60 cm, editions Liliane et Michel Durand-Dessert, Paris), Beuys would have
chosen the type, colour, format, and probably saw proofs of the
piece, but its actual realisation was managed by the gallerist and
sign-maker. The typeface, designed and released by a type foundry based in Basel in 1957, perfectly expressed an aesthetic language that both resembled street signage and commercial language, often chosen by artists, from the 1960s onwards, to reflect a
new, unsentimental, and avant-garde sensibility.
Helvetica was selected by Beuys for many of his performance
posters. In the 1964 poster for the Fluxus festival at the Galerie
René Block, Beuys used Helvetica. In a 1966 poster, again for
Block, the design mixes Helvetica, used for the larger letters, with
Akzidenz Grotesk, a nineteenth century typeface. Wirtschaftswert,
Speisekuchen, Fisch- oder Saucenkuchen, a multiple produced for
Klaus Staeck in Heidelberg uses a modification of Helvetica: Helvetica Inserat. This type was designed in 1957, primarily for commercial and advertising use. The glyphs have a slightly more
squared appearance, similar to Impact and the typeface Haettenschweiler.2 So kann die Parteiendiktatur überwunden werden, utilises
Helvetica Inserat, Akzidenz Grotesk, and an English typeface
called Clarendon, created in 1845 by Robert Besley for the Fann
Street Foundry. It was revised in 1953 by Hermann Eindenbenz, a
Swiss designer for the Haas type-foundry, and then entered general design use.
For his 1982 posters at documenta VII, featuring the 7000 Oaks project, Beuys interestingly chose an American font, perhaps to appear more international. He selected the American Typewriter
font, which had been released in 1974 by ITC, International Typeface Corporation. (The best-known example of this typeface occurs
in the “I Love NY” logo by Milton Glaser, designed in 1977 for the
promotion of New York City.)
It has often been noted that Beuys emphasised regional and cultural specificity, making works that included references to Celtic,
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Germanic, and even Italian mythology. His preponderant choice
of Germanic typefaces subliminally underscored his “Germanness” and distinguished his image and artistic identity. And, as
can also be mapped with the changing face of Beuys’ signature,
Beuys was sensitively developing his own identity. He was aware
of its value, as can be seen for example in the frequent application
of his signature as part of editions and books.
Just as Beuys was attentive to the choice of typeface, so too would
he control the choice of photography used to depict his work. We
will never find full-colour, illustrated, Pop or psychedelic catalogues of Beuys in the literature, not even at the height of the
1970s. Instead, Beuys is interpreted through the photography of
his long-time personal photographer, Ute Klophaus, with full
bleed black and white images that developed a monopoly on the
recording and documentation of Beuys during his lifetime.
One of the most important structuring elements in the Beuys
books and printed materials on which he had an influence is the
chronology: the frequent reiteration of his biography, as well as
the very language used to describe the work of the artist. The
chronology employed in the catalogues and books of Beuys is the
fictional and artistic one created by the artist, departing from Lifecourse / Workcourse. Like the frequently used Helvetica typeface,
the descriptive language used (even to describe the artist’s birth),
also creates what appears as a monolithic front: it tends to describe
rather than to interpret, largely employing an unvarying tone, despite the different authors.
The paperback Joseph Beuys (Adriani et al 1979) at first seems like a
general audience introduction to Beuys. But the biography that the
authors draw from for the titles structuring the publication is
Beuys’ partly fictional Lifecourse / Workcourse, although this is not
clarified, for example, through quotation marks. This quickly reveals the hand behind this publication: “1921, Kleve exhibition of a
wound drawn together with an adhesive bandage,” or “1927,
Kleve exhibition of radiation.” A volume by Romain and
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Wedewer also resembles a scholarly paperback, although the
cover already has an artistic feel, depicting Beuys “napping” on fat
in one of his performances (Romain, Wedewer 1972). Again, the
volume purports to be an academic study, yet under the section on
Beuys’ performances, the first one that is listed is the highly improbable “Beuys works in the fields 1956-57,” or “Erholung von
der Feldarbeit” (“Repose from field work”) 1957-60, again taken
from Lifecourse / Workcourse. These are not performances: it is long
before performance art emerged and before Beuys encountered
such events in Düsseldorf or Wuppertal, or publicly decided to
make performances himself.3 The clearest deviation from many
readers’ (uncritical) expectations that what is published is a form
of documented truth4 is the 1979 Guggenheim retrospective catalogue. Like many of Beuys’ catalogues, it is written in a style that
is fantastical, and yet, as a product of Thames & Hudson, with the
editorial input of Caroline Tisdall, one might again think one was
receiving fact. This work, however, comes closest to being an artist’s book. Like no other, the publication helped to set the public
image of Beuys, mingling fact and fiction, in an extraordinary example of the artist’s will being carried out with – one has to assume – at least the permission if not the active support of museum
and publishing institutions.
The poetic nature of the prose in a book on Beuys is again evident
in the 1980 Schirmer/Mosel catalogue documenting Beuys’ performance Coyote: I like America and America Likes Me (ill. 34) The
author is Tisdall, a writer and curator who also mounted Beuys’
Guggenheim retrospective, and was romantically linked with the
artist in the later part of his life. The text she writes is characteristic
of the style often used to describe the artist, thus creating a seamless union between the work, its description, and its photographic
reproduction:
The man walked towards one length of felt with a brown
walking stick over his arm, and pulled on the brown
gloves. Then he swathed himself in the felt, easing it up
over his hat until nothing but the raised stick, its curving
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end stretched upward, emerged above the grey tent. The
image was a hieratic one, upright and distant, the clear outline of a shepherd figure glimpsed across the distances of
the steppes. (Caroline Tisdall, Munich: Schirmer/Mosel,
1980, p. 20)

This is Joseph Beuys, as he has entered traditional art history.
Beuys as shaman; Beuys in relation to Minimal, performance and
materials. It is the Beuys of publishers like Schirmer/Mosel,
Thames & Hudson, Yale University Press, and countless editors
and writers who repeated the words of the artist and thus further
disseminated the ideas of their originator.
In 1981, Beuys mounted an exhibition, Dernier Espace avec Introspecteur, in the Galerie of Liliane and Michel Durand-Dessert, in
Paris, where I was completing an internship. We spent some interesting time with the artist there, drinking coffee and joking about
boudins noirs and a red bell pepper that Beuys held in his hand until it seemed to glow. Shortly after he left town, I was asked to
sweep around the show with another gallery intern. We took the
remains of the exhibition, as well as the broom, and poured them
into a vitrine, which the gallerist Michel Durand-Dessert then offered for sale, as per Beuys’ instructions. Exceedingly mundane
circumstances often go into birthing an artwork.5 And at the same
time, the way an artist’s reception and diffusion are created also
occurs in an often modest and unspectacular way. And yet it is
this special concoction that works together to make image, market,
and aura. Beuys instinctively understood the link between production and reception. It was as unnecessary for him as a conceptual artist to manipulate or hand-design his catalogues as it was
for him actively to make some of his other, better-known, multiples.6
Multiples were the means to spread the collecting base, message,
and image of Beuys, and the ready-made format of books were a
seminal part of the artist’s self-branding. Beuys once remarked,
when asked about doing a whiskey ad (for which he took the pro-
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ceeds and applied them to his Organisation for Direct Democracy),
“my whole life was advertising, but one should be happy for the
things which I advertised” (Beuys 1981: ix). The multiples were the
merchandising aspect of what, in hindsight, might be called
Beuys’ brand.
A recent publication of the Michigan-based Kellogg School of
Management (Tybout, Calkins 2009) delivers concepts that are
oddly applicable to Beuys. In discussing the way a brand is created, the authors note key questions to be addressed by a manufacturer: What is the intended meaning for a brand in a consumer’s mind? Who is the consumer? What about the brand’s design? Building a portfolio or brands is akin to making art, as it entails abstract, and often highly visual terms.
It would help the study not only of Beuys, but art history in general, to consider and possibly adopt terminology perhaps more
common to other fields.7 All too often, Beuys and his use of multiples is romanticised, or tied in to themes ranging from Renaissance
art to his rivalry with contemporaneous American figures. But the
fact is that multiples, and those of Beuys in particular, were also
created in the 1960s for economic reasons; not just out of altruism,
or the love of manufacturing twelve copies of Marcel Duchamp’s
1917 In Advance of the Broken Arm, but in order to diversify the
market for art – and with this also the art-buying audience. There
was certainly the ideal of creating a more populist kind of artwork,
and the notion that art could be for anyone, that “Jeder Mensch ist
ein Künstler” (Beuys’ dictum). But the drive for small, limited editions was also the result of a steep hike in oil prices, brought on by
a crisis in the Middle East, and the need to appeal to a broader
range of collectors was largely economically motivated.
In the 1970s, Beuys showed both in high-end New York art galleries, as well as a wide variety of galleries with departments specially dedicated to multiples, such as Pace, Tanglewood, Schellmann, Multiples, and Castelli Editions. In an interesting, anti-establishment move, he even allowed his multiples to be carried by a
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raft of galleries that were not particularly well-known outside of
Germany, including Galerie Carok, Galerie Kausch, Galerie Klein,
Galerie LP220, Galerie Lüpke, Galerie Philomene Magers, Galerie
Moellenhof, Alfred Schmela, and Galerie Klaus Staeck. The decision to allow many galleries to handle his work put Beuys on a
parallel track with artists such as Sol Lewitt, who readily worked
with many levels of galleries, as part of his commercial and intellectual idealism (bucking the trend for selection and exclusion that
is often an artistic strategy). Columns and articles in magazines
began to appear in journals and reviews.8 “Revolutions: What the
artist and the collector should know about the new trends,” came
out in Print. And in 1972, Studio International dedicated an entire
issue to multiples. Arts magazine started its own section, as did Art
and Artists, and The Philadelphia Museum of Art sponsored the
exhibition Multiples, The First Decade in 1971. Neuer Berliner
Kunstverein followed with their major exhibition Multiples in 1974.
Beuys was a prolific maker of multiples as early as 1968, the first
multiples arising from the friendship with Daniel Spoerri. In 1973,
he mounted an exhibition that included multiples and books at
Galerie Klein in Bonn (Beuys 1973). Nevertheless, the Fluxus artists never considered Beuys to be a multiple maker, as he supposedly linked the multiples too closely to his own artistic persona.
Schellman and Klüser’s monograph on the artist’s multiples interprets them according to the main themes established by the
Beuysian hagiography, and via materials such as the colour substance “Braunkreuz,” felt, fat, and others. It is again the interpretation that Beuys himself intended. As anyone knows, artists are as
skilled in the manufacture of their reception as they are in the
choice of materials or commercial context for their work. These are
all just ways to place and frame the art properly.
For his class in Düsseldorf, his resignation from the Düsseldorf
Academy in 1973, the Party for Direct Democracy and other initiatives, multiples such as books, posters, and editions both propagated the message and brought in funds. Many of the multiples
were derived from props taken from Fluxus performances: black-
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boards, erasers, chalk, ladders, bathtubs and other material. Inspirational performances by artists such as George Brecht, Dick Higgins, Jim Dine, and Nam June Paik, also gave rise to editions. The
1963 concert Beuys organised in Düsseldorf, with La Monte
Young, George Maciunas, Jackson MacLow, Thomas Schmit, Daniel Spoerri, Wolf Vostell, Robert Watts and Emmett Williams, gave
birth to a multiple, Composition for Two Musicians (two wind-up
toys), and more importantly, exposed Beuys to a variety of objects
which would feature in his arsenal of materials forever after. In a
letter of 16 January 1963, George Maciunas asked Beuys to prepare: “a free standing ladder, a water bucket, a can, a very thick
rope, an exit sign, military headgear, a screen, and trumpet, a slide
projector, 2 loudspeakers” (Adriani et al 1979: 91). Beuys’ late installations such as Das Kapital and Celtic would again include such
props. Such small objects – or semaphores – were illustrated again
and again in countless books on the artist, and the books in turn,
in their never-ending versions of the artist’s chronology, catalogue
of works, and photographic representation, are the real, unnamed
multiples.
In conclusion, the issue of multiples, books, and editions centres
on how an artist manifests his or her artistic personality. Often,
scholars interpret Beuys’ work from within, accepting the interpretations, whether pedagogical, social, or religious, that Beuys gave
to his own work, and extrapolating from there. Joachim Verspohl,
for example, spread a web of references from Dürer to Caspar
David Friedrich, based on Beuys’ library. Friedhelm Mennekes
and Christl Sauer have interpreted Beuys along Christological
lines. Dieter Koepplin has used many references given by Beuys
and related them literally to the use of materials and forms. And
then there is Johannes Stüttgen, Beuys’ chief student, who is
author of many of the blackboard drawings that one might consider Beuysian multiples – just as what I swept together would
count as a Beuys work, owing to his instructions. For the most
part, interpreters are faithful to the canon of themes established by
the artist. They use it as a point of departure and continue his
work.
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One can argue that Beuys’ legacy is to be found more prominently
in his use of the printed multiple than the more monumental
sculptural objects that he created. His unique ability to influence
art writers is remarkable and corresponds to another interesting
but much-neglected legacy in the present-day: the importance of
Beuys as a political figure; a figure influential in how we – artists
or not – view our engagement with society and the relationship
between art and commerce. Today, it may thus appear that the real stamp of the artist, his legacy, are the hundreds of books which
distinguish Beuys from other figures, unable to maintain their
sway over the literature. As Beuys’ ability to conquer with his
reception proves, it is the dissemination of meaning, which is of
the utmost importance. The material differences among the works
and their manufacture are often studied, but it is also the intention
of the artist and his personal agency for the proliferation of his
message that count.
Notes
1 As an example of Weiner’s applied graphics, see his influence on the
graphic design of Paul Boudens, Antwerp, also for the Belgian fashion
designer Walter van Beirendonck (Boudens 2009).
2 Research on type and design was kindly provided to the author by Riccardo Perello, MA, IUAV University of Venice, 2009.
3 See further examples in Harlan, Rappman, Schata (1976), Vischer (1983),
Verspohl (1985), Harlan (1986), Zweite (1986), Bastian (1988), etc.
4 The author is grateful to Christa-Maria Lerm Hayes for the observation
that Beuys may have been sympathetic to emerging theories whereby the
objectivity of any science is questioned, and that in art history, Aby Warburg was already of the opinion that every writer chooses his very own
topic. This inevitable involvement of the observer is also accepted in the
natural sciences. Art historical books as creative works is perhaps a new
frontier.
5 The author wishes to thank Angela Vettese, IUAV, Venice, and the Peggy Guggenheim Museum, Venice, for the occasion to present these
thoughts in the form of a lecture, as well as Giulio Alessandri, for valuable insights into the post-Beuysian legacy, particularly in the persona of
Matthew Barney.
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German critic, curator, and sometime gallerist, René Block often made
commodities out of Beuys’ performances, writing about Eurasiastaff
(1967), “I myself later put the piano in its legless state, with what remained of the green violin and the hat Beuys wore during the concert
nailed to its lid. For a long time, Beuys knew this object only from photographs. It wasn’t unusual for Fluxus art, the main thing being fidelity to
the author’s conception” (Block 1979).
7 See: Stallabrass (2004) as well as Alberro (2004).
8 See also Tancock (1971), the essays featured in Art and Artists 5, no. 8
(November 1970); Victor Vasarely, “Multiples Supplement,” Studio International, 183, no. 936 (September 1971: 92); Max Kozloff, “Three Dimensional Prints and the Retreat from Originality,” Artforum 4, no. 4 (December 1965: 26).
6
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Parsifal – Christoph Schlingensief’s Figure of Redemption,
as Prefigured by Richard Wagner and Joseph Beuys
ANTJE VON GRAEVENITZ
Before he died on the 21st August 2010 at the age of 49, Christoph
Schlingensief was one of the most enthusiastic and original heirs to
Joseph Beuys’ social and political views. The German press even
went as far as maliciously renaming his production of Wagner’s
Parsifal “Hasenfal” (Hare-fal) (Peter 2004), in line with the usual
journalistic strategy of deriding Schlingensief’s work as folly from
the safe distance of the shoulder-shrugging petty bourgeoisie.
Where Beuys is concerned, things used to be rather similar. The
German press only began to see him as a “great” artist because of
his Guggenheim exhibition in 1979: Der Spiegel rather mockingly
gave him the title “The Greatest” on its cover that year. Here, I
gladly distance myself from practices such as this, and, in a more
impartial way, occupy myself with the development of the Parsifal
theme in the work of Wagner, Beuys and Schlingensief. I will start
at the end: what did the performance artist, film and theatre director Schlingensief, who also founded a political party, say about
Beuys?
In a 2003 interview discussing the occasion of the founding of his
party Chance 2000 in 1998, he stated:
When we were collecting signatures in Cologne in 1998,
Beuys’ student, Johannes Stüttgen, came up to us and said
surprised, ‘“Vote for yourself?” That’s our slogan, the
Beuys slogan.’ At first I didn’t believe it and asked him
about it more closely. Stüttgen explained to us the situation
at that time and it turned out that one can have the same
feelings at different times. That sounds simple, but it is
very interesting. Thus their statement was identical with
ours, a timeless call. I therefore think that one can use it a
second or a third time. That one can use things also on the
basis of a total misunderstanding. That is something that
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politics does not permit at all. One can also take up things
and understand them wrongly, namely, how one wants to
understand them for oneself. […] That one can use Beuys,
is allowed to use him properly or even terribly, that is what
I find so good about Beuys. (Schlingensief 2005: 17)
Speaking with Alice Koegel, Schlingensief said:
If I then engage more closely with his theory, then it can
have the significance of a social sculpture. Through his
theory, Beuys has set up a lot of projection surfaces, which
I, too, do not want to exclude. (2005: 37)
Concerning his interpretation of Richard Wagner’s libretto Parsifal,
he told Hans Ulrich Obrist:
With regard to my staging of Parsifal, I proposed that the
gaze be directed towards Parsifal, ‘the poor fool’, from the
universe. One can treat the figures exclusively from that
viewpoint of what earthly problems they have. There is
also a universal, an astronomical viewpoint in which persons are understood as stars and investigated accordingly.
Here, too, what interested me is the charge generated by a
certain perspective, a certain viewing angle. I am interested
in allowing the viewers to become part of the illusion in
order at the same time to send them back to reality. (2005:
18)
Some of Schlingensief’s reflections and remarks bear greater scrutiny in the context of this chapter. He mentioned “Vote for yourself”, “Social Sculpture”, the view on the universal and the desired
participation of the onlooker. This is what Beuys stood for, and so
did Richard Wagner.
In his programmatic 1850 essay “The Future Work of Art” about
the meaning of the “Gesamtkunstwerk” (“total work of art”), to
which Beuys and Schlingensief were also devoted, Wagner wrote
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that his goal was “happy people” because “we will be one in the
work of art” (Wagner 1911: 50). A work of art is therefore “a live
presented religion” (“Kunstreligion”) (1911: 50). In order to reach
the spectator directly, one has to come from “the motionless into
motion, from the monumental into the present” (1911: 62); then
and only then, Wagner continued, “will the true sculpture be present” (1911: 140). Please take note, Wagner was speaking of a
process and of the effects of his art of the future, and also of sculpture, a “true” sculpture. Wagner’s aims can also be recognised in
his other works, including his Bühnenweihfestspiel (consecrated festive stage play) Parsifal. From the earliest prose sketch (now lost)
of 1857, through the various intermediate stages of the work up to
its first performance in Bayreuth in 1882, the threads of his early
vision are woven into a very clear pattern.
Parsifal is about how to become a man, in the style of the medieval
epic after Chretien de Troyes (about 1180) and Wolfram von Eschenbach (of the early 13th century). It is also about alchemistic
strategies of mixing and sublimating various substances and the
colours white, black and red in order to create a perfect purity, as
well as an initiation ritual in the three stages of separation, transition and reintegration. The libretto of Parsifal can be read in different ways. At a simple level, Wagner’s text tells the story of the
‘simple fool’ Parsifal (Percival/Perceval) who runs away from his
mother and at one time kills a swan in a forest. This incident is
seen by a group of candidate-knights and their supervisor, the
guru Gurnemanz, who expresses outrage towards Parsifal for his
wanton act. They take Parsifal to the temple of the Holy Grail, in
order to teach him a lesson. Parsifal witnesses the way in which
the knights praise the Holy Grail, although the Grail-keeper
Amfortas is barely able to perform the rituals, because he is constantly bleeding from a wound in his flank. Amfortas’ wound is
the reason why his father, King Titurel, is unable to die. He sees
the wound of his son as not having been atoned for. The cause of
the wound is Amfortas’ seduction by Kundry, an Arabian servant
and witch. These connections are completely incomprehensible to
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Parsifal, who feels no compassion for Amfortas, Titurel or the
knights. They throw him out of the temple.
In a second part of the story, Parsifal undergoes a series of tests, in
order to learn the meaning of compassion. To pass these tests, he
has to resist the seductive flower girls. He must also pity his mother Herzeleide, whom he had left and who died in the most dreadful pain. Finally, he must recognise Kundry’s cunning art of seduction in the kiss that she gives him after having told him the story
of his mother, and by recognising her seduction he must understand why Amfortas carries his ever-bleeding wound, and feel
compassionate about it. Only through undergoing all this is Parsifal able to recover the spear that has caused Amfortas’ wound. Of
course, this spear is a symbolic reference to Longinus’ lance at
Golgotha, as well as to Amfortas’ sexual organs. Parsifal fights and
wins the spear back from the magician Klingsor.
In a third part of the story, after having experienced several symbolic deaths, Parsifal returns to the outside of the temple of the
Grail on Good Friday as a black knight. He is received by Gurnemanz and Kundry, and anointed as the saviour of languishing
Amfortas and his knights, a duty that Parsifal undertakes willingly. But the solution is not to become their saviour, but “Salvation to the Saviour” – a kind of self-salvation that makes it possible
to save others from harm. (You might remember Schlingensief’s
expression “Vote for yourself”. But I mention this only as an
aside).
While the theme of compassion and self-denial which ultimately
leads to salvation is arguably part of a Christian European tradition – in contrast with Arabian themes, of which the characters of
Kundry and Klingsor, and of course Wagner’s chromatic composition, remind us – we are surely dealing here with a universal
theme with a universal claim.
Although his wish to design a production of Parsifal was never realised, Joseph Beuys indeed developed a plan to do so.
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20) Joseph Beuys, Eurasienstaf/Eurasian Staff, 1968
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He always played with the idea of designing a production of
Wagner’s opera one day. In 1982, he told me that his idea was to
simply place the staff in various directions in a completely empty
room (Beuys 2002: 199-208). The singers and musicians were to be
situated in the auditorium. The staff would gather the directional
forces that came from the East and went towards the West and
would then radiate them back to the earth (ill. 20). The staff would
therefore be positioned with its ferrule pointing downwards.
Parsifal’s spear (also called a lance) could be interpreted as a
shared metaphor (Beuys’ Eurasian staff) for both productions. This
idea could not be realised. But still, we can trace the resonances of
this shared emblem now. In the libretto Parsifal, winning the spear
from the hands of Klingsor is of the utmost importance. Klingsor
uses every magic trick to prevent this because he is clinging on to
his power, and does not want the knights of the Holy Grail – and
the entire world – to ever experience the mercy of the Grail again.
For Wagner, Parsifal wanders through the space and time of his
life span without any clear sense of direction, until finally the staff
points him in the right direction. The club which Hercules carried
with him in ancient myth during his search for the right path has
now turned into a more far-reaching sign.
In more than one way, there are similarities between Wagner’s interpretation of the story of Parsifal and that of Beuys, as reflected
in Beuys’ artistic view and his work. Parsifal, as he stated in 1982,
”is therefore the new man. So in the wanderer, there is also a new
man, who always goes against himself, and who will never reach
the end of his development. That is in fact the real Grail” (2002:
208). The motif of a Grail often appears in Beuys’ drawings, for
instance in his drawing Drake’s Country Still Alive. Even on one of
the blackboards in the ensemble Hearth I of 1968-1974 (Feuerstätte I)
and Hearth II of 1978-1979 (Feuerstätte II) in the Museum of Contemporary Art in Basel, there is a drawing of the double chalice of
a Grail done in chalk. As with Hearth (ill. 21), our memory of a sign
of salvation is invoked here. Furthermore, in the fictionalised
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21) Joseph Beuys, The Brain of Europe, 1975
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conversation with Hagen Lieberknecht of 1972, Beuys made several drawings of the Grail (sign), which remain unpublished.
In his performance Eurasian Staff, Beuys appears as a figure who
brings renewal from East to West (from the Man of the East to the
Man of the West), because he brings with him a different kind of
thinking and imagination (Von Graevenitz 1987: 57, 62, 63, 69, 74).
How this comes about is what Beuys performs: his thinking is
stated in images. He acts as wanderer (as a “moved mover”, so he
stated) and sets up, among other things, four heated corners of the
room by covering them in felt, indicating the four cardinal points
of space, and his copper Eurasian Staff, taken from a linen cloth.
Copper is a conducting element; in the sign language of alchemy it
stands for woman and for Venus, the goddess of beauty, who here
could be acting as a keeper of art’s goals. This copper staff, in the
form of a letter J, (as in Joseph / of Arimathea / Beuys) is pointed
by Beuys in the direction of each corner of the room consecutively.
He holds his hand on his forehead in between each pointing gesture, while assuming a pose of meditation. Beuys believes that this
creative form of thinking, which is more appreciated in the east
than in the analytical and logical west, is lacking for Western man,
and could make him into a complete person. His performance,
then, is made up of stages towards salvation, albeit without the
dramatic stages of initiation that Parsifal has to undergo. But both
Wagner and Beuys’ work reflect a common line of thinking about,
and set of motifs to represent, these transformations. And these
must be decoded by the audience, in order for them to break away
from traditional ways of thinking, develop inner sensitivity and
finally become creators themselves: the aim of both artists. The
staff will lead them on this spiritual journey into the future.
If we see the various stages of this journey as an abstract diagram,
we recognise this current place as an imagined place and not as an
actual existing one. A forest is not something that we can see
through; we have to walk through it to know it. It resembles a
place without a view, a sort of labyrinth. The temple of the Holy
Grail is closed within itself, and it contains a legacy, something
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holy, that has to be looked after carefully. It must be known for it
to be kept; a wound is an outward hole that makes inner closure
impossible and allows the gaze to enter. However, a field of flowers is a place in which everything is equally beautiful and we are
bewitched and unable to look at anything in particular in such a
vast, beautiful space. The mountain where Parsifal meets Kundry
is too rough and narrow for the spiritual gaze; Klingsor’s tower is,
in the end, the place where Parsifal is able to grow and gain a view
for himself. In the end, Good Friday’s meadow is the place where
the metamorphosis of ice to flowers, death to life can take place.
The precondition for this process, then, is to direct the view towards the closing of the Grail’s castle and also close the hole, the
wound, and reveal the most holy object, the Grail itself.
Beuys chose the apparently icy stretches of Siberia, Eurasia, as the
universal place of spiritual journey and metamorphosis; a place for
the Eurasian Staff to point in all directions, an undefined global
place, therefore, for the imagination. Schlingensief also takes Parsifal’s location as a place of imagination, not as an actual space in a
play, but something that can be looked at. In this he follows the
tradition of Robert Wilson’s Theatre of Images, the so-called Metaproduction theatre, which was proposed earlier – in 1969 – by Beuys,
in his contribution to the experimental theatre in Frankfurt, entitled Titus/Iphigenie (Titus/Iphigenia). These are places of imagination, of concepts and ideas, the same terms that Wagner used. Parsifal himself expresses in surprise: “I hardly walk, but I think I am
already far away”, to which Gurnemanz offers the solution: “You
see, my son, here time has turned into space” (end of Act 1 of the
libretto). On Schlingensief’s revolving stage in Bayreuth indistinct
constructions appear that are more or less open towards the front
of the proscenium. These look as if they have been taken from the
Russian theatre of the early 20th century and from Frederick Kiesler’s Vienna theatre exhibition of 1924; those of Schlingensief
appear, however, to be on the verge of collapsing. The world of
Klingsor (Act 2) consists of a fence made of wire-mesh resembling
a military compound, but otherwise the stage is full of rather fragile constructions made of cardboard, tents, and containers. The
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place looks vulnerable and slum-like, not unlike real locations existing in many parts of the world. This is a universal space. There
is no unity of use of medium in this space, an approach exemplified by Emil Praetorius’ 1930s production of Parsifal for Bayreuth;
but after him many others – among them Schlingensief – have decided to use diverse theatrical means of approaching the production design of the libretto. Video projections of microbes, cells and
suffering seals are shown, as well as Voodoo and foot-washing
rituals; this Bayreuth production indeed shows the global possibilities of analogous expression.
Schlingensief’s production focuses on the opposition of north and
south and concentrates on suffering. In this, Schlingensief differs
from Wagner, whose theme is the virtue of Christianity against
what is, in his view, the heathen and unclear belief system of the
Arab world. He also differs from Beuys, who had a more neutral
world-view and was looking for a harmony of opposing ways of
thinking in East and West. Schlingensief interprets human suffering in two ways: firstly directly, such as where he puts two people
with Down’s syndrome on the stage. This can be viewed as a reference to Beuys, more specifically to the artwork Show Your
Wound, and the instance when he said that a ‘thalidomide’ child
could be the greatest artist (Infiltration Homogen for Grand Piano, the
Greatest Contemporary Composer is the Thalidomide Child, 1966). The
imagination of people who suffer from Down’s syndrome, in particular, is part of the global world, the world of Parsifal, who will
become “knowing through compassion”. Schlingensief also looks
after these people intensively in the context of his social work. He
once made a statement that drew from the title of Beuys’ work of
art Show Your Wound, changing it to “Show Your Fear”.1
Schlingensief’s second interpretation of suffering brings more
analogous forms on stage. His knights are people of colour, and
are witnesses from parts of the world where people suffer in
economic or political ways and must be rescued from these
conditions. The knight-candidates are either white or people of
colour. Some of the flower girls are wearing skirts of straw, others
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wear costumes from all over the world; they all speak of their
suffering and want to be consoled. Kundry is white and has red
hair; although medieval story states that she is from Arabic lands,
Schlingensief decided to stage her as a character from a folk-tale
about a redheaded witch. However Klingsor, the magician in
Schlingensief’s interpretation, is black; as described in medieval
stories, he was apprenticed to people of Muslim faith, and arrived
back at the temple of the Holy Grail as a Hungarian king (Meyer
1983: 125, 171-2). From the fountain of life that appears on the edge
of the stage at the end of Schlingensief’s production, a naked, big,
black Mother Earth figure appears, and can be interpreted as
offering to the Holy Grail an expectancy of love and care. The
world to which these people of colour belong is no longer a
counter-world, but one to which we all belong, both inside the
Grail and outside of it. These people are both victim and culprit at
the same time, neither exclusively good, nor bad. They are
connected to the context of their function at certain places in the
story. It is no coincidence that the words “Gral – Kral” are written
on one of the fountains where the earth mother is lying. For
Schlingensief, Africa is a continent that, together with the old
Europe, will create a new utopia. For this reason, Schlingensief
also made a film in Namibia, in which music from Wagner’s Der
Ring des Nibelungen played an important role for its motifs and
references.
Schlingensief’s vision of Africa as a place from which an impulse
for the creation of utopia is emerging after the rather utopiafatigued postmodern era, is directly related to an opinion expressed by the sociologist Claus Leggewie (from Berlin, like
Schlingensief). In the book Renaissance of Utopia. Figure of the Future
in the 21st Century, Leggewie defines Africa as a “hybrid society,
that creates diverging experiences of time and which connects a
sense of locality throughout the world” (Leggewie 2004: 49). According to Leggewie, Africa is a continent of hope, not a lost one,
because there is an expectation of a kind of Marshall Plan for African union. Finally, he states that:
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a revitalisation of local knowledge and the adoption of foreign goods and culture of a world without borders go hand
in hand; global systems of reference are incorporated in local practices. […] The real place of Africa is the interdependent world society and its utopian energies are the familiar ones, autonomy and a global citizenship. (Leggewie
2004: 64)
A utopia such as this is very close to Wagner’s dream. We can see
this most clearly in his programme notes for the overture of his
opera Parsifal at a private performance for King Ludwig II on 12th
November 1880 in Munich, where he states that the basic principles of the work are “Love/faith/hope”. Parsifal offers the spectators the idea of renunciation as a token of hope.
In the conversation I had with Beuys about Parsifal, he said something generally about how this principle of hope could come
about:
I believe that in particular for a renunciation one needs the
utmost activity – in the spiritual sphere. But people especially have to renounce their foolish habits. This can be interpreted in a political way. What they do and make, and
want to consume, all this formulating of goals: these have
to be renounced, of course, in order to gain some sort of
quality of life. Then the quality lies in the act of renouncing, not in the taking. This is, indeed, the destruction of an
inner life, destruction of consciousness, the future, beauty,
art: that is, indeed, all destruction. Therefore, the principle
of having has to go. And when you put the highest ideas in
between, then that would be a renouncing. But that is
something very precious, the gold lies there. In renunciation lies gold, indeed, in a spiritual sense, man’s holiness
lies there. I would say, this idea is important. (Beuys 2002:
201)
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22) Christoph Schlingensief’s production of Wagner’s Parsifal, 2006

For Schlingensief, this would mean that the global world of the
brothers in faith has to be united in the temple of the Holy Grail,
and not only that of the man of the East with the man of the West,
as Beuys proposed. According to Schlingensief’s wishes, Parsifal
meets priests of all world religions in the temple of the Holy Grail,
not the knights of Kings Arthur’s court. A Tibetan monk, an
American Indian, a Buddhist, a Mullah and several African
shamans appear on stage, as well as a Catholic priest. At one point
in the performance, one after another, they put a hand into a bowl
of red paint and press it on the spotless fool Parsifal. During this
very touching and euphoric gesture of blessing, the choir sings the
nearly endless melody of the Eucharist. Blessed in this way,
Parsifal could become one of them, if only he could answer the
question: “Do you know what you have seen?” Because he cannot,
he is expelled from their circle.
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23) Joseph Beuys, How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare, 1965

In an alchemistic way, a discipline with which Wagner and Beuys
were both familiar, this blessing means that the whiteness of purity will come to life through the red of blood. According to the
alchemic process of the emergence of the soul, this will only occur
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when a symbolic experience of a number of tests has been undergone, a process of sublimation outside the circle of the priests.
Schlingensief’s Parsifal will continue to wear his white shirt with
its red handprints on it. In connection with this, the hare already
referred to now reveals a particular meaning. It not only appears
as a prop of the Grail, but also in a two-screen video-projection, in
a blood-red field and as a carcass. Schlingensief unearthed an African myth in which the hare represents ‘foolishness’. This was apt,
for according to an alchemic tradition, the hare stands for man,
who has to find his way in a nomad-like way as a wanderer, moving in a criss-cross pattern out of feelings of fear, building his lair.
The hare, then, is an allegorical figure representing creative man
(Michelspacher 1988: 56). A Grail’s castle is not represented in the
alchemic tradition as such, but a temple for the soul is. The Rosicrucians want to build such a temple, but why – referring to
Schlingensief – should it not be the Grail of man, or even the Kraal
castle? The hare has become something of a celebrity through
Beuys’ art. In his performance Siberian Symphony, 1st Movement of
1963 and the artwork How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare of 1965,
the dead hare must be brought back to life (ill. 23). Those people
who are informed about the secret and black art of alchemy know,
of course, that the creative man that sits inside every onlooker has
to be revived also. Schlingensief’s hare is quite lively at the beginning of the opera performance, but later we see it in a video projection as a decaying corpse. Parsifal walks through a dark tunnel
towards an illuminated opening and the performance ends. It is
now the audience’s task to revive the dead hare and turn the putrefaction into reddening vitality. By the same token, the aim of
Schlingensief’s production is to create a “social sculpture” – in
Beuys’ terms – within the audience.2
The Russian writer on art Boris Groys stated, quite rightly, that
“Schlingensief was globalising Parsifal” (Anon: n.d.). I would add
to his conclusion that this globalisation is not only meant as an enlargement of the world through the African continent, but also as a
general parable of salvation. This, in its turn, is what the French
poet Raymond Roussel meant when, in his book Impression of Af-
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rica of 1910, he stated that there was an unknown continent in our
spiritual life, whatever faith we may profess, that we would discover to our benefit. In the end, it is not Schlingensief’s aim to
reach towards a Christian notion of salvation, but to seek one resembling that which interests Beuys; “when our strength dwindles”, Schlingensief stated:
I will look for other batteries for bliss and joy. A melancholy remains. I have found in the inevitability of the end a
new source of energy. In Wagner’s operas it is this that
touches me deeply. He connects an experience of awakening with an image of death, death and salvation. Ten seconds after I have been awakened, I already notice that all
this is terrible, but from this yearning duality I gain the
strength to work and live better. (Walde and Fuhr: 2005)

Notes
Compare Beuys’ statement with Schlingensief’s work for the Biennale in
Venice, 2003 (Arsenale), “Church of Fear”.
2 In January 2005, Schlingensief put on the premiere of his action Area 7 in
the Burgtheater in Vienna, where motifs of Beuys and Wagner were also
included (Lhotzky 2006: 37).
1
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“Cork Caucus, Contemporary
Practice and the FIU”

Interventionist

In the summer of 2005 Cork City hosted a threeweek long international gathering of artists,
writers and theorists. This was the ‘nucleus’ period of the Cork Caucus, a set of events arranged
about a cluster of timely motifs: ‘art, democracy
and possibility’. In general terms, the Caucus
was an offspring of a ‘sociable’ strand within
contemporary art, and its initial concept had
come from the ideas of Charles Esche, curator and
director of the Van Abbe Museum in Eindhoven, who
visited Cork at the invitation of The National
Sculpture Factory in early 2004. The choice of
artists for the Caucus nucleus also reflected
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this well-established, cosmopolitan configuration
within the art world.
However, from early on it was decided that the
natural outcome of simply staging an international event in a marginal city like Cork, parachuting in, as it were, representatives of
international artistic trends for a limited
period of intense activity, was to be resisted.
The Caucus was not to mimic the structure of
crude globalisation, adopting Cork as a more or
less exotic backdrop for an event that could have
taken place almost anywhere, and would certainly
have looked more at home in the functionalist
spaces of a studio complex in Berlin. Instead,
ways were to be found in which the locale might
become a determining factor in the event, whereby
the Caucus could take on the structure of a
conversation, not only between the visitors, but
between locals, and between locals and visitors.
Art / not art (David O’Brien and Fergal Gaynor,
an artist and a writer) in particular took on the
job of bringing this about, and eventually
devised an educational scheme, in many ways
directed by local creative practitioners, that
anticipated the subjects under discussion by the
Caucus
nucleus,
and
ensured
that
the
international visitors arrived and entered into
an environment that was already conversationally
active.
A considerable amount of research, in the summer
and autumn of 2004, preceded the final adoption
of this educational scheme, and in searching for
models of relevance to the Caucus and its Irish
location, Beuys’ plans to found the Free International University in Dublin, and his concept of
Ireland functioning as the ‘Brain of Europe’ exerted
a
certain
fascination.
And
although
Beuysian concepts were more or less discarded before the preliminary, educational stages of the
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Caucus got under way in the winter, still the
‘spirit of Beuys’ seemed to pass in and out of
the Caucus for Art / not art - as Gaynor and
O’Brien performatively recounted in the Goethe
Institute in Dublin for the Beuys anniversary
seminar.

“... we were thinking in terms of the
absence of an intellectual and cultural
community in Cork. There did exist a
certain
platform
of
cultural
activity,
established to a great extent by artists in
the eighties, but nothing seemed to be
taking
that
platform
as
its
base,
inhabiting and building upon the ground. We
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saw
the
Caucus
as
an
opportunity
to
cultivate
this
new
intellectual
environment. But it was equally important
to find ways of keeping the resultant
critical culture in the city – to have the
city support a new level of intellectual
life.
We
had
to
resist
the
constant
pressure towards cultural diaspora ...”

“... the image of Beuys that filtered down
to me in my teens and early twenties was
that of some sixties-style would-be shaman.
When I first saw a Beuysian work – ‘I Like
America and America Likes Me’ – at the
Pompidou in Paris, I left feeling I had
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watched something comic. There were two
figures in dialogue in the video: one who
acted according to a complex symbolic
terminology, and a coyote. The latter acted
as naturally as an animal can in captivity.
It
seemed
to
me
like
one
of
those
situations on television when an earnest
presenter has to work with an animal, and
the audience is automatically amused by the
contrast
between
the
human’s
tense
formality
and
the
informality
of
the
animal, utterly unaware of what is expected
of it ...“
Caucus Recruitment Drive, October 2004:
“... we thought we’d beat the bushes in
Cork and see if we could find any cultural
practitioners – anyone interested in the
creative
process
–
mathematicians,
scientists, even artists. We didn’t want to
use
a
conventional
mail-out
or
advertisement in a newspaper, so we decided
to set up an intellectual space that people
could inhabit for a time, and see who was
drawn in. We hired a large area in the City
Hall, properly civic for a project about
public transformation, and, mirroring the
Celtic Tiger development outside, built a
maze out of scaffolding, with fifty large
blackboards as walls and partitions. These
blackboards were covered with diagrams,
images and texts, indicating certain paths
of thinking. At the end of the maze we
turned an extra blackboard into a table,
and spread on it the various essays and
books we were reading. Here, unexpectedly,
the visitors began to gather, talking,
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arguing, eating and drinking (many left and
came back with the makings of lunch). It
was our first realisation of a nascent
critical community ...”

“... on either side of the entrance to the
maze there were two ‘pillars’, printed with
contrasting texts: on the left, Beuys’ and
Tisdall’s application to the EEC for funding for a central Free International University in Dublin; on the right, a rewriting of the Irish characteristics outlined
in that text to correspond with the conditions of 2005. In order to enter the maze,
this territory of thought, then, you had to
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pass between a moment of possibility, a reserve that Ireland seemed to possess in the
seventies, and an account of the overdevelopment of the same resource ...“

“... during the research phase there was
one period when I was reading Beuys’
criticism and biographies extensively.
At a particular time I was immersed in
‘The
Felt
Hat’
and
its
numerous
references to the symbolism of bees and
crosses, beehives and honey. While in
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the middle of the book, I had to go to town
one night for the opening of a show and, as
happens in Cork, I ended up at a club and
got home really late, completely langers.
When I got to my bedroom I found myself
wondering ... something funny was going on.
It just felt somehow uncomfortable. I had
the light on, and I went over to the window
to close the curtains. The fabric of the
curtains seemed to be moving. Then the bed
began to move. Then I noticed there was a
kind of hum in the room. It was only then
that I realised that the whole room was
covered in bees. The window was closed, the
door was closed – and it’s a brand new
house – I couldn’t figure out how they got
in. They weren’t flying around, they were
moving kind of lazily, so I brushed them up
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in a dustpan and threw them out of the
window. I cleared the room, but slept in a
different room that night, needless to say.
I woke up finding it difficult to come to
terms with the surrealism of the night
before – I felt like I was being haunted by
Beuys. And when I went into my bedroom to
get some fresh clothes, all the bees were
back ...“
“... part of our research involved visiting
people who’d known Beuys, or who had spent
a great deal of time studying him, with the
result that we were given some very different images of the artist. All of them with
a posthumous feel. It felt like some huge
energy had been left after his death, which
had then been parcelled up and taken away
to all sorts of corners of the world. Some
had made their minor explosions, and fed
into the art scene in New York or Tokyo or
Cork, and some had been kept in the possession of individuals who had some right to
his legacy, and the little parcels had been
modelled into quite distinct figures of the
dead master, fitted to different futures
and ways of life. By turns he was an anthropologist,
a
businessman
a
master
craftsman, a socialist and a performer ...“
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The Locus Caucus:
“... for the spring of 2005 we had a wee
office in a school building, with the
classrooms converted into lecture theatres,
production areas and a library. It was
freezing most of the time – what we had was
electricity and a phone line, no heating.
This was where we started the educational
phase of the Caucus, and the building became a kind of artistic drop-in centre. Often it was just a matter of artists trying
to get us to fill out their funding forms –
I think they used the phone more often than
we did ... “
Pathos:
“... by the Caucus’ summer nucleus I had
come across a piece by Beuys in the Frankfurt Museum of Modern Art – ‘Blitzschlag
mit Lichtschein auf Hirsch’ (‘Lightning
with Stag in its Glare’). Standing before
it the idea of ‘not art’ came to mind. It
seemed to me that this was something that
was striving desperately to be art, and was
somehow failing. What I was seeing was the
detritus, fragments, the various remainders
of some compulsive effort to bring about
art. The figure of the artist, now absent,
had focused a convulsive energy, and attempted to direct it into profound, largescale themes. This was evident from the
aesthetics – the fragmentary nature of what
was thrown on the floor, the great lava-
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like bolt of lightning – but it didn’t cohere. It seemed to me to be a gesture of
non-coherence, but simultaneously an indication of the magnitude and energy needed
by that which was supposed to cohere. And
there was something almost tragic about the
piece ...“
“... the activity of the reading groups,
reading, say, about Benjamin and Baudelaire, led to a collection of texts in the
library of the Locus Caucus. Further texts
suggested by our conversations were gathered there, and we added a kettle, tea bags
and a coffee machine, and listened to the
resultant discussions. The reading groups
themselves were more or less self-educating
at this stage – each session suggesting the
material for the next – and they spread out
of the centre into various public and private spaces – bar function rooms, domestic
sitting rooms, student flats. In tandem we
launched the Non-Academy, a series of lectures inspired by the reading group sessions and aimed at giving them an outside
impetus. The poet Trevor Joyce, for instance, extended the subject of the flâneur
out to a reflection on compulsive walkers
of various kinds, and their association
with stasis and revolt. The Non-Academy
lectures as well brought disparate groupings into one space – scientists, the intellectually curious and artists all turning up to a lecture on nanotechnology. Over
drinks afterwards unlikely confrontations
and cross-fertilizations occurred ...“
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Legacy:
“... not long after the Caucus nucleus the
Locus Caucus was shut down, and the new
public space opened was in danger of disappearing. We still had the groups of participants in the city, and their conversations, but for how long when no structure
supported their practice? Our immediate aim
became
the
establishment
of
a
‘third
space’, between the institution and the
pub, where poetry, art, science and philosophy could co-exist as it had briefly in
the Caucus ...“
“... a finished image of Beuys? The Caucus
nucleus had only complicated the matter,
adding further figurations. For Fred Dewey,
a veteran of the councils movement in Los
Angeles, the image was almost hagiographic,
and it was up to us to aspire to its social
goals. For a number of Central European
critics it was a matter of Beuys versus
Duchamp, and Duchamp had all the cool remove and sophistication ...“
Final Questions:
“Do you document, preserve, seal with
fixative - can you assume it will be picked
up, the energies re-released at a later
date? Or do you wipe the blackboard clean,
be faithful to its character as an event,
allow it to return to the general flux of
events, hoping that ephemeral matters like
word of mouth will extend it into the
future?”
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Morphogenetic Fieldwork and the Ethnologic
of Toposophy: Meditation on a Coyote Wandering
on Rannoch Moor1
ULLRICH KOCKEL
Because the anthropologist is outside of the culture
which he studies he is not part of the community. …
He is not part of the social matrix. Whereas the artist, as anthropologist, is operating within the same
socio-cultural context from which he evolved. He is
totally immersed, and has a social impact. His activities embody the culture. Now one might ask, why
not have the anthropologist … ‘anthropologize’ his
own society? Precisely because he is an anthropologist. Anthropology … is a science … [and] … is disengaged. Thus it is the nature of anthropology that
makes anthropologizing one’s own society difficult
and probably impossible. (Kosuth 1991: 119)
Around 1970, Joseph Kosuth issued his challenge that characterised the artist as role model for an engaged anthropologist. Informed as it was by an image of anthropology that held largely
true before the beginning of that discipline’s bumpy homecoming,2
the challenge may appear somewhat dated after some four decades of critical encounters between art and anthropology.3 Not only has there been increasing interest in the anthropology of art;4 an
‘ethnographic turn’ in art (Coles 2001) has also long been diagnosed, and anthropologists whose practice has been shaped by
these and related debates have long since ‘anthropologised’ their
own societies.5
In the following pages, no attempt will be made to review the extensive and growing literature dealing with the relationship between art and anthropology. Rather more humbly, setting out
from a personal point of departure, I want to offer some reflexive
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observations and speculative thoughts on a very specific aspect of
practice where art and anthropology may be seen to converge,
pondering the creative potential of such convergence. The vanishing point towards which such a meditation is directed, remains, as
it was for Kosuth, the social impact that such practice might have.
Within anthropology, the social side-effects of its canonical disciplinary practices in the context of imperialism, colonialism and
other forms of oppression have come under scrutiny for some
time, but here I understand ‘social impact’ somewhat differently. I
use it in the sense in which the term is employed in what is often
called ‘applied anthropology’ or ‘public ethnology’: approaches
committed to emancipation through political intervention, based
on scientific analysis, and thus not a million miles away from the
founding ideals of a certain ‘Free International University’. To
frame this meditation, I will look at the ‘site’ of our practice, or
what anthropologists have tended to refer to as ‘the field’, drawing
loosely – some might say frivolously – on some rather heretical
ideas. Kosuth spoke of anthropology as a science, by which he
probably meant that it was committed to a certain epistemological
and ontological paradigm. My starting point is a hypothesis that I
encountered as a young graduate reading up for a PhD proposal
while teaching German Studies in a School of Accounting and Applied Economics. The publication of this hypothesis (Sheldrake
1981) prompted Sir John Maddox, then a senior editor of the journal Nature, to suggest the book might be the best candidate for
burning in a long time (Editorial Nature 1981).
Morphogenesis
The following reflections are structured around a set of keywords/pointers, as indicated in the title, beginning with Rupert
Sheldrake’s ‘morphogenetic field’. The term is not his own; it has
been used in biology for some time. Literally, the term ‘morphogenesis’ refers to the creation or coming into being (genesis) of a
form or shape (morphê); Sheldrake uses it to express his idea of a
living, developing universe with its own inherent memory. He argues, basically, that natural systems, by what he calls ‘morphic
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resonance’, inherit some kind of collective memory of patterns of
behaviour and even physical development. Sheldrake proposes a
continuous spectrum of such ‘morphic fields’, including morphogenetic, behavioural, mental, social and cultural fields. Existing
within and around the system that they organise, they contain the
collective memory on which members of a species may draw and
to which they contribute. Thus, the fields themselves evolve. According to Sheldrake, ‘morphic fields’ contain information but neither matter nor energy, and they are discoverable only through the
effects they have on the systems of which they are part. Social
fields, for example, influence the behavioural patterns of all individuals constituting a particular social system; cultural fields
shape how traditions are transmitted across space and time.
As an explanation of the modes of transmission of concepts and
archetypes, Sheldrake’s theory appears to owe much to C. G.
Jung’s theory of the collective unconscious (Jung 1999), which Jung
saw as a deeper, in some sense ultimate biological reality. The hypothesis of a universal field that encodes ‘basic patterns’ can be
traced back to the scientific worldview developed by Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe (Bortoft 1996); with Goethe, Sheldrake also
shares the notion that this field holds the information needed to
bring forth animate beings and their behaviour, and to co-ordinate
patterns of existence with those of other such beings. In other
words, the field provides a force guiding the development and
growth of organisms, so that they take a shape similar to others of
the same species – and this applies both in a physical and in a socio-cultural sense.
The biological significance (or otherwise) of Sheldrake’s theory is
of minor concern here, but his ideas deserve consideration with
regard to the social and cultural fields as such, and also in another,
related sense, which shall be the main focus here. As ethnologists
and anthropologists, we are used to thinking about fieldwork in a
relatively ‘physical’ sense of being – often for an extended period
of time – at a particular ‘site’, where we study the lives of animate
beings usually belonging to our own species. Kosuth thought this
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worked better if we did it in social and cultural fields other than
our own; for a long time, and in many instances right up to the
present, the anthropological establishment tended to agree.6 However, if for the sake of intellectual curiosity we accepted Sheldrake’s model, however contested it may be, we can see cultural
and social fields as entirely metaphysical – not discrete locations
that we enter and leave at will, but webs of memory and belonging
in which we may become entangled and from which we may find
it difficult to disentangle ourselves.7 Undertaking fieldwork in
such circumstances also entails the possibility – if not indeed the
danger – that the researcher might alter the memories and relations that give shape to the field, becoming part of them, modifying in the process the subject of study in ways utterly anathema to
the scientific paradigm.
Fieldwork 1
In anthropology, the paradigm of long-term ‘residential’ fieldwork
is commonly traced to Bronis!aw Malinowski’s prolonged involuntary sojourn on the Trobriand Islands, where he developed what
later became a key anthropological method, called ‘participant observation’. Long-term fieldwork was, however, not accidentally
invented during the First World War, as this well-known narrative
might suggest; it has a somewhat longer pedigree. One of its chief
proponents was the German scholar Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl, one
of the ancestors of European ethnology, who in the second volume
of his epic work Land und Leute [Land and Folk] characterised the
task of the ethnographer thus:
To roam freely through the world, the eyes always open for
nature and the folk makes cheerful work – a jolly game it is
not ... In my view the double work-load of simultaneously
roaming and investigating is especially strenuous, far more
strenuous than the most thorough study of books at the
desk.8
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The emphasis for Riehl was very much on ‘wandering’ around the
field with open eyes, ears and mind, the whole sensory apparatus
fully alert; moreover, he saw direct engagement with the facts of
life as the best source of ideas, and the immediate recording of
one’s observations, as well as the ideas to which they give rise, as a
vital ethnographic practice.9 Existentialist and phenomenological
fieldwork that became fashionable in anthropology in the second
half of the twentieth century looked in many ways not unlike the
methodology advocated by this cultural historian a hundred years
earlier.
Over the past generation or so, anthropology has increasingly discovered ‘home’ as a theatre of fieldwork. The reasons for this
‘homecoming’ are manifold and cannot be discussed here, but the
ambivalent notion of ‘theatre’ is worth highlighting. The term is
used both in the sense of ‘stage’, designating a space for drama
performances, and is also similar to its medical use (as in ‘operating theatre’), indicating the performance of more or less complex
operations. With the emergence of virtual ‘cyber-reality’ and other
disembodied forms of being, such as financial futures markets
where profits not yet made from the exploitation of resources not
yet located are sold for profit, the question of what constitutes ‘the
field’, and how and where it is situated in time and space, has become a matter of considerable debate. As Coleman and Collins, the
editors of a recent book on the topic have observed, ‘the anthropological tendency to argue and think through spatial metaphors has
concealed the degree to which fieldwork has never been dependent on fixed places as such’ (Coleman, Collins 2006: 11). Arguably,
the places we enter are, in some ways, invariably imagined places
and, as such, not fixed in any reality outside of our imagination –
or so the fashionable constructivist theory of the world would
have it. The ontological argument over whether or not there is any
reality outside our perception must be left for another occasion;
from a practical perspective, I prefer to use the term ‘actuality’
[Wirklichkeit], which refers to what effect the world ‘outside’ has
on an individual or group, regardless of whether or not there is
such a world in philosophical or even purely physical terms, and
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thus allows us to get on with trying to make sense of the world.
Obviously, if this actuality has significant and predictable effects,
we may have some grounds for surmising that there might be a
reality and what it might look like.
Postmodernity is credited – or should that be: discredited – with
the progressive destruction of place, and the anthropological departure from conventional notions of fixed places has been part of
that process. However, seeing places as performances does have
analytical advantages when we are trying to come to grips with
fieldwork. Such a perspective ‘captures a sense that fields (and associated relevant “contexts”) are created anew each time the ethnographer ... invokes the field in the process of research and writing. ... [T]he field as event is constantly in a process of becoming,
rather than being understood as fixed ... in space and time’ (Coleman, Collins 2006: 12). And we do not have to subscribe to a constructivist view of the world to acknowledge that ‘fields are as
much “performed” as “discovered”, framed by boundaries that
shift according to the analytical and rhetorical preferences of the
ethnographer’ (Coleman, Collins 2006: 17).
As fieldwork has become increasingly detached from the conventional anthropological ‘field’ – ‘a “tribe”, a village, some place you
could get to know by covering it on foot and engaging with its
people face to face’ (Hannerz 2006: 23) – we have discovered
‘multi-sited’ and other strange and novel fields. Nowadays we often seem to have little idea of ‘what the field is, or where it should
be, if it is real or perhaps virtual, and even if there has to be one at
all’ (Hannerz 2006: 23). Initiated in the 1980s, the ‘writing culture’
(Clifford, Marcus 1986) debate has continued to challenge the
ways anthropologists construct ‘their’ fields and the people they
write about, but twenty years on, it is by no means certain whether
‘we have yet adequately faced up to the problematic of diversifying anthropological genres’ (Hannerz 2006: 33). Indeed, we continue to write as if the community studies paradigm still prevailed,
and are only gradually coming to grips with the need to adapt
how we write to what we write and what we write about – we
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might even want to interpret ‘writing’ rather more loosely than
has been the case to-date, and ‘should be wary of allowing the routine assumptions from established styles of fieldwork to carry over
into and dominate arguments about newly emergent styles’ (Hannerz 2006: 35, f).
Because anthropology was conventionally focused on exotic locations and on peoples without ‘written culture’ in the way the dominant global cultures understood that term, it neglected the historical dimension for a long time. As the discipline was ‘coming
home’, it began to discover the past (including its own) as a suitable – and often suitably foreign – field. Moreover, as well as the
pasts of the groups of people it studied, anthropology became interested in the pasts of individuals, and so biography and autobiography came to be recognised as valid pursuits for its practitioners. The inclusion of biography and autobiography as spheres for
research has had a significant impact on the definition of ‘field’ for
the purposes of anthropological fieldwork, because ‘life is always
lived in certain places that need to be investigated in the course of
the research’, and, where the focus is on an individual, ‘the life of
the subject becomes the field constituted by the events of the life’
(Kristmundsdottir 2006: 168). As indicated earlier, the actuality of
such a ‘life lived in places’ does not, strictly speaking, require the
physical reality of a place outside of that life as a necessary condition (however useful it might be for practical purposes). It is reasonable to postulate a place constituted by life events; but if we
accept that postulate, we must also accept that the ‘field’ where
ethno-/anthropologists conduct their fieldwork can no longer be
‘a place or locality in the traditional sense’ (Kristmundsdottir 2006:
168). As the conventional boundaries dissolve, ‘admitting new
kinds of research and access to new kinds of knowledge’ (Kristmundsdottir 2006: 169), we need to re-orientate ourselves. Because
of its emphasis on participant observation, anthropology has often
been criticised for being overly concerned with the spectacle, with
what can be seen. Where key actors are dead, a researcher inevitably must ‘use her eyes rather than her ears to discern the voices
in the field’; nevertheless, the past ‘is a field like any other in an-
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thropology, teeming with voices that speak to the anthropologist’
who is able to listen (Kristmundsdottir 2006: 170). Following Sigridur Kristmundsdottir’s approach, the participant observer may
listen carefully to voices in the field, ‘albeit subjectively, since in
interpreting these voices, a researcher has to rely on imagination to
a greater extent than in the traditional field’ (Kristmundsdottir
2006: 175). Here, then, is another heresy.
Fieldwork 2
Fieldwork has other, non-academic connotations: as the work of an
agriculturist. Strictly speaking, a farmer does not grow a crop;
crops grow by themselves. The farmer sows and plants, and then
works on the local microcosm to create the conditions conducive
to the growth of those crops. Thus, the farmer cultivates the field,
creates a culture – hence we speak of an agriculturist: the fieldworker who sows and plants, then cultivates the field, influencing
the patterns of plant growth, in order to help a culture to emerge,
take shape, drawing on the morphogenetic field within which all
this happens.
When I teach ethnographic fieldwork methods to students, I like to
recount an anecdote from the Zen tradition:
A frazzled disciple, wilted by the noonday glare, goes to
the master for advice. ‘Sensei!’ he pleads. ‘Counsel me! I no
longer have any hunger for enlightenment. Tell me what to
do!’ ‘Have you a garden?’ the master asks. ‘Yes.’ ‘Then go
hoe it!’ ‘But what about enlightenment?’ says the puzzled
disciple. ‘Forget enlightenment!’ the Sensei roars. ‘When you
hoe – hoe!’ (Walters 2001: 64, f)
The point of telling the story in that context is to emphasise the
tedium and drudgery of much of fieldwork, where for most of the
time very little happens that might be considered exciting – intellectually or in almost any other terms – and a fieldworker might
well be tempted to pack up and go elsewhere, but should instead
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stick it out and do something in keeping with the needs of the
local microcosm, even if this activity may only yield any ‘useful
results’ in the fullness of time. But the image that this little gem of
fieldwork wisdom invokes in my mind is neither of a diligent farmer, nor of a wise master of Zen. It is of Joseph Beuys planting an
oak tree next to a column of basalt.

33) Joseph Beuys, 7000 Oaks, documenta 7, 1982

Beuys was not only an observer and listener, but his actions, or at
least some of them, can also be regarded as empirical research
(Lerm Hayes 2006). Empirische Kulturwissenschaft10 – empirical cultural studies – is one of the many names by which my academic
discipline, European ethnology, is known. Consider Beuys in the
light of this meditation so far – a participant observer and listener,
conducting empirical research on cultural issues, planting trees as
he goes along. It would not be unreasonable to describe him as a
fieldworker: anthropologist – agriculturist – artist. Thinking fur-
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ther along these lines may open up new genres, new ways of doing fieldwork, and new ways of speaking about it.11
There is also, not to be forgotten, the political aspect.12 A widely
quoted passage from Martin Buber’s I and Thou comes to mind:
What is required is a deed that a man does with his whole
being: if he commits it and speaks with his being the basic
word to the form that appears, then the creative power is
released and the work comes into being. … Such work is
creation. … As I actualize, I uncover. I lead the form across
– into the world of It. The created work is a thing among
things and can be experienced and described as aggregate
of qualities.13
While he could be interpreted as talking about the artist working
in a kind of social vacuum,
‘Buber was first and foremost a prophet of community. [In
his framework, ‘community’ can be seen as] a certain refuge for those plodding alone through the meaningless
sands of the It-world. For Buber, therefore, the care of souls
is inextricably linked to the care of soils. [The appropriate
context for this process of community is not the universe,
but] a particular place whose peculiar creations – narratives, liturgies, music, rituals, art – are faithfully passed on
from one generation to the next.’ (Deffenbaugh 2006: 146)
Thus we are dealing with a process of tradition – which is a key
concern in European ethnology.
Anthropos, Ethnos and Topos
To the extent that the social sciences have increasingly turned their
searchlight towards such allegedly universal forces as the market
or globalisation, they have become almost devoid of meaningful
notions of the anthropos. Their focus on metaphysical forces that
bump a cultural construct around has eclipsed concerns with
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understanding human being. Postmodern analysis has debunked
the quest for the anthropos by postulating the inevitable constructedness of the individual as a non-negotiably individual matter, thereby rendering any alternative approaches beyond the pale.
Even some anthropologists have fallen into this discursive trap. By
the same token, ethnology has been stripped of the ethnos just as
‘community’ has been turned into a bland and meaningless concept, the term nowadays being used fairly indiscriminately to describe any analytical category of more or less faceless people for
the purpose of social analysis. If ‘community’ can be defined in
any way we like and individuals are individually constructed, we
are confronted with a stark choice: we can either abandon anthropology and ethnology as pursuits no longer relevant in a postmodern nirvana, or we can take a stance against the ’politically
correct‘ voiding of the anthropos and the ethnos that goes hand-inhand with the discursive destruction of the place – the topos – they
inhabit. To take that stance makes our fieldwork inevitably a political act of defiance, which may well lead us onto potentially dangerous ground, where we need to know what we are sowing, and
be prepared to deal with what we might reap. In other words, we
need to take full responsibility, not just for and towards a scientific
establishment, but for and towards all human being with which
we engage. This responsibility is not simply something ‘we’ must
face vis-à-vis ‘them’. As fieldworkers, we make the field, but the
field also makes us. Nobody has expressed that better than the
Dutch artist Maurits Cornelis Escher in his Drawing Hands (1948):
the anthropologist writing about the anthropos, the ethnologist
writing about the ethnos, is like the hand that draws a hand that
draws the hand that draws a hand that draws …
Many years ago, the magazine The Ecologist carried a cartoon
showing a group of scientists in motion: one dreaming up a complex formula, another gazing at the sky through a telescope, a
third studying a flower with a magnifying glass, and their leader,
his face buried in a bundle of papers marked ‘data’, pointing
ahead cheerfully while striding forcefully forward – over the edge
into the abyss. This image of a self-absorbed science is aligned
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with the Enlightenment and juxtaposed with an alternative view
of knowledge and understanding that is aligned with the Romantic Movement. The epistemological resonances of this juxtaposition
cannot be explored here – nor can the validity of the juxtaposition
be examined. But two observations may be noted that are of relevance to this meditation. One is that the constructivist paradigm
fits in well with the kind of science caricatured, rather than with its
alternative, as post-postmodern proponents of that paradigm tend
to perceive; and this is because, second, it shares the same disregard for the place – the topos – in which it is situated.
Fieldworkers live and work in constant interaction with human
beings in communities of place and may therefore be less inclined
than desk researchers to deny their materiality. However, the political imperative indicated above requires that we do not stop
there, but develop, and engage with, a vision of place actualities
that runs deeper than the mere acknowledgement of their existence. A century ago, the German Youth Movement used the metaphor of ‘The Blue Flower’ to give expression to such a vision,14 and
Beuys may well have been influenced by their ideals, especially
where they touched on and were inspired by anthroposophical
concepts.15 Much of his work can be understood as engaging with
questions of humanity, community and place, which he sought to
both depict and shape – a fieldworker in the morphogenetic cultural field.16
Ethnologic 1
In a series of ‘essays on cultural renewal’, the poet Kenneth White
postulates the urgent need for a new anthropology: ‘The real work
consists in changing the categories, grounding a new anthropology, moving towards a new experience of the earth and of life’
(White 2004). In pursuit of such a new anthropology, he invokes
an aspect of the Romantic Movement that we have encountered
earlier in the work of Wilhelm Heinrich Riehl:
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Romanticism meant ... a radical crisis in the Western conception of the world, a criticism of its systems, values and
ambitions, an encyclopaedic search for knowledge in all directions and the groundwork for a new epistemology, as
well as a tremendous outburst of creativity. A lot of this
was expressed in ... the ‘transcendental travelogue’ ...
[which] ... moves through a spiritual topography ... It is a
journey from self to Self, from confusion and ignorance to a
cosmo-poetic reading of the universe. But more important
perhaps than the destination of these transcendental travelogues is their method. The idea is to give a sense all along
the way of what is open and flowing and cannot be defined
in any cut-and-dry fashion. ... All is essay, fragment, approach. (White 2004: 96)
In other words, he postulates an interactive, creative approach to
fieldwork, taking poesis literally when he insists on the need for
‘not only a new philosophy of poetry, but a new poetic anthropology.’17 And here, again, we can see Escher’s hand that draws a
hand that draws the hand that draws a hand – a representation that
reminds us also that, contrary to the universalist aspirations of
paradigmatic science, ‘all logics are ethnologics’ (Kan, Turner
Strong 2006: xvi). They are grounded in place and community.
Ethnologically speaking, the key universal is that there are few
universals.18
Ethnologic 2
Another Scotsman, the Gaelic scholar Donald Meek, said of the
aims of an earlier generation of Scottish poets that they could be
‘focused in one word – “community”’.19 Yet another Scots poet, the
human ecologist and activist Alastair McIntosh, quoting Meek, has
argued that ‘[i]t is precisely this ‘Celtic’ sense of community that
the casualties of globalisation, which is to say many people in the
modern world, turn to for a bit of vision, hope and nourishment’.20
In that context, ‘Celticity’ … takes on a meaning that can be bigger
than ethnographic and linguistic definitions alone: it becomes a
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code for reconnection with human community, with the natural
world, and with God’.21 It was precisely in this sense that I interpreted the ‘Celtic Quest’ of Joseph Beuys.22 The theological resonances of this position cannot be explored here; but what becomes
apparent is the triad that points beyond the traditional confines of
anthropology as perceived by Kosuth and other critics: the anthropos reconnects with the ethnos in the topos – or in Geddes’ terms,
work-folk-place.23 We could extend the line by saying that this
process creates the oikos.
Understanding anthropology and ethnology in these terms, and
conceiving of their ‘field’ accordingly, leads to a fundamental reorientation of practice for epistemological and ethical reasons.
Many anthropologists and ethnologists may already see themselves in a similar light, and often choosing this discipline for their
career has been motivated by concerns not unlike those that have
inspired the work of artists, poets, theologians and campaigners.
Hence there should be, and is, considerable potential for – to quote
Geddes24 again – sympathy, synthesis and synergy. But in practice
we are all too often afraid to make the connection. The development of what might be called a ‘deep anthropology’ or ‘deep ethnology’ has been hampered by the contemporary fashion for cultural studies that focus on the ‘booming, buzzing confusion’ we
encounter at the surface of the everyday, and by an ever tighter
funding régime that values short-term instrumental usefulness,
which can be readily proven, rather than long-term elementary
understanding that can only be conjecture in the present. And so
the fieldworker, just like Kenneth White’s modern citizen
‘[h]ustled hither and thither between bureaucracies and circuses,
between boredom and distraction’, is no longer able to find his or
her bearings ‘in a civilization which, having no deep culture, tries
to camouflage its fundamental lack by making a lot of noise and
flashing a lot of images’, and therefore ‘ends up avoiding any still,
open moment … and, more or less satisfied, but knowing little real
joyance, lives on complacently in a well-filled mediocrity’ (White
2004: 59). This complacent mediocrity is the context for and the
reason why a reorientation is arguably necessary, for epistemo-
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logical and ethical reasons, unless we are prepared to abandon the
field – thereby literally losing the plot – to the property developers
and financial speculators. As ecologically aware fieldworkers, we
are called to engage more actively with other forms of understanding, such as can be found in art when it is ‘founded and grounded,
that is, when it isn’t just another aspect of the circus’ (White 2004:
59).
Wandering Coyote
Cultivating sympathy, synthesis and synergy between anthropo/ethnological fieldwork and art at multiple levels of engagement
is vital for the continued meaningfulness of anthropology and
ethnology as intellectual pursuits. This may seem a bold statement. We are faced with a strong paradigm that has almost succeeded in digging the ground from under our feet by declaring as
void – at least in academic terms – any attempt to connect with
deeper levels of meaning. The charge levelled against any dissident is that of ‘essentialism’. Yet, as I have argued elsewhere, ‘labelling certain ideas and avenues of inquiry as “essentialist” is a
convenient way of avoiding issues that might challenge fashionable normative frameworks’ (Kockel 2008: 7). There is a danger
that we fail to recognise the myth of ‘essentialism’ for what it is;
and we may even forget how important it is ‘to keep the power of
myth under a watchful eye and to offer narratives that challenge
and critique the dominant worldview created by our stories’ (Deffenbaugh 2006: 161). Cultures25 across the world have used socalled ‘trickster tales’ as a corrective to myths. Where myths are
supposed to establish a sense of permanence, certainty and security with regard to cultural frameworks and practices, such tales
serve as reminders to the members of a particular culture ‘that the
reality they perceive through their myths is nonetheless vulnerable
to disruption, that disorder is as much a part of their waking day
as the order they have come to know and expect’ (Deffenbaugh
2006: 161f).
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34) Joseph Beuys, I Like America And America Likes Me, 1974

The best-known trickster figure is Coyote, a character found across
North America, not just since his cartoon incarnation as Wile E.
Coyote. Coyote’s primary purpose is to change things, enabling
what is old and out-dated to disappear and the world to be renewed. Consequently, in some creation myths Coyote becomes the
Creator; in other instances, he may be a messenger, a culture hero,
or a fool. Coyote is able to shape-shift. His creative power extends
to language – he can create animals by naming them. In such
myths, Coyote is not referred to as an animal, and may even meet
his animal counterpart, the coyote.26 In such encounters they usually address each other, respectively, as ‘elder brother’ and
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‘younger brother’. In many traditions, Coyote appears as culture
hero engaged in changing the course of rivers or the location of
mountains, creating entire landscapes or obtaining sacred items
for humans.
Coyote – the artist, poet, wandering fieldworker in the morphogenetic cultural field? If this is a general, ‘global’ image, is the Scottishness of earlier references then purely incidental? Well, not
quite. The Coyote has also been observed on Rannoch Moor, yes,
that desolate place in Highland Scotland that inspired Beuys’ Celtic
(Kinloch Rannoch) Scottish Symphony.
Rannoch Moor
We have finally arrived at the centre of the labyrinth, in a place
that, in its bleak desolation, perhaps epitomises the ‘Celtic Fringe’
better than any other. A poster by Scottish Heritage – on display,
for example, at the Heritage Centre in Glencoe, which commemorates the 1692 massacre of a branch of Clan Donald – depicts a
fierce-looking Highlander posing in a bleak heather landscape,
with a caption that reads: ‘Once they owned it. Now, it’s yours.’
While the caption is probably just meant to convey the message
that national heritage is now accessible to all, the poster gives the
visitor no sense of the individual and communal pain endured by
the commoners who were displaced during the Highland Clearances; it thus gravely misrepresents the story of the place in which
it is now being displayed.
As we move out of Glencoe, we come to Rannoch Moor. The significance of this landscape for Beuys and his work in relation to
Scotland and Ireland has been explored in depth elsewhere.27
What is important to highlight here is the obvious point that, as an
artist, Beuys was not making an ethnographic statement about
Rannoch Moor in the way that a diligent ethnographer would
make such a statement. At the same time, the universal artistic
statement was framed unmistakably by the experience of a particular place. Unlike universal statements, based on the analysis of
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so-called ‘hard’ data, this universal statement retains resonances of
its local roots and dispositions that make it relevant and applicable
to the local context. It is this curious specificity of the universal
that I see in the soziale Plastik postulated by Joseph Beuys, as I see it
in the ‘geopoetics’ of Kenneth White. Both treat the concepts of
heritage and tradition quite differently from the way in which we
have been used to thinking about them – as a force of considerable
creative potential, rather than an obstacle to cultural advancement.
Naming his Scottish Symphony after a place on Rannoch Moor,
Beuys – perhaps inadvertently – gave his audience a hint in that
regard. ‘Kinloch’ means ‘the Head of the Lake’, but the place itself
is actually at the opposite end to the head of Loch Rannoch – an
upside down place, so to speak.28
The heritage and traditions of the displaced Highlanders may contain much that from our contemporary perspective seems not
worth having; but to jettison an entire culture because it appears to
have some room for improvement is a rather drastic solution.
Nothing can justify ethnocide. Rather, ‘the soils of our tradition
need to be turned, and new seeds need to be sown, but from stock
that we have inherited from our predecessors’ (Deffenbaugh 2006:
214). If we abandon the quest for humanity (anthropos) constituted
through community (ethnos) in its place (topos), in favour of more
fashionable or temporarily lucrative knowledge interests, we risk
losing the ability to tell good seeds from bad ones, and we might
even be tempted to regard ‘our’ seeds as better than everyone
else’s. It is important that ‘[w]e do not seek to “set upon” our place
in order to fulfil our own needs and desires. Rather, we endeavour
to be that point in creation at which art and local ecology are
joined in unison so that the Eternal You may come to presence as a
special kind of language’ (Deffenbaugh 2006: 194).
Toposophy
Are artists really better anthropologisers of their own society than
anthropologists, as Kosuth once claimed? Perhaps some are. More
important than the question of whether artists should turn them-
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selves into anthropologists or vice versa is that of what we might
be able to learn through mutual exchanges, not just of ideas but of
actual practices. As anthropologists are coming to terms with the
fact that they make, and are made by, the field that they study,
they have a choice: either retreat into the safe realm of pure cultural theory, or get to grips with the messy business of trying to
navigate the morphogenetic cultural field as it changes shape under their very hands. Does that make them social sculptors? If so,
it is important that they understand fully where they are and who
they are with when they do this. Ecologically, human beings live
in communities in specific places, where roots are put down and
pulled up in the course of time, and memories make dreaming the
future possible. Like any old-fashioned ethnologist concerned with
wisely applied politics,29 Beuys the trickster, wandering around
the radical field (McManus 2007) on the Atlantic edge (White
2006), has demonstrated in his actions how the wisdom that ‘sits in
places’30 may be released. It is not important here whether he always succeeded in that, or whether his was the right – or even the
best – way of doing it. What matters is that he tried, and tried to
show others how. Anthropologists could do a lot worse than follow him across the territories (White 2004) of perception in search
of enlightenment. But we shouldn’t forget to bring a hoe…
Notes
This essay started life as ‘Morphogenetic Fieldwork and the Anthropos:
An Ethnological Meditation about a Dead Coyote on Rannoch Moor’, a
contribution to a symposium on Joseph Beuys and anthropology, held at
the University of Ulster on 26 April 2007. I would like to thank the participants for their comments and criticisms, especially my PhD-student
Victoria Walters, who organised the symposium as part of her doctoral
research (Walters 2009), a project that proved immensely stimulating and
made a mark not only academically, but also in the physical landscape of
the University of Ulster’s Magee campus, where an oak is now growing
next to a piece of basalt.
2 See, for example, Kockel (2008b: 149-63).
3 See, for example, Schneider, Wright (eds) (2005).
4 See Gell (1998); also Morphy, Perkins (eds) (2005).
1
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For example, Greverus (2005).
European ethnologists have long seen things differently and were undertaking fieldwork ‘at home’ even at a time when colonial powers and
their successors were generously funding anthropological research overseas. This is by no means to suggest that they were more advanced than
their colleagues; it merely reflects their rather differently morphogenetic
disciplinary field. Closely related in the early modern period, the two
fields drifted apart during the Age of Empire and have only recently begun to converge again. Other interpretations of their history are equally
possible and entirely legitimate, but cannot be discussed here in depth.
See Kockel (2008b); also Kockel (1999, chapter 3).
7 The reader who detects in this discussion resonances of ‘quantum entanglement’, Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle and a ‘holographic paradigm’ is entirely on the right track. The PhD proposal mentioned earlier
led to a thesis, in the course of which its author underwent a fieldworkdriven morphogenesis from economist through geographer to, after
graduation, anthropologist and European ethnologist. The thesis contained the outline of a holography of social systems – a model of socioeconomic development, drawing extensively on theoretical physics, Gaiatheory and ecosophy; see Kockel (1988).
8 Riehl (1903[1861]: 11) (my transl.): ‘Frei durch die Welt zu streifen, das
Auge stets geöffnet für Natur und Volk ist eine lustige Arbeit, ein lustiges
Spiel ist es nicht ... so rechne ich die Doppelarbeit des gleichzeitigen
Wanderns und Forschens für besonders anstrengend, für anstrengender
als das gründlichste Bücherstudium am Schreibtisch.’
9 ‘Nur der einsame, kunstgeübte Wanderer ... findet den raschen Blick
und die nie erlahmende Spannkraft zum rastlosen Beobachten. ... Die besten Gedanken findet man immer dort, wo man unmittelbare Anschauung der Tatsachen gefunden hat, und die Gedanken wollen ... auch gleich
frischweg erfasst und festgehalten sein ...’ (ibid.)
10 The term was coined by Hermann Bausinger, who established the
Ludwig-Uhland-Institut at the University of Tübingen some five decades
ago, to distinguish a sociologically reincarnated Volkskunde from other
versions of cultural studies emerging at the time, which were based more
on textual analysis and literary criticism. My hunch is that Beuys, with
his interest in the material and substantive, would have felt much more
at home with Bausinger’s society-oriented approach than with some of
the other forms of cultural studies that seem to focus increasingly on individual pathologies.
5
6
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11 In Beuys’ Lebenslauf/Werklauf, the period where he recovered from his
depressive crisis is marked by the words “Arbeit auf dem Felde”. He
used Feldarbeit as a euphemism for or indicator of (self-)therapy/therapy
through physical labour.
See Lerm Hayes (1994); Lerm Hayes (2001: 86-88). An anthology of
Seamus Heaney poems is entitled Field Work (Lerm Hayes 2001: 244).
12 This has been explored, for example, in my earlier work on Beuys, in
the context of a Tate Gallery Liverpool exhibition and conference entitled
‘The Revolution is Us’ in 1993; see Kockel (1995).
13 Martin Buber (1970), I and Thou, New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons:
60f.; quoted in Deffenbaugh 2006: 145f. For an in-depth discussion of the
interdependence of words and works in the actions of Joseph Beuys, see
Walters (2009).
14 Among the better known visions that combine anthropos, ethnos and
topos is that of Scottish polymath Patrick Geddes, who was a contemporary of that movement; for a discussion of his ideas, see, for example,
Stephen (2004).
15 See, for example, Kockel (1995) for some indications of such connections.
16 An eloquent summary of this perspective in Beuys’ own terms can be
found in his speech ‘Talking About One’s Own Country: Germany’, given in 1985: Beuys (1986).
17 Ibid.: 145.
18 Kockel (2008a: 19); see also Frykman, Gilje (2003: esp. 10f).
19 Meek (1995: 34).
20 McIntosh (2002: 19). While McIntosh does not explicitly refer to Buber,
his title reflects the same inextricable link that Deffenbaugh (2006) identifies in Buber’s thought, between ‘care of souls’ and ‘care of soils’.
21 McIntosh, as note 20.
22 Kockel (1995).
23 See, for example, Law (2005: 4-19).
24 See, for example, Stephen (2007: 23).
25 ‘Cultures’ is yet another term that has become suspect because it apparently ‘essentialises’ cultural groups. As I am not aware of any viable
alternative that adequately captures the actuality in question, I continue
to use it.
26 Beuys’ 1974 action ‘I Like America and America Likes Me’ has been
documented photographically, with an accompanying text, in a book
originally published in 1976; see Tisdall (2008).
27 See, for example, Walters (2009); also Rainbird (2005).
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28 This curious naming of a place is also found in Ireland, where Kinlough, Co. Leitrim, is located at the foot of a lake that drains into Donegal
Bay.
29 Gottfried Achenwall (1749): ‘Schlüsse zu formieren, wie ein Staat klüglich zu regieren sey, das heißt, um davon eine Anwendung in der Politik
zu machen’; see Kockel (1988: 79).
30 The phrase is borrowed from Basso (1996).
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